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Abstract

A hidden Markov model (HMM) comprises a state with Markovian
dynamics that is hidden in the sense that it can only be observed via a noisy
sensor. This thesis considers three themes in relation to HMMs, namely,
identi�cation, inverse �ltering and applications.

In order to employ an HMM, its parameters have �rst to be identi�ed
(or, estimated) from data. Traditional maximum-likelihood estimation pro-
cedures may, in practice, su�er from convergence to bad local optima and
high computational cost. Recently proposed methods of moments address
these shortcomings, but are less accurate. We explore how such methods
can be extended to incorporate non-consecutive correlations in data so as
to improve their accuracy (while still retaining their attractive properties).

Motivated by applications in the design of counter-adversarial au-
tonomous (CAA) systems, we then ask the question: Is it possible to estimate
the parameters of an HMM from other data sources than just raw measure-
ments from its sensor? To answer this question, we consider a number of
inverse �ltering problems. First, we demonstrate how HMM parameters
and sensor measurements can be reconstructed from posterior distribu-
tions from an HMM �lter. Next, we show how to estimate such posterior
distributions from actions taken by a rational agent. Finally, we bridge our
results to provide a solution to the CAA problem of remotely estimating
the accuracy of an adversary’s sensor based on its actions.

Throughout the thesis, we motivate our results with applications in
various domains. A real-world application that we investigate in particular
detail is how the treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysms can be modeled
in the Markovian framework. Our �ndings suggest that the structural prop-
erties of the optimal treatment policy are di�erent than those recommended
by current clinical guidelines – in particular, that younger patients could
bene�t from earlier surgery. This indicates an opportunity for improved
care of patients with the disease.





Sammanfa�ning

En dold Markovmodell (eng. hidden Markov model, HMM) består av
ett dynamiskt system som observeras via en osäker sensor. Den här av-
handlingen behandlar identi�ering, invers �ltrering samt tillämpningar av
denna modelltyp.

För att använda en HMM behöver först dess parametrar identi�eras
(skattas) från data. Traditionella maximum-likelihood metoder kan, i prak-
tiken, konvergera till lokala optima och vara beräkningsmässigt krävande.
Nyligen föreslagna momentmetoder kringgår dessa problem, men har lägre
noggrannhet. Vi studerar hur dessa metoder kan utökas till att ta icke-
sekventiella korrelationer i beaktning. Detta i syfte att öka noggrannheten,
men fortfarande bibehålla deras attraktiva egenskaper.

Motiverade av tillämpningar inom kontra-�entliga autonoma system
(KFAS) ställer vi sedan frågan: Kan en HMMs parametrar skattas utifrån
annan information än ren sensordata? För att besvara denna fråga studerar
vi inversa �ltreringsproblem. Vi visar hur en HMMs parametrar kan åter-
skapas utifrån utdata från ett HMM-�lter. Vi demonstrerar sedan hur sådan
utdata kan skattas när den blivit processerad – till exempel, om en beslutsta-
gare har fattat ett beslut baserat på den. Slutligen kopplar vi samman dessa
resultat för att ge en lösning på KFAS-problemet: “skatta noggrannheten i
en motståndares sensorer utifrån dennes handlingar.”

Genomgående motiverar vi våra resultat med tillämpningar i diverse
områden. En tillämpning som vi studerar i detalj är hur bukaortaaneurysm
bör behandlas. Våra resultat indikerar att den optimala behandlingspolicyn
skiljer sig från nuvarande rekommendationer – mer speci�kt, att yngre
patienter skulle kunna dra nytta av en tidigare operation. Detta pekar mot
att det �nns möjlighet att förbättra vården av patienter med denna sjukdom.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Models of the physical reality are at the very core of science and engineering.
A model is, loosely speaking, a tool used to answer questions about a system

without having to resort to running experiments on the system itself [1]. In this
thesis, we will be concerned with mathematical models of dynamical systems.
There are di�erent types of mathematical models – each type adequate to answer
certain types of questions. For example, Newton’s laws of motion persist in a
deterministic modeling framework: given the mass of an object, along with the
forces exerted on it, the resulting acceleration can be computed exactly. In this
thesis, we will focus on modeling frameworks that take uncertainty into account.
This means that we want to be able to capture the behavior of systems that exhibit
an element of randomness (this includes systems that are in�uenced by factors
that we cannot measure – we simply consider the in�uences to be random).

For example, we cannot say with absolute certainty what the outcome of a �ip
of a coin will be. However, using a probabilistic model we can pose (and answer)
questions related to:

• system analysis (we want to gain insight into how the system functions – a
good question would be “is the coin biased?”);

• prediction (many doctors face the question “how likely is it that the patient
will recover after prescribing a certain medical treatment?”);

• �ltering (“what is a good guess of the position of an aircraft, given past and
current noisy radar measurements?”);

• optimization (“what is the optimal choice of a parameter/decision variable
so as to maximize pro�t?”);

• control (“how should the �ight control surfaces be regulated to keep an
airplane steady, despite random wind gusts hitting the plane?”);

• fault detection (the question “has the system changed signi�cantly?”, which
could indicate malfunction, can be answered by comparing the currently
observed behavior to that predicted by the model),

etc.

1



2 Introduction

Obtaining a good model is usually a non-trivial task. The �rst of the two
principal ways is to model the system from �rst-principles. This requires domain
expertise, and is usually highly costly and time-consuming. The second way is to
try to adapt the model parameters so as to make the model describe previously
observed behavior of the system well – this is referred to as system identi�cation,
or data-driven modeling.

This thesis discusses several ways of performing system identi�cation in a
speci�c probabilistic model framework that will be introduced below. It also
considers applications of the framework and the resulting models to problems
that can help to guide decision and policy makers in real-world settings.

The Markovian Framework

The central concepts of the framework this thesis is concerned with will now be
outlined – the descriptions are made formal in the next chapter.

For many systems, it is possible to identify a state – a quantity that completely
determines the current conditions of the system and summarizes its history. In
a Markovian system – also referred to as a Markov chain – the state of the system
changes at random at every time-step, but with the fundamental property that
conditioned on the current state, the future and the past history are independent.
The set of values that the state can take is called the state-space of the system.
The random changes occur according to the transition probabilities of the system.
These specify, conditioned on the current state, the probability of the system
being in another state (from the state-space) in the next time-step. For example,
a very simplistic model of the weather may assume that the state-space is the
set: “sunny”, “cloudy” and “rainy”. Via system identi�cation (based on historical
weather data), it might be found that the probability of a cloudy day being
followed by a rainy day is 70% – that is, the transition probability from the state
“cloudy” to the state “rainy” is 0.7.

One important generalization of this model is to make the state of the system
latent (i.e., hidden). For example, a weather satellite cannot directly observe
ground weather and precipitation. Rather, it uses spectral measurements to infer
current surface conditions – it might, however, confuse “normal” clouds with rain
clouds. In this setting, there exists a set of possible observations (the observation
space) from which, at every time-step, an observation is sampled according to
the observation likelihoods. The observation likelihoods specify the probability of
making a particular observation, conditioned on the system being in a certain state.
Note that such an observation is all that is obtained – the actual state of the system
is not seen. For a Markovian system, this is called the hiddenMarkov model (HMM);

“one of the most successful statistical modeling ideas that have came
up in the last �fty years”,
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as expressed in [2]. It is also common to refer to this structure as partially
observable.

A second important generalization, motivated by many engineering applica-
tions, is to allow for a manipulable control input (action) to in�uence the system.
The aim of the control is usually to minimize some cost function (that depends on
the state of the system and the chosen input). In particular, at every time-step, a
decision maker is presented with a set of actions to choose amongst. The choice
of action in�uences an instantaneous cost that is incurred and, in the case of
a Markovian system, the transition probabilities, while in the case of an HMM,
both the transition probabilities and the observation likelihoods. The controlled
versions of Markovian systems and HMMs are referred to as Markov decision
processes (MDPs), and partially observed MDPs (POMDPs), respectively.

Selected Applications of the Markovian Framework
To illustrate the wide applicability of models based on the Markovian framework
(e.g., HMMs, MDPs and POMDPs), we present below a number of selected prob-
lems. The books [2] and [3] discuss several examples, and contain a large set of
references to real-world applications. An even more exhaustive listing of refer-
ences (more than 360 references from the 1990s) can be found in [4], covering
applications of HMMs in: acoustics, bioscience, climatology, control, communi-
cations, econometrics, handwriting and text recognition, image processing and
computer vision, signal processing, and more.

Speech Recognition HMMs were introduced as early as in the mid-1970s for
speech recognition tasks [5–7]. However, still today, HMMs lie at the heart of many
speech recognition systems and the framework did not change fundamentally
up until the recent decade [8] – it was only in the 2010s that hybrid systems
combining HMMs and deep neural networks became popular [9–11].

Speech recognition is well-suited for the HMM framework since there is a
dependency between something unobservable (the actual phrase that was spoken)
and something observable (the recorded sound). Note that the recorded waveform
is not a deterministic function of the spoken phrase since there are variations
between di�erent speakers in, e.g., pitch, speed and accent.

The speech recognition problem can be divided into di�erent levels of com-
plexity depending on the unit of speech to be identi�ed: for example, a good
speech recognition system should take syntax and semantics into account when
processing a full sentence. The most bare and fundamental task is isolated word
recognition: a single uttered word should be identi�ed from a known vocabulary
of words.



4 Introduction

hidden state /s/ /i/ /k/ /s/

observation

Figure 1.1: In a speech recognition system for the word “six”, the hidden state
of the HMM corresponds to the di�erent phonemes. At every time-step, a short
segment of sound, with a speci�ed spectral content, is generated (observed). In
isolated word recognition, the HMM is used to evaluate the probability that a given
recorded sound was generated by the HMM. The probability for every word in a
vocabulary (each with a distinctly trained HMM) is computed and compared. The
sound is classi�ed as the word with the highest probability.

Example 1.1 (Isolated Word Recognition, [7]). One approach to the isolated word
recognition problem is to build an HMM for every word in the vocabulary (using
training data), and then, for every word in the vocabulary, use the corresponding
HMM to compute the likelihood that the uttered sound was generated by this
particular model. The uttered word is then classi�ed as the word corresponding
to the HMM indicating the highest likelihood. The HMM for a single word in the
vocabulary can, roughly, be constructed as follows.

First, the recorded sound is represented as a sequence of symbols (observations).
Such a sequence can be obtained by i) dividing the soundwave into segments of
equal length, ii) performing a spectral analysis on each segment, and iii) using
vector quantization methods on the results of the spectral analysis to map each
segment into an element from a discrete set of possible observations. The indices
of the segments of the soundwave are identi�ed as discrete time in the HMM.

The HMM aims to model the relation between the word and its spectral content
when pronounced. To do this, the word is split into phonemes (for example, “six”
→ /s/, /i/, /k/, /s/), which are taken as the state-space of the HMM. The observation
likelihoods provide the relation between every phoneme (state) and the spectral
content – the spectral content of a certain phoneme is not deterministic due to
variations between di�erent speakers. The transition probabilities encode the
word: for example, the probability of transitioning from /k/ to /i/ in the word
“six” is zero, whereas the probability of transitioning from /k/ to the �nal /s/ is
relatively high. By allowing self-transitions, variations in speed of pronunciation
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are incorporated (e.g., allowing the HMM to stay in the initial /s/-state for multiple
time-steps takes care of speakers pronouncing “six” as “sssss-ix”). Figure 1.1
presents a schematic summary of the model.

Social Networks and Social Learning The advent of large-scale online social
networks, real-time microblogging services and recommendation/rating websites
has provided researchers with new and interesting datasets to examine. HMMs
and POMDPs have been employed to study the behavior of users interacting
using such services. In particular, social learning is a POMDP framework used to
model agents that try to estimate the true state of nature, based not only on noisy
observations, but also on the actions made by other agents [3, 12, 13].

For example, the true state might be the actual relative qualities of the foods in
a number of restaurants. A customer has to make a choice as to what restaurant
to visit. The choice will not be solely based on her previous (noisy) observations
of the qualities in the restaurants (for example, the head chef might have been
sick the previous time the costumer visited a particular restaurant), but also on
the ratings provided by other customers on a recommendation website. Social
learning can help explain why and how crashes, booms and herding behavior
occur.

These models of social behavior, and the resulting insights, have been ap-
plied in, e.g., economics, marketing, political science and sociology to model the
behavior of �nancial markets, crowds, social groups and social networks – see,
e.g., [3, 12, 13] and the references therein for a broad range of examples.

Target Tracking and Intent Modeling In target tracking, the aim is to deter-
mine (estimate) the position, bearing and velocity of, e.g., an aircraft, a ship or a
road vehicle, from noisy observations such as radar measurements [14, 15]. There
are two principal sources of uncertainty in this process: spurious observations
(e.g., a �ock of birds being detected by a radar system tracking an airplane), and
the uncertain maneuvering strategy (intent) of the target. The speci�cations of the
sensor system used to obtain the measurements are usually known to the operator,
since they can be determined prior to deployment using controlled experiments.

The HMM framework is well-suited for target tracking problems, with straight-
forward choices for the di�erent quantities of an HMM (see, e.g., [2] or [3] for
outlines). There are obviously classical military and surveillance applications of
this problem. However, there are also more recent applications related to situations
in which humans and autonomous systems interact. An autonomous system has
to model and determine the intent of a human to be able to cooperate, which can
be formalized using HMMs [16,17]. For example, there is a need in an autonomous
car to track and understand the behavior of the other drivers on the road [18, 19].
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CpG-island
hidden state C− T− A− A− C− A+ T+ C+ G+ T+ A−
observation C T A A C A T C G T A

Figure 1.2: The occurence of the nucleotide ’G’ after ’C’ is uncommon in the
human genome, except in so-called CpG-islands which mark the start of many
genes. This can be modelled as an HMM, where the hidden state encodes whether
or not a region is a CpG-island. An important application of HMM techniques is
to segment the sequence of observations (the human genome) into CpG-islands –
one step in gene sequencing the human genome.

Another interesting problem appears when there are multiple sensor equip-
ments available. For example, there might be two types of sensors: a highly
accurate sensor that is costly to employ (either in terms of money, or in that it will
expose the location of the sensor to an enemy), as well as a cheap low-accuracy
sensor. The trade-o� between when to use which equipment can be formulated
as a POMDP, and is known as a problem of controlled sensing [3].

Computational Biology Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is the molecule that
carries the genetic instructions of all known living organisms. DNA is constructed
from only four building-blocks, known as nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C),
guanine (G) and thymine (T). The genome of an organism is the sequence of
nucleotides in its DNA. The Human Genome Project (HGP) was a project which
started in 1990 with the aim to �nd the full genome of a human – a �rst draft of
the genome was published in 2001 [20]. To get a sense of scale, the human DNA
consists of roughly 3.3 billion (109) nucleotides [21].

Many important problems in computational biology and bioinformatics in-
volve dividing a given sequence of nucleotides (e.g., a part of the genome) into
segments and �guring out what every segment represents. Examples of such prob-
lems, that have been successfully solved using HMMs, are: sequence alignment
problems, gene �nding and prediction, modeling DNA sequence errors, protein
classi�cation and many others [21–23]. The following example describes a very
simple bioinformatics problem, and shows how it �ts in the HMM framework.

Example 1.2 (HMM of CpG-islands, [22]). In the human genome, the occurrence
of a ‘G’ directly after a ‘C’ is not common since this pair has a high chance of
mutating into another pair. However, for chemical reasons, in some short segments
of the genome – such as around the promoters (“start” regions) of many genes –
this mutation is inhibited. This means that in such regions, the frequency of the
pair ‘CG’ is higher. These regions are usually between a few hundred to a few
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thousand nucleotides long, and are called CpG-islands. One important step in gene
sequencing the human genome is to determine the location of these CpG-islands.

First of all, due to the chemical structure of the nucleotides, it is possible to
de�ne an unambiguous direction of a strand of DNA. This makes it possible to
interpret the spatial location on the strand as the evolution of “time” in an HMM
– the strand of DNA can be thought of as a “tape” that is read (observed) one
nucleotide at a time.

The possible observations in the HMM are taken as the four nucleoids
(‘A’, ‘C’, ‘G’ and ‘T’). One observation is obtained at every “time”, i.e., posi-
tion on the strand of DNA. The encoding of CpG-islands is done by de�ning
the hidden state of the HMM as follows. The state-space is taken to be the set
{A−,C−,G−,T−,A+,C+,G+,T+}, where − represents a nucleotide in a non-CpG-
island and + represents a nucleotide in a CpG-island. The two hidden states A−
and A+ both produce the same observation ‘A’ with probability one, and similarly
for the other nucleotides (see Figure 1.2). Recall that the probability of ‘G’ follow-
ing a ‘C’ is higher in a CpG-island. This is manifested in that the probability of
transitioning from C+ to G+ is higher than the probability of transitioning from
C− toG−. The transition probabilities between the + states and the − states encode
the typical length of CpG-islands, and correspondingly from − states to + states
that of non-CpG-islands.

1.1 Motivation
In an interview [24], Google’s chief economist Hal Varian remarked that:

“Data are widely available; what is scarce is the ability to extract
wisdom from them.”

He was referring to the unprecedented explosion of information being both pro-
duced and collected that started in the mid-2000s. The major driving force in
this explosion has been a number of technological enablers: the Internet, new
and cheaper sensor technologies enabling ubiquitous data collection (e.g., smart
phones, wearable technology), the advent of online social media, the “Internet of
things”, etc.

Various terms have been coined that try to summarize a response to the remark:
“big data”, “data analytics”, “data science”, amongst others. These are umbrella
terms for developing new and, as expressed in [25];

“re-examining ‘work-horse’ signal processing and statistical learning
tools for today’s high-dimensional data regimes.”
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In this thesis, we aim to address a number of central challenges, as well as oppor-
tunities, that appear when re-examining the HMM and its various extensions (e.g.,
MDPs and POMDPs) in this new regime.

1.1.1 Convergence of Local-Search Procedures
In order to completely specify an HMM, a number of parameters (for example, the
transition probabilities and the observation likelihoods) have to be determined. In
a data-driven approach, this is referred to as the parameter estimation problem.
The idea is to search for parameters that help explain observed data “well”, where
the goodness-of-�t (i.e., the “well”) can be quanti�ed in a number of di�erent
ways. The resulting problem is usually an optimization problem: maximize the
goodness-of-�t subject to some constraints on the parameters. A local-search
algorithm is then employed to solve the optimization problem since, in practice, a
global search over the full parameter space is many times prohibitively expensive.

Unfortunately, the objective function is often non-convex, which means that
there can exist local optima that iterative local-search algorithms can get stuck
in (impairing them from reaching the global optimum). To combat this, a good
initialization point is required to, �rst of all, allow the iterates to convergence to
the global optimum. However, even if local optima can be avoided in the search-
path, the search may require many iterations to converge, and for large data-sets,
every iteration is costly. Hence, a good initialization point is also required to,
second of all, shorten the convergence time.

For an HMM, the standard way of estimating its parameters is by employ-
ing a maximum likelihood (ML) criterion. As touched upon above, numerical
“hill-climbing” algorithms for computing the ML estimate, such as direct maxi-
mization using Newton-Raphson (and variants, e.g., [2,3]) and the de facto standard
expectation-maximization (EM, or Baum-Welch – e.g, [2, 3, 7, 26]) algorithm are, in
general, only guaranteed to converge to local stationary points in the likelihood
surface. Moreover, these schemes can exhibit long run-times, depending on the
initial starting point of the algorithms, the shape of the likelihood surface and the
size of the data-set.

Example 1.3 (Convergence of Local-Search Procedures). We generated 130 ob-
servations from an HMM with two hidden states. From these observations, we
would like to estimate the parameters of the HMM. In order to be able to visualize
the data, we assume that the observation likelihoods are given. Hence, we aim to
estimate the probabilities of staying in each of the two di�erent states.

In Figure 1.3, we plot the likelihood of the observed data for di�erent values
of these two probabilities. The true parameter values are marked with a purple
star. The ML estimate corresponds to the global peak of this surface. Note that
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Figure 1.3: The likelihood function and iterates from the EM algorithm on data
from a simple HMM. The algorithm was started in three di�erent initial points
marked with big circles. The true parameters are marked with a purple star.

it does not exactly coincide with the true parameters – the ML estimator is only
(asymptotically) consistent, and this dataset is �nite.

In order to compute the ML estimate, we ran the EM algorithm initialized in
three di�erent points (marked by large circles in the plot). Two of the trajectories
reach the ML estimate, whereas the third converges to a local optimum. With
only two parameters, we can plot the data and, essentially, do a global search
via visual inspection. However, in higher-dimensions, these problems become
obscured. Moreover, traversing the “ridge” between the two optima takes, roughly,
100 iterations for the blue and green trajectories – this can be very time consuming
for larger systems and/or data-sets.

An alternative to estimators employing an ML criterion are method of moments
estimators (see, e.g., [27, 28] for details). In a method of moments, correlations in
observable data are related to the parameters of the system. The correlations are
empirically estimated and subsequently used in the inverted relations to compute
parameter estimates. A number of methods of moments have been proposed
for HMMs in the recent years; e.g., [29–41]. These have a number of attractive
properties: under suitable assumptions, they i) algorithmically, do not su�er from
problems of local optima, ii) they are consistent – as the data-size grows, the
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true parameters will be reconstructed –, and iii) they are computationally very
e�cient.

Typically, these are based on estimating occurrence probabilities of consecutive
pairs and/or triplets of observations. By, e�ectively, restricting to only short
substrings in the observed data, the computational cost is lessened – in practice,
these methods are orders of magnitudes faster than conventional ML schemes.
However, this also means that information in the observed data is, purposely,
being neglected, which result in a loss of accuracy.

In this thesis, we consider how methods of moments designed for HMMs
can be extended to extract more information from the observed data, while still
respecting the attractive properties mentioned above. This allows larger data-sets
to be processed than with conventional methods, while still yielding accurate
parameter estimates.

1.1.2 Learning from Other Sources than Raw Data
During the last decade, there has been huge excitement in disciplines such as
machine learning, statistics, signal processing, and system identi�cation, regarding
methods that follow the old saying “let the data speak for itself” [42, p. 6]. That
is, for methods that learn exclusively from data, while relying on minimal prior
knowledge. Arguably the most well-known success story is that of computer
vision: Traditionally, hand-crafted features were algorithmically de�ned and used
to classify objects in images [11]. In the 2010s, the �eld was revolutionized by
data-driven algorithms that learn directly from raw images (and corresponding
labels) via deep neural networks [11].

However, the most spectacular applications of this type of approach (e.g.,
voice and face recognition, machine translation and playing video games) have all
required, �rst of all, access to enormous amounts of data, but also:

1. massive amounts of computational resources, and/or

2. unlimited access to simulation environments with which to interact.

For example, AlphaZero – a computer program for playing board games such
as chess and Go – was trained on 5000 tensor processing units (TPUs) for 13
days [43]. To get a sense of scale, this is, roughly, equivalent to 6000 years of
training on a single desktop computer1, and the hardware cost has been quoted as
$25 million [45]. Moreover, AlphaGo Zero – a version speci�c for Go – “needed

1Although not directly comparable, a quick back-of-the-envelope calculation is as follows. A
�rst-generation TPU is capable of 92 tera-operations (TOPS) per second, and a CPU of 2.6 TOPS per
second [44]. Hence, 5000 TPUs working at 96 TOPS per second for 13 days amounts to the same
number of operations as one CPU working for 5000×92×13/2.6 days ≈ 6300 years.
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millions of games of Go to get an ELO score of 0, which most people would manage
right away” [46, 47]. The reason for this lies in that the data has to supply the lack
of prior knowledge, as the methods employed in general do not take into account
the physics, symmetries or other speci�c features of the environment.

In many areas where modern data-driven techniques have been attempted,
such as autonomous driving and control of industrial processes, access to data
or interaction with a speci�c environment to be controlled is quite limited due
to economic or safety constraints [48]. As a result, such techniques have been
of low success in those cases, and more traditional approaches, involving the
construction of models inspired at least partially by the physics of the environment,
are still dominant. Traditional approaches, however, tend to be very time and cost
consuming since they require a signi�cant amount of domain knowledge and may
require multiple trials and errors. For example, in industrial process control, it has
been reported that the most expensive part of designing a model-based controller
is building a model of the process [49] and that it can take up to 90% of the total
commissioning cost [50].

Reverse engineering is the technical term for quickly obtaining the results of
the heavy-lifting performed by someone else. Despite the malicious undertones
the term possesses, there are legitimate applications of such techniques (in, e.g.,
fault detection and diagnosis). In the context of the discussion above, could model-
building be warm-started by exploiting an already trained model? Could a student,
in a sense, “reverse engineer” a teacher? Is it possible to learn from “alternative
data-sources”, such as decisions or beliefs? This could drastically reduce the time
and cost needed to acquire a satisfactory model.

More structurally, the above is summarized in the question:

Consider an agent2 that acts on a dynamic environment. Can data
directly available from the environment be complemented with infor-
mation from an existing agent that is already interacting with the
environment (or with a similar environment)? This involves consider-
ing the notion of the “internal model” of the environment used by that
existing agent as an e�cient means of transferring knowledge.

Note that in many practical cases, there is an agent already interacting with the
same (or a similar) environment. This agent usually has acceptable but suboptimal
performance, and it is requested to replace such an agent by an automatic controller
with comparable or superior performance. This is the ambition of replacing human
drivers by self-driving vehicles, and of replacing existing o�-tuned controllers in
process industries by new properly tuned ones.

2Here, we refer interchangeably to the terms agent, controller, regulator and algorithm.
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A well-known principle in control theory asserts that “every good regulator of
a system must also be a model of that system” [51, 52]. Consequently, an existing
agent possesses an internal model of the environment it controls. This internal
model can, in general, be a much simpler representation of the true environment
(e.g., an experienced human driver does not need to understand the full inner
workings of a car to be able to drive it).

In this thesis, we discuss the extraction of the internal model from an existing
agent which has been interacting with a target environment (or a similar one).
The extracted model can then subsequently be exploited as an alternative source
of knowledge to design new and better models and controllers. We believe this
will yield two key bene�ts over purely data-driven approaches: i) drastically
reducing the learning time for designing a new agent by warm-starting its learning
process, and at the same time, ii) arriving at safer and more robust mechanisms of
interaction with the environment to be controlled.

Moreover, an internal model may allow us to interpret and understand the
actions and biases of the agent and, through this notion, combine the knowledge
of several agents on similar environments by analysing the common features of
their internal models. It seems natural to focus on learning these internal models
rather than the agents themselves or their environments, since the internal model
used by an agent can be signi�cantly simpler than its environment (recall the
human driver and the car).

Similar ideas have recently become popular in the machine learning commu-
nity under �elds such as imitation and apprenticeship learning [53–55], inverse
reinforcement learning [56–60] and transfer learning [61, 62]. However, our ap-
proach is distinct for a number of reasons, including:

• Most current research has focused mainly on explicit data-driven ap-
proaches, rather than on reverse-engineering agents [63];

• Existing approaches in inverse control [64–67], imitation learning [53–
55], inverse reinforcement learning [56–59] and transfer learning [61, 62]
have primarily dealt with setups where the state is assumed known. The
assumption of an omniscient agent (with access to the true global state of
the environment) is often too strong in practice [60];

• Moreover, the goal in these approaches (including those dealing with par-
tially observed environments [56, 60]) is typically to determine what cost
function an agent is minimizing, or behavorial cloning – directly learning
the policy used by the expert (without reconstructing its internal model).
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In contrast, our goal is to study problems where the agent has only incomplete
knowledge of the state of its environment, and to obtain the internal (dynamical)
model that the agent has about its environment.

However, albeit in di�erent settings, these previous works have demonstrated
the feasibility of inserting knowledge collected from similar agents in order to
i) jump-start other learning procedures [61, 62], which can vastly accelerate the
learning [68], as well as ii) letting the initial knowledge serve as a guide for the
new agent to perform safe learning (ensuring reasonable system performance
and/or respecting safety constraints).

1.1.3 Explainability and Adversarial Autonomous Systems
All advancements in technology have evolved the roles of humans and machines
in society and, in particular, in con�ict. In 2017, the Royal Australian Air Force
predicted that this generation’s disruptive technologies will include, amongst
others; autonomous systems, arti�cial intelligence (AI), smart algorithms and “big
data” analytics [69]. Similarly, in 2018, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) in the United States made a $2 billion investment in its AI Next
campaign, which “seeks to give rise to a future in which AI-enabled machines
serve as trusted, collaborative partners in solving problems of importance to
national security” [70].

Overall, there is a global consensus that the next stage in warfare will in-
volve more capable autonomous systems [69–72] – the impending paradigm is
sometimes referred to as algorithmic warfare [72]. This raises important ethical,
technological and strategical questions for policy makers and system designers. A
particular example of this is one of the stated key objectives in DARPA’s AI Next
campaign [70]:

“pioneering the next generation of AI algorithms and applications,
such as ‘explainability’ ”.

Explainability, or interpretability, is a general concern with modern data-driven
algorithms and models. The trained models can constitute hundreds of millions
of parameters [73] and function many times as accurate, but opaque, black-boxes.
Explainability is, of course, imperative in algorithmic warfare, but also in other
safety-critical domains such as self-driving cars and medical decision-support
systems. Albeit progress has been made on condensing these extremely complex
models into, by humans, interpretable pieces of information [74, 75], much future
research is still needed [48].

The structural simplicity of an HMM makes it inherently more transparent
– explainable – than many modern model structures. Many times, even when
employing a data-driven approach to HMM parameter estimation, the estimated
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model can be interpreted in terms of domain-speci�c features. Above, we dis-
cussed extracting the internal model of an agent. If one considers a sophisticated
algorithm as an agent, then the model extraction can be seen as a form of model-
order reduction. The extracted model is a condensed version of the sophisticated
algorithm, in the form of an HMM, and could be more open to interpretation by
human operators.

Another key objective targeted for future research in DARPA’s AI Next cam-
paign is adversarial AI [70]. In the same vein, the 2016 NATO report [71] concludes
with the following advice to policy makers: “encourage research, development,
and planning to counter potential uses of autonomous systems against friendly
states”, where we have added the emphasis. That is, what are the weak points
of modern autonomous systems, and how can counter-adversarial autonomous
systems be constructed?

Crucial to this discussion is to de�ne the concept, and level, of autonomy in
a system. We make use of the de�nition established in the recent multinational
report led by NATO [76]. It de�nes an autonomous system [76, p. 13] as one that3:

1. gathers, �lters, and prioritizes data;

2. ranks di�erent options (actions);

3. automatically executes its choice.

In this thesis, we take initial steps towards an understanding of adversarial
signal processing for the design of counter-adversarial autonomous systems. That
is, we study how adversarial autonomous systems can be analyzed and counter-
acted: What information do they expose via, for example, their actions? How can
future actions be predicted, and hence, suitable counter-measures be devised?

Example 1.4 (Adversarial Inference Problems, [77, 78]). Consider an adversarial
scenario where we control a drone or an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). An
adversary (enemy) uses a radar system to measure our kinematic state (position,
velocity, etc.). Its noisy measurements are processed by a �ltering system to
produce state estimates – in a Bayesian setting, a probabilistic rating of the di�erent
alternatives (states) is computed. Based on its estimate and a policy, an action is
taken which we can measure or infer. For example, with a cognitive radar [79], the
adversary’s response can be to have its resource manager adjust, e.g., waveform,
beam orientation/aperture. See Figure 1.4 for a schematic overview.

From our point of view, the following questions are of importance:

3More speci�cally, a level 4-6 autonomous system. Systems of lower levels of autonomy delegate
various tasks to human operators.
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Figure 1.4: We employ a UAV to probe a sophisticated autonomous adversary
which, according to the de�nition given in [76]; i) measures our state and �lters the
data, ii) ranks di�erent alternatives via a policy, and iii) automatically executes its
choice (which we can observe). We aim to devise counter-adversarial autonomous
systems that can, for example, remotely estimate the accuracy of the adversary’s
sensors. (Photo: UMS SKELDAR V-200 / UMS AERO Group and Saab.)

1. Estimate the adversary’s estimate of our state. This forms a foundation
for predicting its future actions and, in the design of a counter-adversarial
system, taking appropriate measures against them;

2. Determine the accuracy of the adversary’s sensors, as well as, its estimate
of our dynamics (which it uses in its �lter);

3. Design the drone’s trajectory to either maximally confuse the adversary, or
to generate informative data which will facilitate the above point.

1.1.4 Dissemination of Methodologies
The full potential of the data that now is collected in many �elds is not realized
unless important synergies are allowed to form between these domain experts and
those in more technical �elds. In particular, we should ask ourselves the question:

How do we communicate our methods and results to experts in �elds and
subjects that traditionally have not been in contact with our frameworks?

Consider the following concrete example. Many doctors have an intuition
about making decisions under uncertainty. Can the problems they face be for-
malized in order to con�rm, or possibly falsify, their intuition? A �rst step is
to identify ine�ciencies and point to improvements that can convince them of
the possible bene�ts of formal modeling. The vast amounts of collected data
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Figure 1.5: Location of an abdominal aortic aneurysm. Doctors face a complex de-
cision problem when deciding whether to perform surgical repair on an aneurysm.
If left untreated, aneurysms can rupture with, often, fatal consequences. However,
the outcome of a preventive surgical intervention is uncertain. (Illustration: Bruce
Blaus.)

together with methods to draw insights from them have the potential to, in this
case, improve treatment and the life-quality of patients by advising policy makers
and providing decision support.

Such bene�ts are, of course, not limited to the medical �eld. However, for
them to materialize, �eld-translational collaborations have to be established. We
take such a �rst step in this thesis. In particular, we are motivated by questions
raised by doctors in the �eld of vascular surgery.

Example 1.5 (Treatment of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms). The abdominal aorta
is a large artery that carries blood from the heart to the body. An aneurysm is a
local dilation (see Figure 1.5) that can rupture with massive internal bleedings,
and often death, as a result. It can be treated prior to rupture by introducing a
synthetic stent. This is, however, a major surgery which, in itself, carries risks.

The treatment of an abdominal aortic aneurysm is a complex decision problem
with a number of in�uencing variables: the age of the patient, the risk of rupture,
the size of the aneurysm, the growth rate, the surgical risks, etc. In a recent
issue [80] of the Journal of Vascular Surgery, the following two points can be found
in a list of areas in need of further research in relation to the care of patients with
abdominal aortic aneurysms:

• “Can a single risk-bene�t scoring scheme be developed that incorporates
risk of repair, risk of aneurysm rupture, and anticipated life expectancy?”
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Figure 1.6: An HMM (system and sensor) connected to a �ltering and control
system (policy). The dashed boxes indicate subproblems dealt with in each chapter
of the thesis.

• “Would a risk-bene�t scoring scheme that incorporates risk of repair, risk of
aneurysm rupture, and anticipated life expectancy assist in mutual decision-
making between the surgeon, the patient, and the patient’s family?”

In general, improved and more frequent screening processes, computer simu-
lations (such as computational �uid dynamics and stress calculations via �nite
element analysis), etc., contribute to an increase in the amount and quality of
medical data – but how can this data be made actionable? We believe that many
such questions (including those posed in Example 1.5) can be answered using
systematic modeling in the Markovian framework.

1.2 Outline and Contributions
In this section, we provide an outline of the thesis and indicate the contributions
made in each chapter. To treat the challenges discussed in Section 1.1, we divide
them into a number of subproblems, as schematically shown in Figure 1.6. The
order of the authors corresponds to the degree of technical involvement in the
development of the work. All authors have reviewed the corresponding paper.

Chapter 2 In this chapter, we detail the notation used in this thesis and review
background material related to HMMs.

Chapter 3 As discussed in Example 1.5, an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is
an enlargement of the abdominal aorta which, if left untreated, can progressively
widen and may rupture with fatal consequences. In this chapter, we determine
an optimal treatment policy using MDP modeling. The policy is optimal with
respect to the number of quality adjusted life-years (QALYs) that are expected
to be accumulated during the remaining life of a patient. The new policy takes
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into account factors that are ignored by the current clinical policy (e.g., the life-
expectancy and the age-dependent surgical mortality). The resulting optimal
policy is structurally di�erent from the current policy. In particular, the policy
suggests that young patients with small aneurysms should undergo surgery. The
robustness of the policy’s structure is demonstrated using simulations. A gain in
the number of expected QALYs is shown, which indicates a possibility of improved
care for patients with AAAs.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publications:

• R. Mattila, A. Siika, J. Roy, and B. Wahlberg, “A Markov decision process
model to guide treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysms,” in Proceedings of
the IEEE Conference on Control Applications (CCA’16), pp. 436–441, 2016.

• A. Siika, R. Mattila, B. Wahlberg, and J. Roy, “An optimal gender-speci�c
treatment policy for abdominal aortic aneurysms constructed using a
Markov decision process model,” Journal of Vascular Surgery, vol. 65, no. 6,
Supplement, p. 175S, 2017. Abstracts of the 2017 Vascular Annual Meeting
(VAM’17).

Chapter 4 Can the parameters of an HMM be estimated from a single sweep
through the observations – and additionally, without being trapped at a local
optimum in the likelihood surface? That is the premise of recent method of mo-
ments algorithms devised for HMMs. In these, correlations between consecutive
pair- or triplet-wise observations are empirically estimated and used to compute
estimates of the HMM parameters. Albeit computationally very attractive, the
main drawback is that by restricting to only low-order correlations in the data,
information is being neglected which results in a loss of accuracy (compared to
standard maximum likelihood schemes). In this chapter, we propose extending
these methods (both pair- and triplet-based) by also including non-consecutive
correlations in a way which does not signi�cantly increase the computational
cost (which scales linearly with the number of additional lags included). We
prove strong consistency of the new methods, and demonstrate an improved
performance in numerical experiments on both synthetic and real-world �nancial
time-series datasets.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publication:

• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, E. Moulines, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg,
“Fast and consistent learning of hidden Markov models by incorporating non-
consecutive correlations,” 2020. Under review for the International Conference
on Machine Learning (ICML’20).

The following other publications by the author are related:
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• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg, “Identi�cation
of hidden Markov models using spectral learning with likelihood maximiza-
tion,” in Proceedings of the 56th IEEE Conference on Decision and Control
(CDC’17), pp. 5859–5864, 2017.

• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg, “Asymptotically
e�cient identi�cation of known-sensor hidden Markov models,” IEEE Signal
Processing Letters, vol. 24, no. 12, pp. 1813–1817, 2017.

• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, and B. Wahlberg, “Evaluation of spectral learning for
the identi�cation of hidden Markov models,” Proceedings of the 17th IFAC
Symposium on System Identi�cation (SYSID’15), vol. 48, no. 28, pp. 897–902,
2015.

• R. Mattila, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg, “Recursive identi�cation
of chain dynamics in hidden Markov models using non-negative matrix
factorization,” in Proceedings of the 54th IEEE Conference on Decision and
Control (CDC’15), pp. 4011–4016, 2015.

Chapter 5 This chapter considers a number of related inverse �ltering prob-
lems for HMMs. In particular, given a sequence of state posteriors and the system
dynamics: i) estimate the corresponding sequence of observations, ii) estimate the
observation likelihoods, and iii) jointly estimate the observation likelihoods and
the observation sequence. We demonstrate how to avoid a computationally expen-
sive mixed integer linear program (MILP) by exploiting the algebraic structure of
the HMM �lter using simple linear algebra operations, and provide conditions for
when the quantities can be uniquely reconstructed. We also propose a solution to
the more general case where the posteriors are noisily observed. Finally, the pro-
posed inverse �ltering algorithms are evaluated on real-world polysomnographic
data used for automatic sleep segmentation.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publication:

• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg, “Inverse �ltering
for hidden Markov models,” in Advances in Neural Information Processing
Systems (NIPS’17), pp. 4207–4216, 2017.

This other publication by the author is related:

• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg, “Inverse �ltering
for linear Gaussian state-space models,” in Proceedings of the 57th IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control (CDC’18), pp. 5556–5561, 2018.
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Chapter 6 We consider sequential stochastic decision problems in which, at
each time instant, an agent optimizes its local utility by solving a stochastic
program and, subsequently, announces its decision to the world. Given this action,
we study the problem of estimating the agent’s private belief (i.e., its posterior
distribution over the set of states of nature based on its private observations).
We demonstrate that it is possible to determine the set of private beliefs that are
consistent with public data by leveraging techniques from inverse optimization.
We further give a number of useful characterizations of this set; for example,
tight bounds by solving a set of linear programs (under concave utility). As an
illustrative example, we consider estimating the private belief of an investor in
regime-switching portfolio allocation. Finally, our theoretical results are illustrated
and evaluated in numerical experiments.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publication:

• R. Mattila, I. Lourenço, C. R. Rojas, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg,
“Estimating private beliefs of Bayesian agents based on observed decisions,”
IEEE Control Systems Letters, vol. 3, no. 3, pp. 523–528, 2019.

This other publication by the author is related:

• I. Lourenço, R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, and B. Wahlberg, “How to protect
your privacy? A framework for counter-adversarial decision making,”
arXiv:2004.04119, 2020. Under review for the 59th IEEE Conference on Decision
and Control (CDC’20).

Chapter 7 Bayesian �ltering deals with computing the posterior distribution of
the state of a stochastic dynamic system given noisy observations. In this chapter,
motivated by applications in counter-adversarial systems (see Example 1.4), we
consider the following inverse �ltering problem: given a sequence of posterior
distributions from a Bayesian �lter, what can be inferred about the transition
kernel of the state, the observation likelihoods of the sensor and the measured
observations? For �nite-state Markov chains observed in noise (an HMM), we
show that a least-squares �t for estimating the parameters and observations
amounts to a combinatorial optimization problem with non-convex objective.
Instead, by exploiting the algebraic structure of the corresponding Bayesian �lter,
we propose an algorithm based on convex optimization for reconstructing the
transition kernel, the observation likelihoods and the observations. We discuss
and derive conditions for identi�ability. As an application of our results, we
illustrate the design of counter-adversarial systems: by observing the actions of an
autonomous enemy, we estimate the accuracy of its sensors and the observations
it has received. The proposed algorithms are evaluated in numerical examples.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publication:
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• R. Mattila, C. R. Rojas, V. Krishnamurthy, and B. Wahlberg, “Inverse �l-
tering for hidden Markov models with applications to counter-adversarial
autonomous systems,” arXiv:2001.11809, 2020. Under review for the IEEE
Transactions on Signal Processing.

Chapter 8 We consider �xed-interval smoothing problems for counter-
adversarial autonomous systems. An adversary deploys an autonomous �ltering
and control system that i) measures our current state via a noisy sensor, ii) com-
putes a posterior estimate (belief) and iii) takes an action that we can observe.
Based on such observed actions and knowledge of our state sequence, we aim to
estimate the adversary’s past and current beliefs – this forms a foundation for
predicting and counteracting its future actions. We derive the optimal smoother
for estimating the adversary’s beliefs, and evaluate its performance in numerical
experiments.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publication:

• R. Mattila, I. Lourenço, V. Krishnamurthy, C. R. Rojas, and B. Wahlberg,
“What did your adversary believe? Optimal �ltering and smoothing in
counter-adversarial autonomous systems,” in Proceedings of the IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP’20),
2020.

Chapter 9 In the �nal chapter, we summarize the main conclusions and outline
possible directions for future work.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we present the notation used in this thesis, together with the
necessary preliminaries for the probabilistic framework we will be working in.

The exposition in this chapter is to a large extent based on the book [3].
There is an extensive literature available on Markov chains, for example,

[95–97]. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are also, by now, a classical topic with
more than 50 years of literature – the basic theory was laid out in the late 1960s
and early 1970s [98–102]. The books [2, 3] cover the topic well. With respect to
controlled processes, the references [103–105] are standard textbooks on Markov
decision processes (MDPs), and [3] contains much information and references with
respect to partially observed Markov decision processes (POMDPs).

2.1 Notation
All vectors are column vectors unless transposed. The vector of all ones is denoted
as 1, and the ith Cartesian basis vector as ei . The element at row i and column j of a
matrix is [·]i j , and the element at position i of a vector is [·]i . Inequalities (>, ≥, ≤,
<) between vectors or matrices are interpreted elementwise. The operation diag(v)
returns a matrix with the vector v as its diagonal (and all other elements zero).

The nullspace, Frobenius norm and Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix
are ker ·, ‖ · ‖F, and ·†, respectively. The l∞-norm of a vectorv is ‖v ‖∞ = maxk |vk |,
and ‖v ‖2 the standard Euclidean norm. The Kronecker product is denoted as ⊗.
The indicator function I{·} takes the value 1 if the expression · is ful�lled and 0
otherwise. The Kronecker delta is δi j = I{i = j}.

For brevity, we sometimes employ a1:k as shorthand for the sequence
{a1, . . . ,ak }, and de�ne ak+1:k = � (the empty set). The symbol ∼ is shorthand
for “is distributed according to”. The probability of an event is Pr[·], and p(·) the
probability density. An estimate of quantity q is denoted q̂.

2.2 Markov Chains
Let {x0,x1, . . . } be a sequence of random variables, where each variable xk (the
state at time k) assumes a value in the �nite set X = {1, 2, . . . ,X }. We say that
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the sequence {xk }∞k=0 is a Markov chain if

Pr[xk+1 = p |xk = q,xk−1 = r , . . . ,x0 = s] = Pr[xk+1 = p |xk = q], (2.1)

for p,q, r , s ∈ X – that is, if the Markov property holds. The set X is referred to
as the state-space of the Markov chain, and the index k as time. The transition
probabilities

Pr[xk+1 = j |xk = i], i, j ∈ X , (2.2)

can be summarized in an X × X transition (probability) matrix Pk with elements

[Pk ]i j = Pr[xk+1 = j |xk = i], i, j ∈ X . (2.3)

If the transition probabilities do not depend on time k , then we say that the Markov
chain is time invariant (or homogeneous) and there is a single X × X transition
matrix P :

[P]i j = Pr[xk+1 = j |xk = i], i, j ∈ X . (2.4)

A transition matrix is a (row) stochastic matrix, i.e., it has the following two
properties:

1. its elements are non-negative, P ≥ 0,

2. and the elements on each row sum to one:
X∑
j=1
[P]i j = 1, i ∈ X , (2.5)

or, equivalently,
P1 = 1. (2.6)

The initial condition x0 is drawn according to

Pr[x0 = i] = [π0]i , i ∈ X , (2.7)

where π0 ∈ RX is referred to as the initial distribution. Note that π0 ≥ 0 and
1T π0 = 1.

Example 2.1. One way to illustrate a Markov chain is shown in Figure 2.1. Each
node corresponds to a state that the system can occupy. The arrows illustrate
possible transitions and are hence drawn only for transitions with non-zero prob-
abilities.

For example, the arrow leading from 1 to X corresponds to the element
at the �rst row and the X th column of P , and indicates that [P]1,X > 0.
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1

2

. . .

X

X

Figure 2.1: A Markov chain illustrated in its state-space X . The arrows corre-
spond to non-zero elements of the transition matrix P – that is, possible one-step
transitions.

Remark 2.1 (The state-space X ). In the modeling phase, the state-space usually
consists of �nite set of abstract items (for example, the phonemes of a word as in
Example 1.1). By associating a number with each abstract item, it is without loss of
generality that we assume that X = {1, . . . ,X }. It should also be noted that there
exists a vast literature on Markov chains on general state-spaces. That is, when
the set X is allowed to be in�nite or continuous. This thesis treats exclusively
�nite state-spaces, albeit we will sometimes brie�y indicate how problems can be
generalized to other settings.

2.2.1 Limiting and Stationary Distributions

Let πk ∈ RX denote the distribution at time k :

[πk ]i = Pr[xk = i], i ∈ X . (2.8)

The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation states that

πk+1 = PT πk , (2.9)

initialized by π0. That is, the distribution can be propagated through the transition
matrix to obtain the distribution at the next time instant. A stationary distribution
is de�ned as any non-negative vector π∞ ∈ RX that satis�es

π∞ = PT π∞, (2.10)
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and
1T π∞ = 1. (2.11)

This can be interpreted in two ways:

1. π∞ is a normalized right eigenvector of PT corresponding to the eigenvalue
1, or

2. if the Markov chain is initialized in π∞, then according to (2.9), it stays
distributed according to π∞ for all future times.

One implication of relation (2.9) is that

πk = (PT )kπ0. (2.12)

The limiting distribution

lim
k→∞

πk = lim
k→∞
(PT )kπ0, (2.13)

may or may not exist. It holds that a limiting distribution is always a stationary
distribution, but the converse is not always true.

Example 2.2. Consider the Markov chain with state-space X = {1, 2} and tran-
sition matrix

P =

[
0 1
1 0

]
. (2.14)

It is easily veri�ed that
[ 1

2
1
2
]T is a solution to equations (2.10) and (2.11) – that is,

it is a stationary distribution of the Markov chain. However, the limiting behavior
is not de�ned (unless π0 is the uniform stationary distribution). Intuitively, this
can be realized by drawing the chain (as in Figure 2.1). It can be seen that it
alternates between the two states in each time instant. Formally, we have that

πk =


π0 if k is even,[

[π0]2 [π0]1
]T

if k is odd,
(2.15)

so limk→∞ πk does not exist (unless π0 =
[ 1

2
1
2
]T ).

To guarantee a “well-behaved” limiting behavior, we need to de�ne the fol-
lowing two properties. Firstly, a Markov chain is said to be irreducible if it is
possible to reach any state j ∈ X from any state i ∈ X in �nite time. In terms of
its transition matrix, this means that for every pair i, j ∈ X there exists a positive
�nite integer k such that

[Pk ]i j > 0, (2.16)
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where k can depend on i and j.
Secondly, a state i ∈ X is periodic with period d , if d is the largest integer such

that [Pk ]ii can be non-zero only for k = d, 2d, 3d, . . . – that is, a return to itself
can only occur at a multiple of d time-steps. If d = 1, then the state is called
aperiodic. A Markov chain is said to be aperiodic if all its states are aperiodic.
To check aperiodicity of a chain, it is convenient to employ that an irreducible
Markov chain is aperiodic

• if there exists a self-transition (that is, if [P]ii > 0 for some i ∈ X ), or

• if there exists some positive integer k such that [Pk ]i j > 0 for all i, j ∈ X .

For a Markov chain that is both irreducible and aperiodic there is a unique
stationary distribution (i.e., solution to equations (2.10) and (2.11)), which is equal
to the limiting distribution (2.13). That is,

π∞ = lim
k→∞

πk , (2.17)

independently of the initial distribution π0. A Markov chain that ful�lls both of
these two properties (irreducibility and aperiodicity) is said to be ergodic.

Example 2.3. The Markov chain in Example 2.2 is irreducible, but not aperiodic
since its two states both have period d = 2.

2.2.2 Markov Decision Processes
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a controlled Markov chain. It is controlled
in the sense that the transition probabilities depend on an action u ∈ U from an
action-space U :

[Pk (u)]i j = Pr[xk+1 = j |xk = i,uk = u], i, j ∈ X ,u ∈ U . (2.18)

Note that, as in (2.3), the transition probabilities can be time-varying. At every
time instant, given an action u, the state will transition according to the X × X
transition probability matrix Pk (u).

A policy is a sequence µ of maps from the state-space to the action-space over
some time-horizon. For a �nite horizon N ,

µ = {µ0, µ1, . . . , µN }. (2.19)

If the action-space is �nite U = {1, . . . ,U }, then it is enough to consider each µk
to be a deterministic map1 – that is, uk = µk (xk ) for each time k .

1More generally, µk is a probabilistic map to the action-space. However, it can be shown (see,
e.g., [103]) that a �nite unconstrained MDP has a deterministic optimal policy.
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. . . xk−1 xk xk+1 . . .

yk−1 yk yk+1

Figure 2.2: An illustration of the conditional dependence structure of an HMM.
From the �gure, it can be seen that conditioned on the state xk , the observation
yk is independent of past and future states and observations.

Associated with every state x , action u, and time instant k is an immediate
cost ck (x ,u). Solving an MDP means �nding an optimal policy µ∗. Such a policy
minimizes the expected cumulative cost over the time-horizon:

µ∗ ∈ arg min
µ

E

{
N∑
k=0

ck (xk ,uk )
���� x0 = x

}
, (2.20)

for all initial states x ∈ X .
A number of algorithms exists for computing an optimal policy. The two

most well-known are dynamic programming and linear programming – see, for
example, [3, 103] for details.

2.3 Hidden Markov Models
An important generalization of the Markov chain model describe above is the
hidden Markov model (henceforth, HMM). In essence, an HMM is a Markov chain
observed via a noisy observation process (sensor): at every time-step, an ob-
servation yk is sampled from the observation space Y according to the HMM’s
observation likelihoods B. As an idealization of a real sensor, it is assumed that the
current observation is conditionally independent of past states given the present.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the conditional dependence structure of an HMM.

For a continuous observation space Y , the observation likelihoods are given
by a conditional probability density function:

Bxy = p(yk = y |xk = x), x ∈ X ,y ∈ Y . (2.21)

An important example of (2.21) is the so-called Gaussian HMM. There, Y = Rp ,
for some integer p, and Bxy is a conditional Gaussian

Bxy = N (y; µx , Σx ), (2.22)

where N denotes the Gaussian probability density function with the mean µx and
covariance Σx (or, variance σ 2

x = Σx if p = 1).
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Example 2.4. As a concrete example, consider the HMM with transition matrix

P =


0.9 0.05 0.05
0.05 0.9 0.05
0.0 0.2 0.8

 , (2.23)

and observation likelihoods (2.22) parametrized by
µ1 = 1, σ1 = 3.5,
µ2 = 5, σ2 = 0.2,
µ3 = 10, σ3 = 0.5.

(2.24)

A realization for N = 150 time-steps is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In the top plot,
the sequence of observations y1, . . . ,yN is plotted. This is the type of data that
is usually available in real-world applications, and that forms a basis for model-
building and predicting future observations and states. The regime-switching
behavior of the HMM is apparent by the volatile region in the �rst, roughly, 50
time steps, and then the almost piecewise constant segments (with spurious lapses
into the volatile regime).

In order to make the generative model of the HMM more transparent, we have
in the bottom plot annotated the sequence according to the state xk , as well as
visualized each associated observation likelihood.

Another important class of HMMs are those with �nite observation spaces:
Y = {1, 2, . . . ,Y }. Throughout the thesis, we are principally concerned with such
�nite HMMs – it will be clear when we deviate and consider more general HMMs.
In this setting, the observation likelihoods are given by conditional probabilities
that can be summarized in an X × Y observation (probability, or likelihood) matrix

[B]i j = Pr[yk = j |xk = i], i ∈ X , j ∈ Y . (2.25)

For notational convenience in later chapters, we denote the columns of B as {bi }Yi=1,
so that

B =
[
b1 . . . bY

]
. (2.26)

As was the case with the transition matrix P in (2.4), this matrix is also row-
stochastic. That is, its elements are non-negative

B ≥ 0, (2.27)

and the sum of the elements on any row is one,
Y∑
j=1
[B]i j = 1, i ∈ X , (2.28)
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Figure 2.3: A realization of the Gaussian HMM (2.23)-(2.24). Top: The raw obser-
vation data y1, . . . ,yN , which is the type of data that is usually available. Bottom:
The sequence of observations has been annotated according to what state the
HMM was in (state 1 as red crosses, state 2 as green circles, and state 3 as blue
triangles), and the associated observation likelihoods are visualized.

or, equivalently,
B1 = 1. (2.29)

In terms of terminology, the �nite observation space Y is sometimes referred to
as the alphabet of the HMM, and the actual observations as symbols.
Remark 2.2. Analogously to Remark 2.1, observations are often abstract items
or non-integer valued (such as the vector-quantized spectral content in Exam-
ple 1.1). However, by assigning a number to each abstract item, it is without loss
of generality to assume Y = {1, . . . ,Y }.

In order to completely specify an HMM, the state and observations spaces,
the transition and observation likelihoods, and the initial distribution, have to be
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provided. To summarize, the following parameters

{X ,Y, P ,B,π0} (2.30)

de�ne an HMM. An HMM is said to be stationary if π0 = π∞.

Remark 2.3. In Section 2.2.2, we considered the control problem for Markov chains.
A controlled HMM is called a partially observed Markov decision process (POMDP).
The treatment and solution of a POMDP is, however, vastly more complicated than
that of a �nite MDP (essentially since the state has to be simultaneously estimated
by the controller) [3]. A full treatment is outside the scope of this thesis, however,
we will consider simple POMDPs in later chapters (and necessary material will be
introduced there).

2.4 Filtering in HMMs
Assume that an HMM has been speci�ed, according to (2.30), and that a sequence
of observations {y1, . . . ,yk } = y1:k has been observed. Then it is of fundamental
importance in many applications to be able to estimate the current (hidden) state of
the system. This problem is known as the �ltering problem. The related smoothing
and prediction problems aim to compute an estimate of the state at an earlier and
later point in time, respectively.

Since there is a degree of freedom in how to measure optimality of an estimator
in the �ltering problem, various estimators are employed in practice. Given the
sequence y1:k of observations, two commonly used estimates for the state xk are
the conditional mean estimate (CME), given by

x̂CME
k

def.
= E

{
xk |y1:k

}
, (2.31)

and the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate, given by

x̂MAP
k

def.
= arg max

i ∈X
Pr[xk = i |y1:k ]. (2.32)

Regardless, however, of the choice between the two state estimates (2.31) and
(2.32), it should be noted that both require that the posterior distribution Pr[xk |y1:k ]
can be computed; it appears in the conditional expectation in (2.31)

E
{
xk |y1:k

}
=

∑
i ∈X

i Pr[xk = i |y1:k ], (2.33)

and in the maximum of the MAP estimate (2.32).
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System
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HMM
Filter

State
xk

Observation
yk

Posterior
πk

Figure 2.4: Overview of an HMM �ltering setup. The system updates the state xk
according to its transition matrix P . An observation yk is measured by the sensor
according to the observation likelihoods B. This observation is processed by the
HMM �lter to compute the posterior distribution πk of the state. The posterior
distribution can subsequently, for example, be used to compute a (point) state
estimate using (2.31) or (2.32).

2.4.1 The HMM Filter
The HMM �lter is a recursive algorithm for computing the posterior distribution
Pr[xk |y1:k ], which is required to form the state estimates (2.31) and (2.32). The
setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.4. To derive the HMM �lter recursion,
repeated application of Bayes’ rule, together with conditioning and marginalization
is employed (see Appendix 2.B for the details).

The result is as follows. Denote the posterior distribution Pr[xk |y1:k ] as

[πk ]i = Pr[xk = i |y1:k ], i ∈ X , (2.34)

where πk ∈ RX .2 Then, the previous posterior vector πk−1 is updated once a new
observation yk becomes available as

πk =
BykP

T πk−1

1TBykP
T πk−1

, (2.35)

where the matrix Byk is de�ned to be the X × X diagonal matrix of likelihoods3

Byk = diag(Pr[yk |xk = 1], . . . , Pr[yk |xk = X ]). (2.36)

Equivalently, Byk is the diagonal matrix with column yk of the observation matrix
B as its diagonal

Byk = diag(byk ). (2.37)

Example 2.5. Consider an HMM with the same transition matrix (2.23) as in Ex-
ample 2.4, but now observed through a �nite observation alphabet Y = {1, 2, 3, 4}

2It should be clear from the context if πk refers to the actual distribution of the underlying Markov
chain (2.8), or the posterior distribution from an HMM �lter.

3For an HMM with continuous Y : Byk = diag(p(yk |xk = 1), . . . , p(yk |xk = X )).
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via the observation matrix

B =


0.6 0.05 0.05 0.3
0.05 0.6 0.05 0.3
0.05 0.05 0.6 0.3

 . (2.38)

The interpretation is that each state has a characteristic observation: state
i ∈ X is likely to produce observation i ∈ Y . However, the sensor sometimes fails
to measure (�agged as observation 4), or measures incorrectly (observation j , i

is measured, when in state i).
In the top plot of Figure 2.5, a sequence of N = 100 observations from a

realization of this HMM has been plotted. In the middle plot, the corresponding
latent state sequence is plotted (however, note that this sequence is actually
unknown, and is what we aim to estimate from the observations). The observation
likelihoods for each state are visualized on the right. Applying the HMM �lter (2.35)
to the sequence of observations from the top plot yields posterior distributions
π1, . . . ,πN , which are visualized in the bottom plot. Using the posteriors, we
computed the CMEs (2.31) and plotted these in gray in the middle plot.

Worth noting is, for example, that the incorrect measurement of state 3 as
state 1 at time k = 44 is properly managed by the HMM �lter: The posterior π44 is
still concentrated at state 3, since by the model (2.23) a transition from state 3 to
state 1 is not possible (and the �lter had assigned high probability to the system
being in state 3 in the previous time-step). Hence, the measurement is discarded
as faulty and the posterior probability [π44]1 is not signi�cantly increased.

Two remarks can be made at this point. First, the posterior distribution πk is
also referred to as the belief – especially in the POMDP literature [3]. We will
interchangeably use the two terms throughout the thesis. Second, since πk is an
X -dimensional probability mass function, it lies on the (X − 1)-dimensional unit
simplex:

πk ∈ {π ∈ RX : π ≥ 0, 1T π = 1} ⊂ RX . (2.39)

Example 2.6. In Figure 2.6, we visualize the sequence of posteriors from Exam-
ple 2.5 (in particular, the sequence from the bottom plot of Figure 2.5) on the
two-dimensional unit simplex. The points on the simplex have been labeled ac-
cording to the actual state of the HMM. The points are largely clustered in the
correct corners of the simplex – for example, most of the green circles (corre-
sponding to xk = 2) are concentrated in the corner indicating high probability of
the system being in state 2.
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Figure 2.5: The HMM �lter applied to a realization of the HMM with transition
matrix (2.23) and observation matrix (2.38). Top: The sequence of observations
y1, . . . ,yN . Middle: The state sequence x1, . . . ,xN , and the CME (2.31) in gray.
The associated observation probabilities are visualized on the right. Bottom: The
sequence of posterior distributions π1, . . . ,πN computed via the HMM �lter (2.35).
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[π ]1[π ]2

[π ]3
xk = 1
xk = 2
xk = 3

Figure 2.6: The sequence of posteriors {πk }150
k=1 from Example 2.5 (bottom plot of

Figure 2.5) illustrated on the two-dimensional unit simplex. The points are labeled
according to the actual state of the HMM.

Remark 2.4 (An Outlook Beyond HMMs). The HMM �lter (2.35) is a special case
of the general Bayesian �lter that applies to partially observed stochastic dynamic
systems (out of which the HMM is one particular example). Such systems are
de�ned by the conditional densities

xk ∼ Pxk−1,x = p(x |xk−1), x0 ∼ π0, (2.40)
yk ∼ Bxk ,y = p(y |xk ). (2.41)

In (2.40)-(2.41), the state xk evolves according to a Markovian transition kernel
P on some general state-space X , with initial distribution π0. An observation yk
is measured from some general observation space Y according to observation
likelihoods B. Note that when X is �nite, (2.40) describes a �nite-state Markov
chain, and (2.40)-(2.41) reduce to an HMM as discussed in Section 2.3.

As discussed above, in the �ltering problem [3, 106], one seeks to compute
the conditional expectation of the state given noisy observations by evaluating a
recursive expression for the posterior distribution of the state:

πk (x) = p(xk = x |y1, . . . ,yk ), x ∈ X . (2.42)

The recursion for the posterior πk is given by the Bayesian �lter T :

πk = T (πk−1,yk ; P ,B), (2.43)
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where, see [3] for details,

{T (π ,y; P ,B)}(x) =
Bx,y

∫
X Pζ ,xπ (ζ )dζ∫

X Bx,y
∫
X Pζ ,xπ (ζ )dζdx

, x ∈ X . (2.44)

There are two well-known �nite-dimensional cases of (2.44). First, the HMM
�lter (2.35), when the state is a �nite-state Markov chain. Second, the Kalman
�lter, when the dynamical system (2.40)-(2.41) is a linear Gaussian state-space
model.

2.5 Parameter Estimation
In order to, for example, run the �ltering recursion (2.35) in the previous section,
an HMM (2.30) must be known for the system under consideration. To obtain
such a model, data-driven modeling or system identi�cation techniques can be
used. These take observed data from the system, and try to �t a model to describe
the observed data well. Below, we will outline some of the techniques that are
commonly employed for such tasks.

2.5.1 Maximum Likelihood

A popular criterion used to determine how well a model describes the observed
data is themaximum likelihood (ML) criterion. The likelihood is the probability that
the observed data was generated by the model under consideration. To pinpoint
a speci�c model, the likelihood is maximized – hence the name ML. That is, the
model that makes the observed data as probable as possible is chosen.

In particular, consider that the sequence {y1, . . . ,yN } = y1:N of data has been
observed from the system. Moreover, assume that the system is an instantiation
of a model with the speci�c (unknown) parameter vector θ ∗ that lies in a compact
subset Θ of Euclidean space. To �nd the model that best describes the data, the
likelihood

LN (θ ) = Pr[y1:N ;θ ], (2.45)

which is the joint probability of the observed data under a model parametrized by
θ , is maximized:

θ̂ML = arg max
θ ∈Θ

LN (θ ). (2.46)

The maximizer θ̂ML is referred to as the ML estimate. It is customary to work with
the log-likelihood

lN (θ ) = logLN (θ ) (2.47)
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for convenience and numerical reasons – the arguments maximizing LN (θ ) and
lN (θ ) are the same.

The ML estimator has several statistically attractive properties – see [2,3]. For
example, under suitable assumptions, �rstly, it converges to the true parameters
θ ∗ as the number of data points N tends to in�nity with probability one. That is,
the estimator is strongly consistent. And, secondly, it is asymptotically normal
and e�cient.

However, computing the ML estimate can be di�cult in practice since the
optimization problem (2.46) is often non-convex. In particular, the non-convexity
means that it is challenging to guarantee that numerical optimization algorithms
obtain the global optimum (and not a local optimum).

2.5.2 Maximum Likelihood for HMMs
The most common way to perform ML estimation for HMMs is by using the Baum-
Welch algorithm – which is a special application of the more general expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm to HMMs. This is an iterative “hill-climbing” al-
gorithm that, under appropriate assumptions, converges to a stationary point in
the likelihood surface. Depending on where the algorithm was initialized, this
point can be the global optimum (2.46), or not – recall Example 1.3 on page 9. For
a thorough presentation, see the tutorial [7] or any of the books [2, 3, 107]. The
rough idea is as follows.

The EM algorithm breaks the optimization problem (2.46) into two steps, each
of which is often simple to implement. In particular, given initial estimates θ̂ (0)
of the HMM parameters, the EM algorithm recursively constructs a sequence of
parameter estimates by alternating the following two steps. The expectation step,
where the auxiliary log-likelihood

Q(θ̂ (n−1),θ ) = E
{

log Pr[x0:N ,y1:N ;θ ] |y1:N ; θ̂ (n−1)}
=

∑
x0:N

Pr
[
x0:N

��y1:N ; θ̂ (n−1)
]

log Pr[x0:N ,y1:N ; θ ] (2.48)

is evaluated, and the maximization step,

θ̂ (n) = arg max
θ ∈Θ

Q(θ̂ (n−1),θ ). (2.49)

The key result is:

θ̂ (n) = arg max
θ ∈Θ

Q(θ̂ (n−1),θ ) =⇒ LN (θ̂ (n)) ≥ LN (θ̂ (n−1)). (2.50)

That is, the sequence of parameter estimates corresponds to models of non-
decreasing likelihoods. Evaluating the expectation step (2.48) requires the use
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of an HMM smoother that computes the posterior distributions of past states (in
contrast to the HMM �lter (2.35), which computes the posterior distribution of
the current state (2.34)). The computational complexity of each iteration of the
algorithm (2.48)-(2.49) scales as O(X 2N ). More speci�c details and expressions
are provided in all of the references mentioned above.

Remark 2.5. It is also possible to use more general-purpose optimization algorithms
to compute the ML estimate (even though it is not as popular in practice). One
bene�t over EM is that they can achieve faster convergence rates – see, e.g., [2,
Sec. 10.1.4] and [3, Sec. 4.3.4] for discussions of pros and cons compared to EM.
However, these algorithms are, in general, still only locally convergent.

2.5.3 Method of Moments

As mentioned above, an issue with iterative ML schemes in practice is that they are
highly dependent on how they are initialized. If the initial point is far from the true
value, local-search algorithms can get stuck in local optima which impair them
from reaching the ML estimate (recall Example 1.3). An alternative to optimizing
the ML criterion are so-called methods of moments.

A key property of such methods is that they produce consistent estimates, and
can sometimes be tuned to not su�er from algorithmic problems related to local
optima. Fundamentally they rely on the law of large numbers. In particular, an
expected value is analytically expressed as a function of the parameters that are
to be estimated. This expected value is then estimated from observed data via the
sample mean. To compute parameter estimates, the function is inverted and the
sample mean is used in place of the expected value. For a complete treatment, see,
e.g., [27, 28, 108].

The basic idea is as follows. Consider for simplicity a sequence of inde-
pendent and identically distributed random variables z1:N whose distribution
is parametrized by some parameters θ . Denote the true value of the parameters
by θ ∗, and let f be a function. Under suitable assumptions, the strong law of large
numbers guarantees that the sample mean converges to the expected value:

1
N

N∑
k=1

f (zk ) → E
{
f (zk )

}
, (2.51)

with probability one as N → ∞. Note that the expected value depends on the
parameters θ of the distribution of the zk ’s, and that the function f is not neces-
sarily scalar. It is sometimes possible to express the expected value analytically
(as a function of θ ):

д(θ ) def.
= E

{
f (zk )

}
. (2.52)
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If this function is invertible, then a method of moments estimate θ̂MM of the pa-
rameters can be formed via

θ̂MM
def.
= д−1

(
1
N

N∑
k=1

f (zk )
)
, (2.53)

which converges with probability one to д−1 (
E
{
f (zk )

})
= θ ∗ as N →∞.

If it is not possible to analytically invert the function д, or if constraints have
to be imposed on the parameters, then an estimate can be formed by posing the
problem as an optimization problem where the discrepancy between the sample
mean and the analytical expression, from (2.52), is minimized:

θ̂MM = arg min
θ

 1
N

N∑
k=1

f (zk ) − д(θ )


s.t. θ ∈ Θ, (2.54)

where Θ is a constraint set on the parameters θ . This case is sometimes distin-
guished, from (2.53), as being a generalized method of moments.
Remark 2.6. In more generality, one selects a function h(z,θ ) and considers its
expected valuem(θ ) def.

= E
{
h(zk ,θ )

}
. The function h is chosen such thatm(θ ∗) = 0,

and non-zero otherwise. To obtain an estimate, some norm of the empirical mean

m̂(θ ) def.
=

1
N

N∑
k=1

h(zk ,θ ), (2.55)

is minimized with respect to θ – the intuition being that, under suitable assump-
tions, m̂(θ ) converges tom(θ ) and, in turn, also their minimizers (in norm). The
functionm is called the moment conditions, and above, h(z,θ ) = f (z) − д(θ ).

Methods of moments have recently received interest for HMMs due to their
attractive statistical, algorithmic and computational properties (a single pass over
the data is required to form the sample mean, and then data-size independent
inversion or optimization problems are solved).





Appendix

2.A Statements Regarding Aperiodicity
Here, we verify the statements made regarding aperiodicity of irreducible chains
in Section 2.2.1.

“An irreducible Markov chain is aperiodic if there exists a self-
transition (that is, if [P]ii > 0 for some i ∈ X ).”

Proof. By irreducibility, we have that it is possible to go from a state j ∈ X , to the
state i in some time kj→i and then back from i to j in time ki→j . That is, we can
return from j to j in time kj→i + ki→j . However, since i has a self-transition, we
could also stay one time-step extra in state i: j → i → i → j. This means that we
would make the round-trip in time kj→i + 1 + ki→j .

That the return from any state j to itself can happen at some time k = kj→i +

ki→j and also at time k + 1, implies that the integer d is 1 for all states – that is,
that the chain is aperiodic.

�

“An irreducible Markov chain is aperiodic if there exists some positive
integer k such that [Pk ]i j > 0 for all i, j ∈ X .”

Proof. Assume k is such that [Pk ]i j > 0 for all i, j ∈ X . Then

[Pk+1]i j = [PkP]i j

=

X∑
l=1
[Pk ]il [P]l j

≥
X∑
l=1

(
min

m=1, ...,X
[Pk ]im

)
[P]l j

=

(
min

m=1, ...,X
[Pk ]im

) X∑
l=1

Pr[xk+1 = j |xk = l]

> 0, (2.56)

where the inequality follows from the assumption (that all elements of Pk are
strictly positive) and irreducibility (there has to exist some state from which there
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is positive probability of transitioning to state j). By induction, it follows that
[Pk+n]i j > 0 for all n ≥ 0. In particular, [Pk+n]ii > 0 for all n ≥ 0 and i ∈ X ,
which implies that the period of all states is 1.

�

2.B Derivation of the HMM Filter

The HMM �lter update equation (2.35) can be explicitly derived as follows. Con-
sider element i of the posterior vector (2.36):

[πk ]i = Pr[xk = i |y1:k ]

=
Pr[xk = i,y1:k ]

Pr[y1:k ]
=

Pr[xk = i,y1:k ]∑X
j=1 Pr[y1:k ,xk = j]

=
Pr[yk |xk = i,y1:k−1] Pr[xk = i,y1:k−1]∑X
j=1 Pr[yk |xk = j,y1:k−1] Pr[xk = j,y1:k−1]

=
Pr[yk |xk = i]

∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = i,xk−1 = l ,y1:k−1]∑X

j=1 Pr[yk |xk = j]∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = j,xk−1 = l ,y1:k−1]

=
Pr[yk |xk = i]

∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = i |xk−1 = l ,y1:k−1] Pr[xk−1 = l ,y1:k−1]∑X

j=1 Pr[yk |xk = j]∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = j |xk−1 = l ,y1:k−1] Pr[xk−1 = l ,y1:k−1]

=
Pr[yk |xk = i]

∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = i |xk−1 = l] Pr[xk−1 = l |y1:k−1] Pr[y1:k−1]∑X

j=1 Pr[yk |xk = j]∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = j |xk−1 = l] Pr[xk−1 = l |y1:k−1] Pr[y1:k−1]

=
Pr[yk |xk = i]

∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = i |xk−1 = l] Pr[xk−1 = l |y1:k−1]∑X

j=1 Pr[yk |xk = j]∑X
l=1 Pr[xk = j |xk−1 = l] Pr[xk−1 = l |y1:k−1]

=
[B]i,yk

∑X
l=1[P]l,i [πk−1]l∑X

j=1[B]j,yk
∑X
l=1[P]l, j [πk−1]l

. (2.57)

It is convenient to express this update on matrix-vector form. De�ne

Byk
def.
= diag(Pr[yk |xk = 1], . . . , Pr[yk |xk = X ]), (2.58)
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i.e., the diagonal matrix with columnyk of the observation matrix B as its diagonal.
Then,

[πk ]i =
[B]i,yk

∑X
l=1[P]l,i [πk−1]l∑X

j=1[B]j,yk
∑X
l=1[P]l, j [πk−1]l

=
[B]i,yk [PT πk−1]i∑X
j=1[B]j,yk [PT πk−1]j

=
Pr[yk |xk = i][PT πk−1]i∑X
j=1 Pr[yk |xk = j][PT πk−1]j

=

∑X
l=1 δil Pr[yk |xk = l][PT πk−1]l∑X

l=1
∑X

j=1 δ jl Pr[yk |xk = l][PT πk−1]l

=

∑X
l=1[diag(Pr[yk |xk = 1], . . . , Pr[yk |xk = X ])]il [PT πk−1]l∑X

l=1
∑X

j=1[diag(Pr[yk |xk = 1], . . . , Pr[yk |xk = X ])]jl [PT πk−1]l

=

∑X
l=1[Byk ]il [PT πk−1]l∑X

l=1
∑X

j=1[Byk ]jl [PT πk−1]l

=
[BykPT πk−1]i
1TBykP

T πk−1
, (2.59)

or, �nally,

πk =
BykP

T πk−1

1TBykP
T πk−1

. (2.60)





Chapter 3

Policy and Treatment Guidelines
for Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms

“But should I?”

“I don’t know.”

She was right. I didn’t know either. If we did nothing the patient
might eventually su�er a haemorrhage which would probably cause
a catastrophic stroke or kill her. But then she might die years away
from something else without the aneurysm ever having burst. She was
perfectly well at the moment, the headaches for which she had had
the scan were irrelevant and had got better. The aneurysm had been
discovered by chance. If I operated I could cause a stroke and wreck her
– the risk of that would probably be about four or �ve per cent. So the
acute risk of operating was roughly similar to the lifetime risk of doing
nothing. Yet if we did nothing she would have to live with the knowledge
that the aneurysm was sitting there in her brain and might kill her any
moment.

[. . . ]
“What would you do if it was you?”

I hesitated, but the fact of the matter was that by the age of sixtyone I
was well past my bestby date and I knew that I had already lived most
of my life. Besides, the di�erence in our ages meant that I had fewer
years of life ahead of me so the lifetime risk of the aneurysm rupturing,
if it was not operated on, would be much lower for me and the relative
risk of the operation correspondingly higher.

— Henry Marsh
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The qotation that appears on the previous page is taken from the book
Do No Harm: Stories of Life, Death, and Brain Surgery [109], written by

neurosurgeon Henry Marsh. It illustrates a dilemma that doctors are often faced
with; namely, that surgical intervention can be the only cure for a disease, but the
surgery itself is not free of risk. How should it be decided whether to perform a
surgery or not, taking into account parameters such as the age of the patient, the
risks involved in the surgery, and the mortality of the disease (in case the patient
is not treated)?

In this chapter, we formalize the treatment of a common, and often fatal,
disease in the Markovian framework. By computing the optimal policy for our
model, we can draw conclusions regarding the optimal treatment policy for the
disease and compare it to the current clinical guidelines.

3.1 Introduction

For any kind of surgical intervention, the risks involved in the operation must be
weighed against the potential bene�ts. In this chapter, we focus on the question of
when an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) should be treated. AAAs are balloon-
like enlargements of the aorta that, in general, are asymptomatic. However, they
pose a constant threat of fatal rupture. Surgery aims to prevent this rupture, and
thereby maximize the remaining life expectancy of the patient. The procedure is
major surgery and can itself lead to death.

Each year during the lifetime of a patient with an AAA, the surgeon is
faced with the question “should surgery be performed?” Since the diameter of
an aneurysm is closely related to its rupture risk, the current clinical guidelines
for treatment of AAAs state that surgery is recommended if the maximal aortic
diameter exceeds 55 mm [80, 110, 111]. The simplicity of this threshold-policy is
both its strength and weakness: it is easy to apply in practice, but this treatment
policy is not patient-speci�c in the sense that it does not take into account factors
such as the life-expectancy or the expected surgical mortality of the patient.

The question that the surgeon faces can be recognized as a problem of sequen-
tial decision making under uncertainty. In this chapter, the course of events and
decisions resulting in the (potential) rupture or treatment of an AAA is modeled
as a Markov decision process (MDP) – a controlled Markov chain. The resulting
policy can guide the choice of treatment on a per patient basis: given the diameter
of the AAA and the age of the patient, an optimal choice of treatment can be read
from a �gure that is presented in Section 3.4. The �gure is the result of optimizing
the expected number of quality adjusted life-years (QALYs) over the patient’s
remaining lifetime, where age dependent surgical and background mortalities
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Figure 3.1: A 3D reconstruction of an AAA seen from a lateral (left) and a forward-
facing (right) perspective. The AAA is clearly marked by the di�erence in coloring.

have been taken into account. The robustness of the policy, with respect to the
uncertainties in the model parameters, is assessed through simulations.

The main contributions of this chapter are two-fold:

• Firstly, we demonstrate how the treatment of an AAA can be modeled using
the MDP framework.

• Secondly, and the main conclusion, is that the policy currently employed in
clinical practice does not have an optimal structure.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents a brief
overview of AAAs. In Section 3.3 it is explained how the decision problem can
be formalized as an MDP, and the parameters used in the model are discussed.
Section 3.4 presents the computed optimal policy and asserts its robustness. Sec-
tion 3.5 concludes the chapter with a discussion of related work and indications
for further extensions of the model.

3.2 Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms
Overview An aneurysm is a balloon-like dilatation of an artery [111]. They can
occur in all arteries, but are most common in the infra-renal aorta and are there
referred to as abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAAs). Figure 1.5 (on page 16) depicts
the location of an AAA schematically. A three-dimensional reconstruction of an
AAA is shown in Figure 3.1 from both a lateral and a front-facing perspective.
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The disease is characterized by loss of structural integrity in the wall of the
abdominal aorta [111]. This, in most cases, leads to a progressive widening of the
aneurysmal dilatation, that can potentially rupture [111]. The rupture of an AAA
leads to massive hemorrhage and is a surgical emergency. It is fatal in up to 88% of
cases, and roughly 50% of patients die before reaching the hospital where they can
undergo acute surgery [112]. As many as 15 000 deaths in the US are attributable
to AAAs each year [113] – in fact, AAAs have been the 12-15th leading cause of
death in the US and a number of European countries during the last decade [111].

Treatment It is possible to treat the AAA prior to its rupture (elective repair).
Two di�erent techniques exist for the treatment: open surgical repair (OSR) and
endovascular aortic repair (EVAR). In OSR, the diseased part of the aorta is replaced
with a synthetic graft. After the surgery, the patient does not require any special
follow-up, and is in essence cured from the disease [111]. In the EVAR technique,
a stent-graft is placed inside the AAA through the arteries of the legs. This
procedure requires that the patient is regularly followed up post-operatively to
monitor the development of complications [111]. There is no consensus on which
technique is superior. Several studies have shown similar long-term mortality
with both techniques – see [113] and [114]. Instead, the choice depends on the
anatomy of the aneurysm, the health status of the patient, the experience of the
surgeon and patient preference [111].

Guidelines The risk of rupture of an AAA is closely related to the diameter
of the aneurysm. Current guidelines state that an AAA should be operated if its
diameter exceeds 55 mm [80, 110, 111]. This threshold was determined based on
expert consensus (see [115] and [116]); all surgeons would operate patients who
had an aneurysm that exceeded 60 mm, but there was no clear consensus on the
policy for smaller AAAs. This criterion has by randomized controlled trials been
shown to be superior to a strategy where also small AAAs are operated [114].
However, a signi�cant proportion of AAAs rupture before reaching the operative
diameter threshold of 55 mm [117] and, it is also known that some AAAs remain
intact even after reaching a considerable diameter (sometimes greater than 100
mm) – see [117] and [118].

There are patient-speci�c exceptions to the current 55 mm policy. It is generally
recommended that women, who have larger risk of rupture, are operated when
they reach 52 mm instead of 55 mm [114]. Also, most surgeons refrain from
intervention if the patient su�ers from serious comorbidities (e.g., terminal cancer
or heart disease) as this may increase the operative risk or patient su�ering, and
not be of any conceivable bene�t to the patient. But, no rigorous method exists for
supporting the construction of these exceptions. Moreover, one of the conclusions
in the recent study [119] was that:
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“Signi�cant variation in the management of a juxtarenal AAA be-
tween countries was observed. [. . . ] This variation re�ects the lack
of long-term evidence and international consensus on the optimal
management of complex AAA.”

That is, there is no clear consensus on how to optimally handle patient-speci�c
complex AAAs, where surgery is more complicated. Similar conclusions were
also reached in the recent guidelines for management of AAAs proposed by the
Society for Vascular Surgery [80], where, amongst the areas in need of future
research, the following two points can be found:

• “Can a single risk-bene�t scoring scheme be developed that incorporates
risk of repair, risk of aneurysm rupture, and anticipated life expectancy?”

• “Would a risk-bene�t scoring scheme that incorporates risk of repair, risk of
aneurysm rupture, and anticipated life expectancy assist in mutual decision-
making between the surgeon, the patient, and the patient’s family?”

These conclusions point to the need of developing a framework for modeling the
treatment of AAAs (which can incorporate patient-speci�c factors).

3.3 An MDP Model for the Treatment of AAAs

It has previously been demonstrated that the evolution of an AAA (including
growth and rupture risks) can be modeled using a Markov chain (e.g., [120, 121]).
A natural extension is to formulate the decision making problem for treatment
of AAAs (that is, whether to perform surgery or not) as an MDP. Recall from
Section 2.2.2 that in order to do this, we need to de�ne the following quantities:
the time-horizon, the state-space, the cost function, the action-space and the
transition probabilities.

3.3.1 Time-Horizon

Based on available data, the time-step in the model was chosen as one year.
Moreover, AAAs are often detected during screening, which in Sweden is o�ered
for 65-year-old men [122]. Hence, in our model we optimize starting from an age
of 65 years. To obtain a �nite-horizon problem, we set the maximum age of any
patient as 120 years – however, the results for patients older than ca 95 years is
mostly hypothetical.
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3.3.2 State-Space

We let the quantized diameter of the AAA be the state of the MDP. The interval
of quantization was chosen as 5 mm due to the available data (see the discussion
on rupture and growth probabilities below). To make the MDP terminate in case
of death by rupture, surgery or natural causes, we introduce an auxiliary terminal
state (labeled “dead”). We also introduce a state for after successful surgery (labeled
“no AAA”). The state-space is therefore the set1:

X = {dead, no AAA, < 30 mm, 30 − 35 mm,
. . . , 70 − 75 mm, 75 − 80 mm, > 80 mm}. (3.1)

3.3.3 Action-Space

We allow for two actions in our MDP model:

U = {continue surveillance, perform surgery}. (3.2)

These two actions in�uence the transition probabilities of the system as can be
seen in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.2a illustrates the structure of the model if the choice
of action is to perform surgery, and Figure 3.2b shows the structure of the model
if the choice of action is to not perform surgery (i.e., continue surveillance for one
year).

In order to later compare our results to the current clinical policy, it is illustra-
tive to show how the latter can be expressed formally. Recall that current clinical
guidelines state that surgery should be performed if the diameter of the AAA is
greater than 55 mm, and otherwise surveillance should continue for one more year.
This policy can formally be expressed as µ55 = {µ55

65, . . . , µ
55
120} with µ55

k = µ
55 for

all ages k , where:

µ55(x) =


continue
surveillance if x ∈ {dead, no AAA,

< 30 mm, . . . , 50-55mm},
perform
surgery otherwise.

(3.3)

The policy µ55 is visualized in Figure 3.3, where a black cell indicates that surgery
should be performed and a white cell indicates that no intervention should be
made.

1Note that every label is implicitly assumed to be associated with a unique integer to make it
consistent with the de�nition of the state-space being the integer set {1, . . . , X }.
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dead

no AAA

< 30 mm 30 - 35 mm 35 - 40 mm 40 - 45 mm 45 - 50 mm 50 - 55 mm 55 - 60 mm 60 - 65 mm 65 - 70 mm 70 - 75 mm 75 - 80 mm > 80 mm

(a) Action: perform surgery.

dead

no AAA

< 30 mm

30 - 35 mm

35 - 40 mm

40 - 45 mm

45 - 50 mm

50 - 55 mm

55 - 60 mm

60 - 65 mm

65 - 70 mm

70 - 75 mm

75 - 80 mm

> 80 mm

(b) Action: continue surveillance.

Figure 3.2: Structure of the MDP illustrating the two Markov chains resulting
from the two available actions: perform surgery and continue surveillance (for
one year). The (age-dependent) probability of a transition is proportional to the
thickness of the associated arrow.
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Figure 3.3: The �gure illustrates the current clinical treatment policy, µ55. The
horizontal axis shows size of the AAA and the vertical axis shows age of the
patient. A black cell indicates that surgery should be performed and a white cell
indicates that no action should be taken (i.e., continue surveillance for one year).

3.3.4 Cost Function

The natural objective is to maximize the life-expectancy of the patient. However,
it is common in health economic and outcomes research to use more nuanced
descriptions of health states than simply counting life-years [123]. A quality
adjusted life-year (QALY) is a measure that incorporates that a patient with a good
health status appreciates one year more than a patient of poor health. Living one
year at perfect health is equivalent to one QALY, and conversely one year dead is
equivalent to zero QALYs. It is possible to estimate the QALY-equivalent of one
year as a function of age (see, e.g., [121] and [123]).

Hence, the immediate reward in the model was chosen as the QALY-equivalent
of the age k if the patient is alive, and zero otherwise.2

3.3.5 Transition Probabilities

Numerical values for the transition probabilities between the di�erent states were
obtained from the available literature. AAA is a disease that is most prevalent
in males, and therefore most literature is limited to male patients. The study [121]
synthesized evidence regarding aneurysm growth, rupture risk and age-dependent

2Note that, compared to Section 2.2.2, it is in this context more natural to consider an MDP with a
maximization objective. Computationally, this is equivalent to considering cost as a negative reward.
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modeling of QALYs for a Markov chain model which evaluated the potential bene-
�ts from screening as compared to non-screening for AAA. The same parameters
were used in our model. However, in [121], no rupture probabilities for AAAs that
are smaller than 50 mm are reported. Hence, rupture probabilities for aneurysms
with a diameter below 50 mm were retrieved from a systematic meta-analysis
that complied rupture probabilities from 14 studies of small aneurysms [120].

Instead of the case of a ruptured AAA leading to certain death, we included
in our model the chance of reaching a hospital and there undergoing successful
emergency surgery. We considered only the surgical intervention OSR of AAAs.
Age-dependent surgical mortalities for both emergency and elective settings, as
well as the probability of reaching a hospital, were retrieved from [122]. Data for
age-dependent background morality was collected from [124]. The complete set
of parameters and their references are summarized in Table 3.A.1 in the appendix.

3.4 Results
Computation of the optimal policy takes approximately one second on a 3.2 GHz
MacBook Pro.

3.4.1 Policy
The computed optimal policy (Figure 3.4) is clearly structurally di�erent from the
current clinical policy (Figure 3.3). In these �gures, the horizontal axes show the
size of the aneurysm, and the vertical axes show the age of the patient. A black
cell indicates that surgery should be performed, and a white cell indicates that
no action should be taken (i.e., continue surveillance for one year). The optimal
policy shows that younger patients bene�t from surgery at small diameters, and
that the threshold diameter should be increased as the patient ages.

3.4.2 Objective Function
The total number of QALYs that are expected to be accumulated during the re-
mainder of a patient’s life using the optimal policy is displayed in the top plot
of Figure 3.5. The improvement in terms of the di�erence in number of QALYs
between using the optimal and current policy is shown in the bottom plot of the
same �gure.

As indicated by the bottom plot of Figure 3.5, an improvement in the number
of QALYs can be expected under the optimal policy. This improvement is most
signi�cant in young patients aged 65 to 70 years with aneurysms sized 30 to 55
mm. Such patients have an expected gain of up to a quarter of a QALY (recall
that a QALY is a discounted life-year, so that this corresponds to more than three
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Figure 3.4: The �gure illustrates the computed optimal policy, µ∗. The horizontal
axis shows size of the AAA and the vertical axis shows age of the patient. A black
cell indicates that surgery should be performed and a white cell indicates that no
action should be taken (i.e., continue surveillance for one year).

months of life). The improvement is expected since the optimal policy di�ers from
the current policy for such patients.3

3.4.3 Robustness
As always when using measured or estimated parameters in a model, it is of
interest to evaluate how robust the results are with respect to the uncertainties
in the parameters. To assess the robustness of the computed optimal policy, we
generated random perturbations from the published data uncertainties on the
rupture probabilities (from [120] and [121]). One thousand sets of parameters were
generated and optimal policies were computed for each set. The ratio of policies
that indicated that a certain action should be taken at a certain age and aneurysm
size is shown in Figure 3.6. It can be observed that the structural properties of the
optimal policy are stable with respect to the perturbations of the parameters.

3.5 Discussion
The results in the previous section indicate that a policy that optimally takes
into account the expected remaining (quality adjusted) life-years of a patient

3There can be an improvement even if the policies coincide, since the new policy also acts optimally
in the future – see the discussion in Appendix 3.B
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Figure 3.5: Color indicates the number of QALYs that can be expected to be
accumulated during the remaining life of the patient when the optimal policy µ∗

is employed (top), or can be gained by changing policy from the current clinical
policy µ55 to the optimal policy µ∗ (bottom). The horizontal axes show size of the
AAA and the vertical axes show age of the patient.
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Figure 3.6: The shading of each cell indicates the ratio of policies that indicated
that a certain action should be taken for 1000 randomly perturbed sets of model
parameters. The horizontal axis shows size of the AAA and the vertical axis shows
age of the patient.

and the age-related surgical mortality di�ers markedly from the policy which is
currently used in clinical practice. The structure of the computed optimal policy
is intuitively appealing: for a patient with less expected remaining life and a high
operative risk, a higher AAA rupture probability (size) is demanded in order to
take action.

The exact thresholds in the generated policy may not be clinically applicable
yet. They are subject to change as better estimates of the model parameters
become available from clinical studies. However, as shown, the structure of the
policy is robust to perturbations in the current model parameters. This indicates
that even if the exact threshold values are not determined yet, the structure of the
currently used clinical policy is suboptimal, which demands further investigation.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, the current policy has been studied in randomized
controlled trials and has been shown to be associated with a lower mortality than
a policy where small (40-55 mm) aneurysms are also operated [114]. These trials,
however, did not have su�cient power to perform subgroup analyses with regard
to age or gender [114], and could thus not demonstrate the results suggested here
– that is, that smaller aneurysms should be operated in young patients.
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3.5.1 Regarding the Rupture Risk for Large AAAs

There is a noticeable di�erence in the computed optimal policy with respect to
at what age surgery is the optimal treatment choice between aneurysms that are
smaller, respectively larger, than 55 mm. This may be due to the fact that the
only high quality evidence from controlled clinical trials for aneurysm growth
and rupture rates relates to small aneurysms, whereas for large aneurysms only
smaller case series with selected patient-cohorts are available. In particular, the
discontinuity suggests that either the rupture risk for large aneurysms is estimated
as disproportionally high, or that the rupture risk for small aneurysms is estimated
as disproportionally low.

It has been proposed that the rupture risks presented in the literature for large
aneurysms are overestimates [125]. If a doctor refrains from current guidelines
that recommend surgery at 55 mm, the patient (whose data is then used to estimate
these parameters) usually has other comorbitidies that, on their own, could yield an
increased rupture risk (e.g., high blood pressure, or smoking). In particular, [125]
suggests that rupture risks for aneurysms between 55 and 69 mm are overestimated.
With respect to our results, this would lead to a bias in the policy, such that larger
aneurysms are disproportionally avoided (i.e., operated), which in turn would
manifest itself as an abrupt change in the policy for aneurysms of size 55 mm and
larger – exactly as is apparent in Figure 3.4. Thus, we believe that our results also
point to possible previous overestimation of rupture risks for large aneurysms.

Additionally, we note that the sensitivity analysis in the previous section
only demonstrates the robustness of the policy with respect to uncertainty in the
parameter estimates and would therefore not be able to detect the systematic bias
proposed in [125].

3.5.2 Extensions

There are many extensions that could be made to the work presented in this
chapter. We considered only age-dependent surgical mortality that is related to
the OSR procedure. It would be interesting to include, by extending the action
set U , other types of surgical interventions (for example, EVAR). A time or state
dependent action set could limit some of these surgical methods to certain ages or
certain AAA diameters. Post-operative complications can also be introduced in
the model by the addition of new states.

The last point is worth pursuing in the light of the following. It can be observed
in the top plot of Figure 3.5 that an AAA patient in our model has, roughly, the
same life-expectancy as an average healthy person. This is because we model a
successful surgery as completely treating the patient. However, AAA patients
typically su�er from other comorbities that increase their background mortality
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(for example, smoking is a strong predictor of developing an AAA [111]). Moreover,
as mentioned above, post-operative complications (for example, graft infection or
leakage) could lead to a substantial recovery time (decrease in QALYs) or earlier
death. It has been reported that the annual risk of death is increased, roughly, two-
to three-fold compared with the general population [126]. It would be of interest
to adjust future iterations of the model to compensate for these factors.

Another extension that could be made is to tailor the model to a speci�c
individual, or cohort of patients. It is possible to identify i) patients with increased
operative risk (due to comorbidities) using, for example, the score proposed in
[127], as well as ii) patients with an increased rupture risk (e.g., women, or
patients with a family history of ruptured AAAs). For such patients, individual
risk parameters can be used to generate patient-speci�c policies. It may also
be relevant to improve patient-centered decision making by allowing patients
themselves to estimate QALYs.

Also, as more speci�c markers for AAA rupture and growth (e.g., biomechani-
cal rupture risk estimates from �nite element analysis [128]) become clinically
available, policies will have to be re-established to include such data as basis for
the treatment decision. The MDP framework allows new markers to be incorpo-
rated by either an extension of the state-space, or by extending the framework to
POMDPs.

3.5.3 Related Work
In the context of healthcare, the MDP framework has been used to provide
guidelines for decisions in such disperse settings as ambulance scheduling [129],
planning the treatment of ischemic heart disease [130], and kidney transplanta-
tions [131]. For a more extensive overview of healthcare-related applications of
MDPs, see, e.g., [132, 133] and references therein.

The question of improving the treatment policy for AAAs using mathematical
modeling has been considered before. However, the MDP framework has (to the
best of our knowledge) not previously been employed. The structure of our policy
is similar to the one recently obtained in [134] using a Markov chain model where
di�erent treatment options were evaluated against each other by simulating their
outcome over a large cohort of (virtual) patients. However, in contrast to enforcing
a surgical intervention at di�erent AAA diameters and comparing the simulation
outcomes, the MDP framework i) uses analytical expression for expectations,
which bypasses the need for approximations using simulations and makes the
computation of the solution more e�cient. It also ii) generates a policy that takes
into account that the surgeon will act optimally in the future due to the principle of
optimality. This means that we include the possibility of not performing surgery
now, since we know that it will be performed at a later stage, when generating the
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policy. A more elaborate discussion regarding this is available in [135]. Moreover,
we believe our framework allows the possible extensions discussed above to be
made more easily.

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have demonstrated how the MDP framework can be employed
for weighing risk against potential bene�t in the case of AAA treatment. We
have demonstrated that a patient-speci�c policy outperforms the currently rec-
ommended clinical policy. Our results indicate that the optimal treatment policy
might be of a more elaborate structure than the one that is employed today – and,
in particular, that smaller aneurysms should be operated in younger patients. The
2018 Society for Vascular Surgery’s (SVS) practice guidelines on the care of patients
with an AAA [80] mention that

“young, healthy patients, particularly women, with an AAA between
5.0 and 5.4 cm [...] may bene�t from early repair.”

This, together with our results, warrant further investigations into a policy that is
both age and size dependent.





Appendix

Remark 3.1. Figure 3.1 is courtesy of Antti Siika and Joy Roy at the Department
of Molecular Medicine and Surgery, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden.

3.A References for Model Parameters

Parameter Reference Parameter Reference
Rupture probabilities [120], [121] Growth probabilities [121]

Age-dependent QALYs [121] Surgical mortalities [122]
Probability of reaching hospital [122] Background mortalities [124]

Table 3.A.1: Summary of the parameters used in the model and the corresponding
references.

3.B Results Over Full Time-Horizon
For completeness, in Figure 3.B.1, we plot the results from Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6
up to the maximum age in the model (120 years). As can be seen, there is also an
improvement for older patients aged 105 to 120 years with aneurysms sized 55
to 80 mm and above. The relevance for such old patients is, however, primarily
hypothetical. These improvements are, again, expected since the optimal policy
di�ers from the current policy for such patients. However, a small improvement in
the number of QALYs can also be seen in the region that corresponds to patients
aged 105-115 with aneurysms that are 50-55 mm in size. While the two policies
here coincide, the optimal policy assumes optimal action in the future (when the
AAA grows), which leads to an improvement.

63
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Figure 3.B.1: The results of Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 plotted up to the maximum age
in the model.



Chapter 4

Learning HMMs by Considering
Non-Consecutive Correlations

In the previous chapter, we saw that once a model (and associated parameters)
are available, it is often rather mechanical to employ the model (for, e.g.,

control or inference). We also noted that the quality of the model is crucial for
what conclusions can be justly derived from it. Obtaining a good model is, usually,
both time and cost consuming. For example, it has been reported that in control of
industrial processes, the most expensive part of designing a model-based controller
is building and estimating a model of the plant [49], which can take up to 90% of
the total commissioning cost [50]. Motivated by this, we develop in this chapter
methods for estimating HMMs from data that are both fast and algorithmically
attractive.

4.1 Introduction
In order to employ an HMM in any application that requires �ltering or prediction,
the parameters (2.30) have �rst to be determined – usually, via either domain-
expertise or data-driven modeling. We consider the latter. Even though data-driven
parameter estimation for HMMs has been studied for more than �fty years [98],
it remains a challenging problem in practice. The de facto standard methods
employ iterative (“hill-climbing”) local-search procedures that aim to maximize
the likelihood of observed data (e.g., the expectation-maximization (EM), or Baum-
Welch, algorithm) [2, 3]. In practice, these methods su�er from drawbacks related
to convergence to bad local maxima as well as slow convergence with an associated
high computational cost – recall Example 1.3 on page 9.

In order to address such drawbacks, methods of moments have been introduced
for HMMs (e.g., [29–41]). These methods begin by estimating low-order correla-
tions in the data, such as those of pairs Pr[yk ,yk+1] or triplets Pr[yk ,yk+1,yk+2].
The analytical relations between these correlations and the HMM parameters are
then used “in reverse” to obtain empirical parameter estimates.

The consequences of restricting, e�ectively, to only short substrings in the
observed data is double-edged: On the one hand, attractive properties include
that i) they have very low computational cost – in practice, they are orders of

65
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xk xk+1 xk+τ. . . . . .. . .

yk yk+1 yk+τ

Figure 4.1: Graphical conditional dependence structure of an HMM with (hidden)
state variable xk and corresponding noisy observation yk . The red nodes are
the second-order moments Pr[yk ,yk+τ ] with τ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , τ̄ }, that are used in
Section 4.5 to estimate the HMM parameters. Previous work employ only the
special case where the observations in the pair are consecutive: τ ∈ {1}.

magnitudes faster than conventional maximum likelihood (ML) schemes –, and
ii) they are, under suitable assumptions, strongly consistent and the associated
algorithms do not su�er from local optima. The main disadvantage on the other
hand, compared to standard ML estimation, is the loss in statistical e�ciency –
information available in the observed data is neglected.

In this chapter, we aim to reduce this gap in statistical e�ciency while preserv-
ing the two attractive properties mentioned above. Our core idea is simple: include
a user-de�ned number τ̄ of lagged (i.e., non-consecutive) tuples in these procedures.
For example, in a pair-based method of moments (e.g., [31, 32, 36, 38–40]), this
corresponds to including correlations on the form Pr[yk ,yk+τ ]with τ = 1, 2, . . . , τ̄ ,
as illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Despite the simplicity and intuitive appeal of the idea, it is not straight-forward
to extend previous methods: care has to be taken to respect the two attractive
properties mentioned above. In particular, this means avoiding non-convex prob-
lem formulations. Our key contribution is demonstrating how several, both pair-
and triplet-based, methods of moments can be extended with this idea, while
preserving the attractive properties of the methods they extend.

4.1.1 Main Results and Outline

In the main text of this chapter, we considering pair-based (which we also refer to
as second-order) methods of moments. This allows us to keep the presentation
clear and concise: we can demonstrate the key idea without being impeded by the
tensor notation that is inherent in higher-order methods. In the appendices, we
also treat triplet-based (third-order) methods of moments.

In summary, the main results of this chapter are:
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• We derive expressions for non-consecutive HMM moments, and demon-
strate how these can be incorporated in existing methods of moments;

• Our algorithms involve only a single sweep through the HMM dataset (in
contrast to iterative ML algorithms that process the full dataset in each
iteration), and take more information from the observed data into account
than the previous methods they extend;

• Theoretically, we analyze the two principal attractive properties of our
proposed estimators. First, we show that the computational complexity
scales only linearly with the number of additional lags considered, and that
the dominating cost is independent of the number of data-samples. Second,
we prove that the estimators are strongly consistent;

• Numerical demonstrations of i) the improved accuracy of the proposed ex-
tensions compared to non-lagged methods of moments, and ii) the attractive
run-times (up to two orders of magnitude faster than EM) on synthetic data;

• A numerical evaluation of the performance on a real-world �nancial time-
series dataset.

The chapter is organized as follows. A discussion of related work is provided
in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents a formal problem statement and assumptions.
In Section 4.4, we derive expressions for non-consecutive HMM moments. These
are incorporated in second-order methods of moments in Section 4.5. Numerical
experiments are performed in Section 4.6.

4.2 Related Work
The most widely used methods for parameter estimation in HMMs are schemes
that iteratively aim to maximize the likelihood of observed data: the expectation-
maximization (EM), or Baum-Welch, algorithm as well as direct optimization via
Newton-Raphson and variants [2,3]. These local-search procedures require careful
initialization to avoid problems with local optima (recall Example 1.3 on page 9).
Moreover, the computational cost can be prohibitively high for large datasets.

An alternative to ML estimation is the method of moments, which was origi-
nally devised to identify mixtures of univariate Gaussians [136] by selecting the
parameters of the distribution so as to equate empirical estimates of various-order
moments. It has since then been generalized and adapted to a vast range of model
structures (e.g., [28, 108, 137]). In terms of HMMs, methods of moments are com-
monly based on occurrence-probabilities of di�erent substrings of observation
sequences. These have recently received much interest due to their computational
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attractiveness, as well as consistency guarantees under suitable assumptions.
Many recent methods, e.g., [31–40], are based on low-order correlations between
consecutive observations.

Methods based on pairwise occurrences include [31, 32, 36, 38–40]. A concern
with these methods is that HMMs are, in general, not identi�able from only their
pairwise (second-order) moments [29, 34, 40]. A notable exception is parametric-
output HMMs (e.g., Gaussian HMMs). It was demonstrated in [36] that these can
be treated in a sequential fashion: �rst, the observation likelihoods are estimated
using a mixture model learner, and subsequently, the transition probabilities
are estimated in a known-sensor HMM identi�cation setting. Our contribution
improves the estimation of the transition probabilities in this framework.

A popular branch of triplet-based (third-order) methods (e.g., [30, 33–35]) orig-
inates in [29]. In these methods, it is shown that the moment-matching problem
can be performed via a spectral (i.e., eigenvalue) factorization. It is noted in [34]
that the properties of the method hold for higher-order (i.e., non-consecutive)
lags, but this is not explored at any depth. Due to how the estimates are computed
(via a spectral factorization), it is possible that the parameter estimates, especially
in the small-sample regime, land outside the feasible parameter space (i.e., prob-
abilities may not be non-negative or sum-to-one). Various methods have been
proposed to address these problems; from truncation and projection to exterior
point methods [138]. These problems are alleviated by making the estimates more
accurate according to our proposed extensions.

There also exists a number of related methods (e.g., [21, 33, 41, 139–146]) that
estimate alternative parametrizations of an HMM and/or are based on longer
substrings. In this work, we limit the scope to the methods discussed in the
previous two paragraphs due to their recent popularity and since they i) estimate
the standard parametrization of an HMM, and ii) use only substrings of length
two and three (that are easier to estimate from a �xed-size dataset1, see [40]). It
should, however, be noted that [139,143] employ lagged pairwise correlations, but
do not enforce non-negativity constraints on the HMM parameters.

Restricting to short substrings in the data – approximate summary statistics
– is key to the computational gain of these methods. However, it also leads to
a loss of accuracy due to not taking all information available in the data into
account. In order to reduce the resulting gap in statistical e�ciency (compared
to iterative ML estimation) various methods have been proposed. Thanks to
the strong consistency and low computational cost of the method of moments
estimate, it can e�ectively be used as a �rst approximation of the ML estimate.
In [36,39,147,148], estimates from methods of moments are used as initializers for

1The number of occurrence-probabilities grows exponentially with substring length; there are Y 2

pairwise probabilities, Y 3 tripletwise, etc.
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ML schemes, and in [41], an iterative reweighing scheme is proposed. These hybrid
approaches can, however, still present computational challenges. In this chapter,
we avoid potentially costly iterative schemes completely in favor of including
more information in the moment conditions. However, employing the resulting
estimate as an initializer for an ML schemes is, of course, still a valid option.

4.3 Problem Formulation
In order to employ an HMM for, e.g., �ltering or prediction, its parameters have
�rst to be speci�ed or estimated. We consider an HMM with a discrete-valued
observation process in the main text of this chapter.2 Hence, observations are
sampled from the �nite set Y = {1, 2, . . . ,Y } according to the X × Y observation
probability matrix B de�ned in (2.25).

The identi�cation problem for HMMs that we consider is:

Problem 4.1. Given a sequence y1, . . . ,yN of observations generated by a sta-
tionary HMM of known state and observation dimensions X and Y , estimate its
parameters P and B.

In order to guarantee that this problem is well-posed, the following two
assumptions are standard:

Assumption 4.1. The transition and observation matrices are elementwise
strictly positive – that is, P > 0 and B > 0.

Assumption 4.2. The transition and observation matrices P and B, respectively,
are full row rank.

Assumption 4.1 is a common assumption in statistical inference for HMMs
(e.g., [2, 98]) and serves as a proxy for ergodicity of the HMM. It implies that the
underlying Markov chain is ergodic (irreducible and aperiodic). Assumption 4.2
is related to identi�ability and is standard in methods of moments for HMMs
(e.g., [33, 36, 40, 149]).

4.4 Moments in HMMs
In this section, we de�ne moment conditions that we will employ to compute
estimates of the HMM parameters via the method of moments. There are a number
of potential candidates. In this work, the crucial quantities are the pair- and triplet-
wise correlations between observations (albeit we postpone the full treatment of
the latter to the appendices).

2For clarity of presentation, we treat continuous-valued observation processes in the appendices.
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4.4.1 Second-Order Moments
De�ne the lag-τ second-order moments M2(k,τ ) ∈ RY×Y of the HMM as the
matrices:

[M2(k,τ )]i j def.
= Pr[yk = i,yk+τ = j], (4.1)

where i, j = 1, . . . ,Y and τ ≥ 0. In words: as the joint probabilities of pairs of
observations spaced a distance τ apart in time.3

In terms of terminology, the reader should note that when we speak of non-
lagged moments, we mean speci�cally the case that only τ up to τ = 1 is used in
an estimation procedure. In this case, the two observations in the pair (4.1) are at
most consecutive: yk and yk+1. When we refer to higher-order or lagged moments,
we mean that a whole range of values τ = 0, 1, 2, . . . is employed. In this case,
there is also a lag between the �rst observation yk and the second observation
yk+τ .

It is readily veri�ed that the matrices (4.1) can be expressed in terms of the
HMM parameters as

M2(k,τ ) = BT diag((PT )kπ0)PτB, (4.2)

for τ > 0, and
M2(k, 0) = diag(BT (PT )kπ0). (4.3)

For a stationary HMM (i.e., π0 = π∞), these matrices do not depend on absolute
time k and relations (4.2) and (4.3) reduce to

M2(τ ) = BT diag(π∞)PτB, (4.4)

for τ > 0, and

M2(0) = diag(BT π∞), (4.5)

respectively.

4.5 Extension of Second-Order Methods of
Moments to Include Non-Consecutive Pairs

In this section, we extend second-order methods of moments (e.g., [31,32,36,38–40])
to include non-consecutive pairs of observations. That is, pairwise probabilities
Pr[yk ,yk+τ ] for τ up to some number τ̄ of lags (speci�ed by the user). The section
is concluded with a discussion on statistical properties, and indications for how to
choose τ̄ .

3The case τ = 0 actually corresponds to �rst-order moments [M1(k )]i def.
= Pr[yk = i], where

M1(k ) ∈ RY . However, for notational convenience in later sections, we express these as a special case
of second-order moments: M2(k, 0) = diag(M1(k )).
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4.5.1 Moment-Matching from Second-Order Moments

The full learning problems for HMMs from consecutive moments Pr[yk ,yk+1] using
relation (4.4) is:

min
π̂∞∈RX , P̂ ∈RX×X ,

B̂∈RX×Y

‖M̂2(1) − B̂T diag(π̂∞)P̂ B̂‖2F

s.t. π̂∞ ≥ 0, 1T π̂∞ = 1,
P̂ ≥ 0, P̂1 = 1,

B̂ ≥ 0, B̂1 = 1,

π̂∞ = P̂T π̂∞, (4.6)

where M̂2(1) is an empirical estimate of M2(1) and the �rst constraints are due
to P̂ , π̂∞ and B̂ representing probabilities, and the last since π̂∞ is a stationary
distribution of P̂ .

This problem is non-convex and previous methods either use alternating
(block-coordinate descent) schemes (e.g., [31, 32, 40]) that

i) �x B̂ and optimize for P̂ , π̂∞,

ii) �x P̂ , π̂∞ and optimize for B̂, and repeat;

or, decouple the problem (e.g., [36, 38, 39]) and estimate B separately4 and then
perform only step i) above.

Below, we demonstrate how step i) can be improved by including lagged
moments – the complementary step (estimating B) is identical. Our aim is hence,
in this section, to estimate the transition matrix P :

Assumption 4.3. The observation matrix B is given.

Remark 4.1. It should be noted that this special case is additionally motivated by
any application in which the sensor is designed by the user. Consider, for example,
a target-tracking system. The sensor speci�cations can be determined prior to
deployment in controlled trials, which gives the operator knowledge about the
sensor equipment (i.e., the observation matrix B). The maneuvering strategy of the
tracked target (i.e., the transition matrix P ) is unknown and has to be estimated.

4In parametric-output HMMs, as a �rst step, the output parameters are estimated via a general
mixture model learner, and as a second step, the identi�cation of the transition matrix P becomes iden-
ti�cation of a known-sensor HMM. These HMMs are most natural to consider in general observation
spaces (which include Gaussian HMMs). We provide an extended discussion in the appendices.
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4.5.2 Estimating the Transition Matrix with
Non-Consecutive Lags

Even in a known-sensor HMM (Assumption 4.3) or, equivalently, in step i) above,
the moment-matching problem is non-convex5:

min
π̂∞∈RX , P̂ ∈RX×X

‖M̂2(1) − BT diag(π̂∞)P̂B‖2F
s.t. π̂∞ ≥ 0, 1T π̂∞ = 1,

P̂ ≥ 0, P̂1 = 1,

π̂∞ = P̂T π̂∞, (4.7)

due to the products between P̂ and π̂∞.
Including non-consecutive lags via (4.4) and jointly minimizing all moment

conditions leads to the objective function:

τ̄∑
τ=1
‖M̂2(τ ) − BT diag(π̂∞)P̂τB‖2F , (4.8)

subject to the same constraints. The additional non-convexity (due to the higher-
order powers of the transition matrix) makes it computationally demanding to
compute a global solution. In particular, non-convex optimization commonly
relies on local-search heuristics [150], much alike those employed in standard ML
estimation for HMMs.

It has been shown (e.g., [36, 39]) that the consecutive problem (4.7) can be
reformulated as a convex optimization problem. Below, we extend this approach
to the non-consecutive problem (4.8) and propose a novel sequential method that
involves only convex (quadratic) optimization.

Step 1. Estimating Second-Order Moments The left-hand sides of equations
(4.4) and (4.5) are readily estimated from data via the empirical estimator

[M̂2(τ )]i j def.
=

1
N − τ

N−τ∑
k=1

I{yk = i,yk+τ = j}, (4.9)

for τ = 0, 1, . . . , τ̄ . The key step in a method of moments is decomposing these
empirical estimates into the (unknown) system parameters on the right-hand sides
(4.4) and (4.5), which we demonstrate next.

5cf. Example 1.3 on page 9, which is also under Assumption 4.3.
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Step 2. Matching Moments In equation (4.4), denote

A(τ ) def.
= diag(π∞)Pτ , (4.10)

for τ ≥ 0.6 This implies, by de�nition, that

A(τ + 1) = A(τ )P , (4.11)

and that we can rewrite equation (4.4) as

M2(τ ) = BTA(τ )B. (4.12)

As mentioned before, let the number of lagged pairs in the estimation proce-
dure be τ̄ ≥ 1. We propose the following convex (quadratic) procedure to perform
moment matching:

(i) Minimize the mismatch in equation (4.5) by solving

min
π̂∞∈RX

‖M̂2(0) − diag(BT π̂∞)‖2F
s.t. π̂∞ ≥ 0, 1T π̂∞ = 1, (4.13)

and set7

Â(0) = diag(π̂∞). (4.14)

(ii) For τ = 1, . . . , τ̄ , minimize the mismatch in equation (4.4) by solving

min
P̂ (τ )∈RX×X

‖M̂2(τ ) − BT Â(τ − 1)P̂(τ )B‖2F
s.t. P̂(τ ) ≥ 0, P̂(τ )1 = 1, (4.15)

and set
Â(τ ) = Â(τ − 1)P̂(τ ). (4.16)

In essence, the optimization problems (4.13) and (4.15) minimize the discrep-
ancy between the empirical estimate of M̂2(τ ) and its analytical expression.8
The output of algorithm (4.13)-(4.16) is a sequence Â(0), . . . , Â(τ̄ ), and involves
solving τ̄ + 1 convex (quadratic) optimization problems that are independent of
the data-size N .

6The matrix A(τ ) can be interpreted as the joint state distribution lagged τ time steps apart:
[A(τ )]i j = Pr[xk = i, xk+τ = j].

7In (4.14), π̂∞ denotes the minimizing argument of (4.13); and similarly for (4.15) and (4.16) below.
8We employ the Frobenius norm for simplicity – other choices (or, weightings) could improve

accuracy (see, e.g., [28]).
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Step 3. Reconstructing the Transition Matrix In order to construct an esti-
mate of the transition matrix P , we utilize the shift-relation (4.11) in a least-squares
�t (incorporating the information from every lag):

min
P̂ ∈RX×X




Â(0)
...

Â(τ̄ − 1)

 P̂ −

Â(1)
...

Â(τ̄ )


2

F

s.t. P̂ ≥ 0, P̂1 = 1. (4.17)

Summary of the Proposed Second-Order Algorithm To summarize, the
proposed algorithm involves i) estimating the moment matrices using the estimator
(4.9), ii) solving optimization problems (4.13)-(4.16), and iii) estimating P by solving
the least-squares problem (4.17). As discussed in Section 4.5.1, the observation
matrix is either separately or iteratively estimated.

The special case τ̄ = 1 reduces the algorithm to the form (4.7) which is
considered in, e.g., [31, 32, 36, 38–40]. The proposed method can, as such, be seen
as a direct extension by including non-consecutive lags (i.e., more information
from the observed data) in the estimation procedure.

4.5.3 Analysis of the Proposed Second-Order Algorithm
In this section, we analyze the multiple-lag method of moments estimator proposed
above.

Computational Cost In terms of computational cost, the procedure involves
i) τ̄ + 1 sliding-window estimators (4.9), and ii) solving τ̄ + 1 convex (quadratic)
optimization problems of size X 2 (that do not depend on the data-size N ). In other
words, the dominating computational cost of the procedure is independent of N , and
scales linearly with the number of lags τ̄ considered. In comparison, each iteration
of EM has a complexity O(X 2N ). This can be prohibitively expensive for large N ,
especially when many iterations are required for convergence.

Consistency In terms of statistical properties of the proposed method, the main
theoretical result of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.1. Assume that the observations are generated by an HMM of known
state dimension, whose transition and observation matrices satisfy Assumptions 4.1,
4.2, and 4.3. Then, the estimate of the transition matrix P resulting from the algorithm
in Section 4.5.2 is strongly consistent – that is, the estimate will converge to the true
value with probability one as the number of samples N →∞.
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The theorem follows by showing that the moment matrices M̂2(τ ) converge
(using a law of large numbers), and subsequently that the Â(τ )’s and P̂ converge
(invoking convergence in minimization).

The importance of Theorem 4.1 is to assure that the proposed computationally
tractable algorithm – recall that a direct approach for including non-consecutive
lags results in the non-convex problem (4.8) – is statistically sound; as the data-size
grows, we will obtain the true transition matrix.

Choice of Number of Lags Our second theoretical result serves as a guide for
choosing the number of lags τ̄ to include. The matrix A(τ ) de�ned in (4.10) con-
verges to π∞πT∞ (at a geometric rate determined by the second largest eigenvalue
of the underlying Markov chain):

Proposition 4.1. Consider an HMM satisfying Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2. The corre-
sponding matrix A(τ ), de�ned in (4.10), converges as

A(τ ) −A(τ + 1) = O(τm2−1 |λ2 |τ ), (4.18)

where λ2 is the second largest eigenvalue (modulus) of the transition matrix P and
m2 its algebraic multiplicity.

This means that A(τ + 1) ≈ A(τ ) for large τ , and that increasing τ̄ has dimin-
ishing returns since the additional rows introduced in (4.17) provide incrementally
less new information. Hence, a guideline is to choose τ̄ on the order of the
time-constant of Markov chain underlying the HMM – this is illustrated in the
numerical experiments in the next section.

4.6 Numerical Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the proposed second-order multiple-lag algorithm
in numerical experiments. All simulations in this section were run in MATLAB
R2017a on a 3.1 GHz CPU.

4.6.1 HMMs with Discrete-Valued Observations
We �rst evaluate how di�erent parameters in�uence the algorithm in controlled
trials on synthetic data. We consider an X = Y = 3 known-sensor HMM (see
Section 4.5.1).
Remark 4.2. Due to the size N of the data, the system dimensions X and Y can be
of modest scale and still cause severe computational issues – recall that each EM-
iteration has complexity O(X 2N ). For example, in gene-sequencing applications,
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Figure 4.2: Relative error of the proposed multiple-lag method of moments esti-
mator for di�erent lags τ̄ at N = 105 samples. Previous methods correspond to
τ̄ = 1. Each box9 is the result of 100 independent simulations.

the state and observation spaces are related to the four nucleotides A, T, C and
G of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA; recall Example 1.2 on page 6) and datasets are
enormous (e.g., the human genome consists of roughly 109 nucleotides) [21, 22].

The standard MATLAB implementation of the expectation-maximization (EM)
algorithm for HMMs (‘hmmtrain’) was employed (modi�ed to account for
Assumption 4.3), and which was initialized in the true parameter values.

Number of Lags τ̄ In Figure 4.2, we generated 100 independent realizations
of N = 105 observations from the HMM. The root-mean squared errors (RMSEs)
relative to a non-lagged (τ̄ = 1) method of moments (e.g., [31, 32, 36, 38–40]) are
plotted for varying τ̄ , as well as for EM.

In Figure 4.2, there is, on average, a 25% improvement in error by including
multiple lags. The second largest eigenvalue of the underlying Markov chain was
0.6, implying a time-constant of 1/(1−0.6) = 2.5. As was noted in Proposition 4.1,
the bene�ts of including higher-order lags become negligible as A(τ ) reaches
stationarity. In the plot, this can be seen by the stagnation of improvement after
τ̄ ≈ 3 (roughly the time-constant).

Sample-size N In Figure 4.3, we show the average run-times and RMSEs of
100 independent realizations for a varying number of samples N . The attractive
run-time of the method of moments is clearly visible in the bottom plot: at 105

samples, there are almost two orders of magnitude of di�erence compared to EM.
9Displayed are the median, the lower and upper quartiles, as well as, with whiskers, the (smallest)

largest data value which is (larger) smaller than the (lower) upper quartile plus 1.5 times the inter-
quartile-range.
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Figure 4.3: Root-mean squared error (RMSE) and run-times for various sample sizes
N and lags τ̄ . Each point is the average of 100 independent simulations. The �gures
demonstrate that including non-consecutive lags increases the accuracy of the
estimates, while preserving the orders-of-magnitude faster run-times compared
to the standard EM algorithm – note the logarithmic scales in the plots.

Moreover, since only a single pass through the data is required, the run-time is
roughly constant in N . The improved accuracy is visible in the top plot by the
reduced gap to EM when including lagged pairs. Again, the diminishing returns
(Proposition 4.1) are apparent by the overlap of the τ̄ = 5 and τ̄ = 10 curves.

4.6.2 Performance on a Financial Dataset

In this section, we illustrate the performance of the lagged second-order method
on real-world data. Here, the analog of Assumption 4.3 does not directly hold and
we have to separately estimate the observation likelihoods as an initial step using
a mixture-model learner. The speci�c details on this extension to unknown-sensor
HMMs (on general observation spaces) are provided in Appendix 4.D.

Background Regime-switching market models based on HMMs (e.g., [151–156])
help economists interpret and analyze past and current market conditions, as
well as perform market forecasting for use in, e.g., portfolio allocation [157–159].
Crucial to the applicability of the models are their accuracy, as well as the time
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Figure 4.4: Top: The stock price of Apple (AAPL) in USD. Bottom (three): The
posterior distribution (4.19) of a two-regime HMM with weekly log-returns as
observations. The vertical red lines mark: the Black Monday (’87), Steve Jobs’
return to Apple (’97), the burst of the dotcom-bubble (’00), and the global �nancial
crisis (’08). The resemblance of the posterior distributions computed with the
models estimated using EM and the multiple-lag method (τ̄ =10) should be noted.

required for model estimation and recalibration (which becomes increasingly im-
portant in high-frequency applications where the datasets are large and sampling
times are on the order of milliseconds).

Setup As in [153, 156, 159], we consider a two-regime (state) HMM. We model
log-returns as (conditionally) Gaussian distributed – recall the de�nition from
(2.22) on page 30. We employ the publicly available weekly closing price of the
Apple stock (AAPL) during 38 years: from 19th December 1980 to 25th April 2018.
We chose the number of lags as τ̄ = 10, since we expect trends to persist on a
time-scale of months. As benchmarks, we compare against EM and a non-lagged
method of moments (τ̄ = 1).

Results All three methods yield transition matrices and observation likelihoods
that can be interpreted as “bull-and-bear” market models, with state 1 corre-
sponding to optimistic market conditions (“bull”) and state 2 corresponding to
pessimistic, highly volatile, conditions (“bear”). To evaluate the qualities of the
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resulting models, we computed the posterior distribution (2.34):

[πk ]i = Pr[xk = i |y1, . . . ,yk ], i ∈ X = {1, 2}, (4.19)

using an HMM �lter with the parameters resulting from each one of the three
di�erent methods. The posterior distribution (4.19) can be used to analyze and
monitor market conditions in real-time (e.g., [154, 156]), and it sets a basis for
prediction and decision making – for example, an investor might want to reallocate
his invested capital to more stable asset classes when the �lter indicates that the
market has entered the pessimistic and volatile regime.

The resulting posterior distributions are plotted in Figure 4.4. From the poste-
riors, it is, for example, possible to infer the change in market conditions related
to the Black Monday (’87), Steve Jobs’ return to Apple (’97), the burst of the
dotcom-bubble (’00), and the start of the global �nancial crisis (’08), which we
have marked in Figure 4.4 with red vertical lines. The improved accuracy can be
clearly seen by the high resemblance of the distributions corresponding to the
multiple-lag method (τ̄ = 10) and that of EM; the distribution corresponding to
the non-lagged method (τ̄ = 1), in comparison, lacks many features.

4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated how recent methods of moments for HMMs
can be extended by incorporating non-consecutive observation tuplets. Our pro-
posed extensions allow us to extract more information from the observed data –
yielding more accurate estimates –, while preserving the attractive computational
and statistical properties of this type of estimator. The algorithms require only
a single pass through the dataset (in contrast, the standard EM algorithm has a
computational cost O(X 2N ) per iteration). In practice, this is re�ected in orders-
of-magnitude faster run-times. Moreover, due to the non-iterative nature of these
methods, their runtime can be predicted in advance (in contrast to iterative meth-
ods, like EM), making them suitable for real-time applications. We demonstrated
improved accuracy and run-times in numerical experiments on both synthetic
and real-world data.

In future work, it would be of interest to apply the proposed methodology for
estimation of Markov-switched auto-regressive models and jump Markov linear
systems (e.g., [2,3,160]). It is also worthwhile studying what is to be gained by em-
ploying an optimal weighting in (4.13), (4.15) and (4.17), as well as quantifying the
sample-e�ciency through concentration inequalities for dependent random vari-
ables (e.g., [161]), or analyzing the asymptotic covariance (e.g., [162]). Moreover,
employing method of moments estimates as initializers for iterative ML schemes
is a promising hybrid that can combine the advantages of both approaches.
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4.A Derivation of equation (4.2)
Consider the element at row i and column j of M2(τ ,k):

[M2(k,τ )]i j = Pr[yk = i,yk+τ = j]

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1

Pr[yk = i,yk+τ = j |xk = l ,xk+τ =m]

× Pr[xk = l ,xk+τ =m]

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1

Pr[yk = i |xk = l] Pr[yk+τ = j |xk+τ =m]

× Pr[xk+τ =m |xk = l] Pr[xk = l]

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1
[B]l i [B]mj [Pτ ]lm[πk ]l

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1
[BT ]il [πk ]l [Pτ ]lm[B]mj

= [BT diag(πk )PτB]i j
= [BT diag((PT )kπ0)PτB]i j , (4.20)

where [πk ]i = Pr[xk = i], and the last equality employs the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation (2.9). In continuation, equation (4.4) follows since (PT )kπ∞ = π∞ for all
k ≥ 0, and the initial distribution π0 = π∞.

4.B Proof of Theorem 4.1
In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we consider each of the three steps in Section 4.5.2
in turn.

4.B.1 Step 1. Estimating Second-Order Moments
First, we establish that the estimated moments {M̂2(τ )}τ̄τ=0 all converge with
probability one by reformulating the HMM as an auxiliary lumped Markov chain
and employing a law of large numbers.

81
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Lemma 4.1. Each estimated moment matrix M̂2(τ ), for τ = 0, 1, . . . , τ̄ , via (4.9),
converges to the corresponding true valueM2(τ ) with probability one as the number
of samples N →∞.

Proof. De�ne the lumped Markov chain10 zk = (yk , . . . ,yk+τ ,xk+τ ). Its transition
matrix is

Pr
[
(yk , . . . ,yk+τ ,xk+τ ) = (α ′0, . . . ,α ′τ , β ′)

��
(yk−1, . . . ,yk+τ−1,xk+τ−1 = (α0, . . . ,ατ , β)

]
= Pr

[
(yk , . . . ,yk+τ−1 = (α ′0, . . . ,α ′τ−1)

��(yk , . . . ,yk+τ−1) = (α1, . . . ,ατ )
]

× Pr
[
(yk+τ ,xk+τ ) = (α ′τ , β ′)

��xk+τ−1 = β
]

= I{α ′0 = α1} . . . I{α ′τ−1 = ατ } Pr[yk+τ = α ′τ |xk+τ = β ′]
× Pr[xk+τ = β ′ |xk+τ−1 = β]

= I{α ′0 = α1} . . . I{α ′τ−1 = ατ }[B]β ′,α ′τ [P]β,β ′ . (4.21)

The chain zk is irreducible since any state can reach any other state with
positive probability in, at most, τ + 1 steps. We will show it for the special case
τ = 1 since it is straight-forward, albeit notationally cumbersome, to consider the
general case. Hence, any state (α0,α1, β) can reach any other state (α ′0,α ′1, β ′) in,
at most, two (= τ + 1) steps with positive probability, since:

Pr
[
(yk+2,yk+3,xk+3) = (α ′0,α ′1, β ′)

��(yk ,yk+1,xk+1) = (α0,α1, β)
]

=

Y∑
a0=1

Y∑
a1=1

X∑
b=1

Pr
[
(yk+2,yk+3,xk+3) = (α ′0,α ′1, β ′)

��
(yk+1,yk+2,xk+2) = (a0,a1,b)

]
× Pr

[
(yk+1,yk+2,xk+2) = (a0,a1,b)

��(yk ,yk+1,xk+1) = (α0,α1, β)
]

=

Y∑
a0=1

Y∑
a1=1

X∑
b=1

I{α ′0 = a1}[B]β ′,α ′1 [P]b,β ′I{a0 = α1}[B]b,a1 [P]β,b

= [B]β ′,α ′1
X∑
b=1
[P]b,β ′[B]b,α ′0 [P]β,b

> 0, (4.22)

10That zk is a Markov chain can be veri�ed by, for example, drawing its graphical model.
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where the elements of the transition matrix (4.21) were employed in the second
equality, and the last inequality follows from Assumption 4.1. The general case
follow analogously.

Now, since the chain zk is irreducible, and there exists a self-transition, from
(α , . . . ,α , β) to itself;

Pr
[
(yk , . . . ,yk+τ ,xk+τ ) = (α , . . . ,α , β)

��
(yk−1, . . . ,yk+τ−1,xk+τ−1 = (α , . . . ,α , β)

]
= I{α = α } . . . I{α = α }[B]β,α [P]β,β
= [B]β,α [P]β,β
> 0, (4.23)

the chain is aperiodic (see Appendix 2.A).
In turn, this implies that the chain zk is ergodic, and hence that we can employ

a law of large numbers [2, Theorem 14.2.53]. For our purposes, consider the
functions

fi j (zk ) = I{yk = i,yk+τ = j}, (4.24)

for i, j = 1, . . . ,Y . Then, we have that

lim
N→∞
[M̂2(τ )]i j = lim

N→∞
1

N − τ
N−τ∑
k=1

I{yk = i,yk+τ = j}

= lim
N→∞

1
N − τ

N−τ∑
k=1

fi j (zk )

= Eπ∞(zk )
{
fi j (zk )

}
=

Y∑
α0=1
· · ·

Y∑
ατ =1

X∑
β=1
[π∞(zk )](α0, ...,ατ ,β ) fi j ((α0, . . . ,ατ , β))

=

Y∑
α0=1
· · ·

Y∑
ατ =1

X∑
β=1

(
lim
k→∞

Pr
[
(yk , . . . ,yk+τ ,xk+τ ) = (α0, . . . ,ατ , β)

] )
× I{α0 = i,ατ = j}

= lim
k→∞

Y∑
α0=1

Y∑
ατ =1

I{α0 = i,ατ = j}

×
Y∑

α1=1
. . .

Y∑
ατ−1=1

X∑
β=1

Pr
[
(yk , . . . ,yk+τ ,xk+τ ) = (α0, . . . ,ατ , β)

]
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= lim
k→∞

Y∑
α0=1

Y∑
ατ =1

I{α0 = i,ατ = j} Pr
[
(yk ,yk+τ ) = (α0,ατ )

]
= lim

k→∞
Pr

[
(yk ,yk+τ ) = (i, j)

]
= lim

k→∞
[BT diag((PT )kπ0)PτB]i j

= [BT diag(π∞)PτB]i j , (4.25)

with probability one. The third equality is the law of large numbers for Markov
chains, π∞(zk ) denotes the stationary distribution of zk , and the second to last
equality is equation (4.2). �

4.B.2 Step 2. Matching Moments

Next, we establish that the solutions to the moment matching optimization prob-
lems (4.13) and (4.15) converge with probability one which, in turn, will imply
that the Â(τ )’s in equations (4.14) and (4.16) converge.

Lemma 4.2. The outputs Â(0), . . . , Â(τ̄ ) of algorithm (4.13)-(4.16) converge to
A(0), . . . ,A(τ̄ ) with probability one as N →∞.

Proof. Assume that Â(τ − 1) converges to A(τ − 1) with probability one. Then,
since M̂2(τ ) → M2(τ ) with probability one (by Lemma 4.1), we have that the
function

‖M̂2(τ ) − BT Â(τ − 1)P̂(τ )B‖2F (4.26)

converges pointwise, for each P̂(τ ), with probability one by the continuous map-
ping theorem [163]. The convergence is actually uniform since (4.26) and its limit
are convex functions [164, Corollary 7.18].

By [164, Theorem 7.33 (and Proposition 7.15)], the minimizers of (4.26) will
tend to the minimizers of the limiting function (i.e., ‖M2(τ ) − BTA(τ − 1)P̂(τ )B‖2F ).
Below we show that the limit is strictly convex in P̂(τ ), implying it has a unique
minimizer.

We expand the limiting cost function into an explicit quadratic form as fol-
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lows:11

‖M2(τ ) − BTA(τ − 1)P̂(τ )B‖2F
= ‖ vec(M(τ )) − vec(BTA(τ − 1)P̂(τ )B)‖22
= ‖ vec(M(τ )) −

(
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)
vec(P̂(τ ))‖22

= vec(M(τ ))T vec(M(τ )) − 2 vec(P̂(τ ))T
(
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)T
vec(M(τ ))

+ vec(P̂(τ ))T
(
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)T (
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)
vec(P̂(τ )), (4.27)

where ⊗ denotes Kronecker product. Its Hessian is

H = 2
(
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)T (
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)
. (4.28)

Strict convexity of the cost function (4.27) is equivalent to the Hessian being
positive de�nite:

H � 0 ⇐⇒
zTHz > 0 for z , 0 ⇐⇒

2zT
(
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)T (
BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)
z > 0 for z , 0 ⇐⇒

2
(BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)

)
z
2

2
> 0 for z , 0 ⇐⇒

ker{BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)} = {0}. (4.29)

The condition is, hence, that the matrix BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1), which is of dimension
Y 2 × X 2, has full column rank (i.e., is rank X 2).

We have that

rank(BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)) = rank(BT ) rank(BTA(τ − 1)), (4.30)

by the rank-property of Kronecker products (e.g., [165]). The �rst factor equals X
by Assumption 4.2. By equation (4.10), we have that A(τ − 1) is a full rank matrix
since i) diag(π∞) has non-zero diagonal elements by ergodicity (Assumption 4.1),
and ii) P and, hence, powers of it, are full-rank (Assumption 4.2). It follows that
BTA(τ − 1) has full column rank (is rank X ), yielding

rank(BT ⊗ BTA(τ − 1)) = X 2, (4.31)

by equation (4.30). This, combined with the relations in (4.29), show that the
limiting cost function is strictly convex.

11The operator vec(·) when applied to a matrix returns the columns stacked as a vector.
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In conclusion, we have that P̂(τ ), as a solution of (4.15), will tend to P with
probability one as N →∞. By the continuous mapping theorem, it follows that
Â(τ ) will converge to A(τ ) using the map (4.16). The base-case in the induction
(i.e., that Â(0) → A(0)) follows by similar reasoning. �

4.B.3 Step 3. Estimating the Transition Matrix
Finally, we show that the estimate of P , resulting from solving (4.17), converges
(with probability one).

Lemma 4.3. The estimate P̂ , resulting from (4.17), converges to P with probability
one as N →∞.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we have that the cost function in (4.17) converges to


A(0)
...

A(τ̄ − 1)

 P̂ −

A(1)
...

A(τ̄ )


2

F

, (4.32)

with probability one. As discussed in the proof of Lemma 4.2, the A(τ )’s are full
rank matrices. Stacking them, as in equation (4.32), yields a matrix with full
column rank. This implies that the limiting cost function (4.32) is strictly convex
and, hence, has a unique minimizer.

Again, by [164, Theorem 7.33], we have that the minimizers of the approximate
cost function (4.17) tend to that of the exact problem (4.32), which is P . �

Taken together, Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 prove Theorem 4.1.

4.C Proof of Proposition 4.1
Consider the increment from A(τ ) to A(τ + 1):

‖A(τ ) −A(τ + 1)‖F = ‖A(τ ) − π∞πT∞ + π∞πT∞ −A(τ + 1)‖F
≤ ‖A(τ ) − π∞πT∞‖F + ‖A(τ + 1) − π∞πT∞‖F. (4.33)

The �rst term is bounded by

‖A(τ ) − π∞πT∞‖F = ‖ diag(π∞)Pτ − π∞πT∞‖F
= ‖ diag(π∞)(Pτ − 1πT∞ + 1πT∞) − π∞πT∞‖F
= ‖ diag(π∞)(Pτ − 1πT∞) + π∞πT∞ − π∞πT∞‖F
= ‖ diag(π∞)(Pτ − 1πT∞)‖F
≤ ‖π∞‖2‖Pτ − 1πT∞‖F
≤ ‖Pτ − 1πT∞‖F. (4.34)
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By [3, Theorem 2.4.2], which concerns how fast the initial conditions of a Markov
chain are forgotten, we have that under Assumption 4.1, the di�erence

Pτ − 1πT∞ = O(τm2−1 |λ2 |τ ), (4.35)

where λ2 is the second largest eigenvalue (modulus) of P and m2 its algebraic
multiplicity.

The second term in (4.33) can be bounded analogously. Taken together, this
yields

A(τ ) −A(τ + 1) = O(τm2−1 |λ2 |τ ), (4.36)
which is a geometric rate of convergence determined by λ2.

4.D Extension of Second-Order Methods to
Continuous and Unknown-Sensor HMMs

In this appendix, we demonstrate how the second-order method presented in
Section 4.5 can be extended to HMMs on general observation spaces. Moreover,
we will see how the known-sensor assumption (Assumption 4.3) can be addressed.

4.D.1 Extension to Continuous Observation Spaces
As in (2.21), assume that observations are sampled from a continuous space Y
according to conditional probability densities

Bxy = p(yk = y |xk = x), (4.37)

for x = 1, . . . ,X and y ∈ Y .

Step 0. Obtaining the Observation Likelihoods
The preliminary step (see Section 4.5.1) presents itself to two possible approaches:

• If the generalization of the known-sensor assumption (i.e., Assumption 4.3)
holds – that is, if the observation probability densities are known by, e.g.,
design – then the step is trivial.

• It was shown in [36] that the identi�cation problem can be decoupled for
certain types of HMMs. In particular, [36] demonstrated that, in stationarity,
each observation yk from the HMM can be interpreted as having been
sampled from the following mixture distribution density

X∑
x=1
[π∞]x Bx,yk . (4.38)
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If the Bx,y ’s belong to a (known) parametric family for each x , then these can
be estimated using a general purpose parametric mixture learner [166].12

Remark 4.3. For example, in a Gaussian (Normal) HMM, the observation densities
are, possibly multivariate, Gaussians N (y; µx , Σx ) with unknown µx and Σx . In
this case, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) learner can be employed to estimate
the means and covariances of the observation densities Bx,y from data. It should
be noted that there are fast spectral methods available for this task – see, e.g.,
[167–169].

Hence, we assume that the observation densities have been obtained via a
known-sensor assumption, or by estimation in a parametric-output HMM.

Step 1. Estimating Second-Order Moments
It is not immediately clear how the matrix of pairwise correlations between
observations M2(τ ) ∈ RY×Y , de�ned in (4.1), should be extended to the general
setting in which its dimension is, e�ectively, in�nite. The following kernel trick
was proposed, for non-lagged moments, in [36] (we present it informally, see [36]
for details).

Ignore for the moment the potentially in�nite dimension, and multiply equa-
tion (4.4) by B from the left and BT from the right to obtain

BM2(τ )BT = BBT diag(π∞)PτBBT . (4.39)

De�ne the left-hand side as H (τ ) def.
= BM2(τ )BT ∈ RX×X and, in the right-hand

side, K def.
= BBT ∈ RX×X . With these de�nitions, equation (4.39) reads

H (τ ) = KT diag(π∞)PτK , (4.40)

for τ = 1, . . . , τ̄ , where we have used that K = KT . This should be structurally
compared to equation (4.4). Using similar manipulations, relation (4.5) becomes

H (0) = diag(Kπ∞). (4.41)

The X × X matrix K is called the e�ective observation matrix in [36], since it
appears analogously to B in (4.4). Its interpretation13 is

[K]i j =
∫
Y
Bi,yBj,y dy, (4.42)

12Note that this decoupling step also applies in Section 4.5 for parametric-output discrete HMMs.
13See Remark 4.5 below.
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which can be evaluated since B is known (from Step 0). The quantity in the
left-hand side of (4.40) has the interpretation

[H (τ )]i j = E
{
Bi,ykBj,yk+τ

}
, (4.43)

where the expectation is with respect to the joint probability distribution of yk
and yk+τ . We can empirically estimate H (τ ) from HMM observations as14

[Ĥ (τ )]i j = 1
N − τ

N−τ∑
k=1

Bi,ykBj,yk+τ . (4.44)

Remark 4.4. For a multivariate Gaussian HMM (2.22), we have that

[Ĥ (τ )]i j = 1
N − τ

N−τ∑
k=1

N (yk ; µi , Σi )N (yk+τ ; µ j , Σj ), (4.45)

and (e.g., [170, Appendix A.2])

[K]i j = (2π )−p/2 det
(
Σi + Σj

)−1/2 (4.46)

× exp
(
−1

2 (µi − µ j )
T (Σi + Σj )−1(µi − µ j )

)
.

Step 2. Matching Moments
Due to the structural similarity of equations (4.4) and (4.40), we employ algorithm
(4.13)-(4.16) exactly as in Section 4.5.2, with the sole di�erence that we use Ĥ (τ ) in-
stead of M̂2(τ ), and K instead of B. The output is, again, a sequence Â(0), . . . , Â(τ̄ ),
and involves solving τ̄ + 1 convex (quadratic) data-size independent optimization
problems.

Step 3. Estimating the Transition Matrix
An estimate of the transition matrix P can be constructed exactly as in Section 4.5
using Â(0), . . . , Â(τ̄ ).

Summary
Given (estimated) observation likelihoods B, the proposed algorithm entails: i)
computing the e�ective observation matrixK via (4.42) and estimating the e�ective
moment matrices H (τ ) using (4.44), ii) solving optimization problems (4.13)-(4.16)
with B and M̂2(τ ) replaced by K and Ĥ (τ ), respectively, and iii) estimating P by
solving the least-squares problem (4.17).

14H (0) has the corresponding estimator [Ĥ (0)]ii = 1
N

∑N
k=1 Bi,yk .
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Remark 4.5. Some additional motivation for the interpretations of K and H (τ )
in equations (4.42) and (4.43), respectively, can be gained as follows – see [36]
for formal details. We have per the de�nitions of K and H (τ ), assuming for the
moment that the observation space is �nite, that

[K]i j def.
= [BBT ]i j =

Y∑
y=1
[B]iy [BT ]y j =

Y∑
y=1
[B]iy [B]jy , (4.47)

and that

[H (τ )]i j def.
= [BM2(τ )BT ]i j

=

Y∑
y=1

Y∑
y′=1
[B]iy [M2(τ )]y,y′[BT ]y′, j

=

Y∑
y=1

Y∑
y′=1
[M2(τ )]y,y′[B]iy [B]j,y′

=

Y∑
y=1

Y∑
y′=1

Pr[yk = y,yk+τ = y ′]
× (

Pr[yk = y |xk = i] Pr[yk+τ = y ′ |xx+τ = j])
= E

{
Pr[yk |xk = i] Pr[yk+τ |xx+τ = j]}

= E
{[B]i,yk [B]j,yk+τ }. (4.48)

The right-hand sides motivate the generalizations of equations (4.47) and (4.48) to
equation (4.42)

[K]i j =
∫
Y
Bi,yBj,ydy, (4.49)

and equation (4.43)
[H (τ )]i j = E

{
Bi,ykBj,yk+τ

}
, (4.50)

respectively, for general Y .

4.E Details on Numerical Experiments in
Section 4.6

In this section, we give numerical values of the parameters and additional details
on the numerical experiments conducted in Section 4.6.
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4.E.1 HMMs with Discrete-Valued Observations
In Section 4.6.1, we consider the following HMM:

P =


0.7 0.2 0.1
0.1 0.4 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.8

 , B =


0.3 0.3 0.4
0.1 0.8 0.1
0.1 0.4 0.5

 , (4.51)

which has the stationary distribution π∞ = [0.25, 0.18, 0.57]T and second eigen-
value λ2 = 0.6.

4.E.2 Performance on a Financial Dataset
Denote the closing price at time k by pk . As in [153,156,159], we use a two-regime
HMM market model. The log-returns are modelled as being distributed according
to

100 × log
(
pk
pk−1

)
∼

{
N ([µ]1, [σ ]1) if xk = 1,
N ([µ]2, [σ ]2) if xk = 2,

(4.52)

where xk ∈ X = {1, 2} is the current market regime, and µ and σ are two-
component vectors.

The models obtained by the three methods (EM, τ̄ = 1, τ̄ = 10) were as follows.
The observation densities (i.e., the log-returns) had means

µEM =

[
0.63
−0.11

]
, µτ̄ =

[
0.45
−0.07

]
, (4.53)

and standard deviations

σEM =

[
4.50
8.70

]
, στ̄ =

[
4.80
11.08

]
. (4.54)

(Note that Step 0 in Appendix 4.D estimates the observation densities for both
τ̄ = 1 and τ̄ = 10.)

The resulting transition matrices were:

PEM =

[
0.981 0.019
0.032 0.968

]
, Pτ̄=1 =

[
0.985 0.015
0.000 1.000

]
, Pτ̄=10 =

[
0.990 0.010
0.063 0.937

]
.

(4.55)

4.F Insu�iciency of Second-Order Moments
In this section, we discuss identi�ability for second-order methods of moments.
This serves as additional motivation for our treatment of third-order methods in
Appendix 4.G.
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4.F.1 Identifiability from Second-Order Moments
A problem with methods of moments based on pairwise probabilities is that they,
in general, can not uniquely identify an HMM, as made clear by the following
theorem:

Theorem 4.2. Consider an HMM as in Problem 4.1 under Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2,
as well as an HMM with transition matrix P̃ = R−1PR, observation matrix B̃ = R−1B
and stationary distribution π̃∞ = RT π∞, where R ∈ RX×X is any invertible matrix
that satis�es:

R1 = 1, (4.56)
R−1PR ≥ 0, (4.57)
R−1B ≥ 0, (4.58)
RT π∞ ≥ 0, and (4.59)

RT diag(π∞)R = diag(RT π∞). (4.60)

Then, the two HMMs P ,B and P̃ , B̃ induce the same second-order moments (4.4) and
(4.5) – that is,

M2(τ ) = M̃2(τ ), (4.61)

for all τ .

Several examples ofR that satisfy (4.56)-(4.60) can be constructed. One example
is to choose R as the X × X permutation matrix (this is equivalent to relabeling
the states). A less obvious example is given below.

Example 4.1. As an example, consider the HMM

P = B =

[
0.3 0.7
0.7 0.3

]
, (4.62)

which has stationary distribution π∞ = [0.5 0.5]T . The matrix

R =
1
4

[
1 3

2 +
√

7 2 − √7

]
(4.63)

ful�lls all conditions in Theorem 4.2, and de�nes an HMM

P̃ ≈
[
0.5880 0.4120
0.9880 0.0120

]
, B̃ ≈

[
0.6292 0.3708
0.1903 0.8097

]
and π̃∞ ≈

[
0.7057
0.2943

]
. (4.64)

For a few values of τ , the second-order moments of these two HMMs are

M2(1) = M̃2(1) ≈
[
0.2340 0.2660
0.2660 0.2340

]
(4.65)
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and

M2(2) = M̃2(2) ≈
[
0.2564 0.2436
0.2436 0.2564

]
. (4.66)

It should, however, be noted that they di�er by their third-order moments
(formally de�ned in Appendix 4.G.1) – since, for example,

M1
3(2, 1) = BT diag(π∞)P diag(b1)PB ≈

[
0.1122 0.1218
0.1218 0.1442

]
, (4.67)

and

M̃1
3(2, 1) = B̃T diag(π̃∞)P̃ diag(b̃1)P̃ B̃ ≈

[
0.1110 0.1230
0.1230 0.1430

]
. (4.68)

The proof of Theorem 4.2 amounts to verifying that the induced moment
matrices are the same for the two HMMs (see below). Similar results appear
in [29] for tree-structured Markov models used to model evolutionary trees, and
in [34] for bag-of-words document topic modeling. Recently, speci�c assumptions
that yield identi�ability from second-order moments have been derived in [40].

It is worth pointing out that Theorem 4.2 holds for any lag τ ; hence, any hope
to achieve general identi�ability by including higher-order lags is in vain. This
motivates our treatment in Appendix 4.G of third-order methods of moments, and
how these can be extended to incorporate non-consecutive correlations.

4.F.2 Proof of Theorem 4.2

First note that π̃∞ is a stationary distribution of P̃ , since

π̃T∞P̃ = (RT π∞)TR−1PR

= πT∞RR
−1PR

= πT∞PR

= (PT π∞)TR
= (π∞)TR
= π̃T . (4.69)

The second-order moments, for τ > 0, induced by the HMM de�ned by P̃ and
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B̃ are

M̃2(τ ) = B̃T diag(π̃∞)P̃τ B̃
= (R−1B)T diag(RT π∞)(R−1PR)τR−1B

= BTR−T diag(RT π∞)R−1PτRR−1B

= BTR−T diag(RT π∞)R−1PτB

= BT diag(π∞)PτB
= M2(τ ), (4.70)

where the penultimate inequality follows from (the assumption (4.60) on R that)
RT diag(π∞)R = diag(RT π∞) by multiplying by R−1 and R−T from the right and
left, respectively. For τ = 0, we have that

M̃2(0) = diag(B̃T π̃∞)
= diag((R−1B)TRT π∞)
= diag(BT π∞)
= M2(0). (4.71)

4.G Extension of Third-Order Methods of
Moments to Include Non-Consecutive
Triplets

In this appendix, we turn our focus to third-order methods of moments (i.e.,
methods based on Pr[yk ,yk+1,yk+2]) and extend these using the same idea as
before: exploit also correlations available in non-consecutive observations. In third-
order (or, triplet-based) method of moments (e.g., [33–35]), this corresponds to
adding correlations on the form Pr[yk ,yk+s ,yk+τ ] with 1 ≤ s < τ integers – see
Figure 4.G.1.

We begin by re-deriving the popular methods given in [30,33,34]. The moment-
matching in these methods result in polynomial eigenvalue-equations, and they
are therefore commonly referred to as spectral methods of moments. The deriva-
tion presented here is slightly more general, so as to prepare for taking advantage
of higher-order lags later in the section. Compared to Section 4.5, we do not
assume that the observation matrix B is known (since HMMs are, under suitable
assumptions, identi�able from third-order moments). That is, we drop Assump-
tion 4.3 and operate only under Assumptions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4 (given below) in the
following.
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xk xk+1 xk+s xk+τ. . . . . .. . . . . .

yk yk+1 yk+s yk+τ

Figure 4.G.1: Graphical conditional dependence structure of an HMM with state
variable xk and corresponding noisy observation yk . The red nodes are the third-
order moments Pr[yk ,yk+s ,yk+τ ], with τ = 2, 3, . . . and s = 1, . . . ,τ − 1, that are
used in the present appendix to estimate the HMM parameters. This generalizes
previous work that employ the special case where the observations are consecutive
Pr[yk ,yk+1,yk+2] – i.e., s = 1 and τ = 2.

4.G.1 Third-Order Moments
Note that the second-order moments (4.1) are represented by matrices; or, equiva-
lently, as second-order tensors. Correspondingly, the HMM’s third-order moments
are represented by third-order tensors. To avoid tensor notation, in the vein of [33],
we consider the lag-(τ , s) third-order moments to be a set of matrices {My

3 (τ , s)}Yy=1,
where each M

y
3 (τ , s) ∈ RY×Y . For a given y ∈ {1, . . . ,Y }, we de�ne (again, assum-

ing the HMM is stationary):

[My
3 (τ , s)]i j

def.
= Pr[yk = i,yk+s = y,yk+τ = j], (4.72)

for i, j = 1, . . . ,Y and with 1 ≤ s < τ integers. These can be related to the HMM
parameters as

M
y
3 (τ , s) = BT diag(π∞)Ps diag(by )Pτ−sB, (4.73)

for y = 1, . . . ,Y with τ = 2, 3, . . . and s = 1, . . . ,τ − 1.

4.G.2 Spectral Third-Order Methods of Moments
For clarity of presentation, we will restrict to the case where the dimensions of
the state-space and that of the observation space are the same:

Assumption 4.4. The cardinality of the observation space is equal to that of the
state-space (that is, X = Y ).

This assumption is not strictly required, but it yields a more succinct presen-
tation of the algorithm. In order to drop the assumption, one, roughly, works in
a lower-dimensional subspace which adds a projection matrix to all expressions
derived below – see [33, 34] for details.
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Step 1. Estimating Second- and Third-Order Moments

As in Section 4.5.2, the �rst step estimates the moments empirically. For the
third-order moments, this becomes:

[M̂y
3 (τ , s)]i j =

1
N − τ

N−τ∑
k=1

I{yk = i,yk+s = y,yk+τ = j}, (4.74)

for i,y, j = 1, . . . ,Y and 1 ≤ s < τ = 2, . . . , τ̄ . As before, τ̄ is the (user-speci�ed)
number of lags that should be included.

Step 2. Reconstructing the Observation Matrix

The second step consists in reconstructing the observation matrix B from the
second- and third-order matrices de�ned in (4.4) and (4.72). First note that the
matrix PsB is invertible due to Assumption 4.2, and hence that I = (PsB)(PsB)−1,
for all �nite s . By manipulating the expression (4.73) for My

3 (τ , s), we obtain

M
y
3 (τ , s) = BT diag(π∞)Ps I diag(by )Pτ−sB

= BT diag(π∞)Ps (Pτ−sB)
(Pτ−sB)−1 diag(by )Pτ−sB

= BT diag(π∞)PτB(Pτ−sB)−1 diag(by )Pτ−sB
= M2(τ )(Pτ−sB)−1 diag(by )(Pτ−sB), (4.75)

which, in turn, yields that

M−1
2 (τ )My

3 (τ , s) = (Pτ−sB)−1 diag(by )(Pτ−sB). (4.76)

That is, the eigenvalues of the left-hand side M−1
2 (τ )My

3 (τ , s) – which can be
estimated from data – equal one column by of the observation matrix B.

Note that the same matrix Pτ−sB diagonalizes (4.76) for all values of y (care
must be observed to obtain a consistent ordering of the eigenvalues15 and, in turn,
the elements of each column of B). Previous methods consider only the case τ = 2
and s = 1 (i.e., where the triplet is consecutive) for which equation (4.76) reads:

M−1
2 (2)My

3 (2, 1) = (PB)−1 diag(by )(PB), (4.77)

15Obtaining a consistent ordering of the eigenvalues corresponds to obtaining a consistent labeling
of the hidden states.
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for y = 1, . . . ,Y . To �nd a matrix that jointly diagonalizes (4.77) for all y, one
�nds a vector η ∈ RY such that the eigenvalues of

Y∑
y=1
[η]yM−1

2 (2)My
3 (2, 1)

= (PB)−1

{
Y∑
y=1
[η]y diag(by )

}
(PB) (4.78)

are well-spread (with high probability); for example, [30] and [33] propose sam-
pling the elements of η from a Gaussian N (0, 1). An eigendecomposition of the
matrix in (4.78) then yields the matrix of eigenvectors (PB)−1 up to permutations
and scalings of its columns: (PB)−1S , where S = PT diag(ς) with P a permutation
matrix and ς ∈ RX a vector of the scale-factors of each eigenvector. The left-hand
side of equation (4.77) is subsequently diagonalized using the matrix (PB)−1S of
eigenvectors to reconstruct each column by of the observation matrix

S−1(PB)M−1
2 (2)My

3 (2, 1)(PB)−1S = S−1 diag(by )S
= diag(Pby ), (4.79)

for y = 1, . . . ,Y . This reconstructs the observation matrix B, up to permutations
of the elements in each of its columns (i.e., as PB), which corresponds to relabeling
the hidden states.

Remark 4.6. It has been noted in the literature that a practical concern is that
the stability of the eigendecomposition strongly depends on the spacing of the
eigenvalues of (4.78). Several approaches have been suggested to alleviate such
problems; tensor decompositions [35], Schur decompositions [171], etc.

Step 3. Reconstructing the Transition Matrix

Once the observation matrix B has been reconstructed, the transition matrix P

can be obtained as follows. To simplify, assume that the permutation matrix P = I

(otherwise, π∞ and P will be reconstructed up to a corresponding permutation).
First reconstruct π∞ using equation (4.4):

(BT )−1M2(τ )1 = (BT )−1BT diag(π∞)PτB1
= diag(π∞)Pτ1
= diag(π∞)1
= π∞, (4.80)
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for any τ . Then, employ equation (4.4) again to reconstruct the transition matrix
P :

diag(π∞)−1(BT )−1M2(1)B−1

= diag(π )−1(BT )−1BT diag(π∞)PBB−1

= P . (4.81)

In summary, this reconstructs the parameters P and B of the HMM (up to permu-
tations of the hidden state labels). When applied in practice, empirical estimates
of the moment matrices (from Step 1) are employed.

4.G.3 Incorporating Higher-Order Lags

We now demonstrate one way in which higher-order lags can be incorporated
in the method described above. Note that there are two parameters, s and τ ,
that determine the types and ranges of lagged triplets that can be included. For
simplicity, we take s = τ − 1 (that is, the middle observation in the triplet lies just
behind the last one – refer to Figure 4.G.1) and let τ = 2, . . . , τ̄ , for some number
of (user-speci�ed) lags τ̄ .

In this setting, to reduce notation, de�ne

M
y
3 (τ )

def.
= M

y
3 (τ , s = τ − 1) (4.82)

and
By def.
= (PB)−1 diag(by )(PB). (4.83)

These de�nitions put (4.75) on the form

M
y
3 (τ ) = M2(τ )By , (4.84)

for y = 1, . . . ,Y and τ = 2, . . . , τ̄ . The method in the previous section computes
the set of matrices {By }Yy=1 from only τ = 2 using equation (4.77):

By = M−1
2 (2)My

3 (2). (4.85)

Now, in order to take (4.84) into account for all τ = 2, . . . , τ̄ , we �rst reformu-
late the individual equations in (4.84) as the equivalent system of equations:

M2(2)
...

M2(τ̄ )


[
B1 . . . BY

]
=


M1

3(2) . . . MY
3 (2)

...
. . .

...
M1

3(τ̄ ) . . . MY
3 (τ̄ )

 . (4.86)
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Then, by computing the least-squares solution16 with respect to B1, . . . ,BY , we
take advantage of higher-order lags in our (estimated) reconstructions of {By }Yy=1.
Note that letting τ̄ = 2 reduces (4.86) to the previous case (4.85).

Remark 4.7. As in Proposition 4.1, including higher-order lags has diminishing
returns: as τ is increased, M2(τ ) tends to (BT π∞)(BT π∞)T since the observations
yk and yk+τ become more-and-more independent. The rate is determined by the
modulo of the second largest eigenvalue of P . Hence, the additional later rows
(equations) that are added in (4.86) become, essentially, duplicates of each others.

Once the By ’s have been determined from (4.86), the observation matrix B can
be computed as before. In particular, equations (4.78) and (4.79) generalize, in the
new notation, to

Y∑
y=1
[η]yBy (4.87)

and

S−1(PB)By (PB)−1S = S−1 diag(by )S
= diag(Pby ), (4.88)

respectively – where, as before, the matrix (PB)−1S is obtained as the eigenvectors
of (4.87). The transition matrix is reconstructed exactly as before following Step 3.

4.G.4 Analysis of the Proposed Third-Order Algorithm
In terms of computational cost, as in the analysis of the second-order method in
Section 4.5.3, the only dependency on the sample size N is from the estimation of
the moments in (4.9) and (4.74). The rest of the procedure involves sample-size
independent steps, which makes the method highly attractive for problems with
large datasets. In more detail, the algorithm involves: i) computing estimates
of τ̄ second- and third-order moments by a sliding-window passing over the
data of size N at cost O(τ̄N ), ii) computing the least-squares solution of (4.86) at
a cost O (

τ̄Y 3) , and, �nally, iii) performing the eigendecomposition O(Y 3) and
diagonalization O(Y 3).

This yields a total, one-time, computational cost of O (τ̄N ) +O (
τ̄Y 3) . Com-

pared to previous methods (described in Section 4.G.2), the additional lags scale the
computational cost linearly. The total cost is often vastly lower than that of itera-
tive ML schemes; for example, as mentioned previously, EM has a computational
complexity O(NX 2) per iteration.

16As mentioned in Footnote 8, we again employ the Frobenius norm for simplicity; other norms or
weightings could improve the accuracy.
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The second important property of the estimator is statistical: strong consis-
tency. The following theorem guarantees that as the data-size becomes large, the
estimate will tend to the true parameters.

Theorem 4.3. Assume that the observations are generated by an HMM of known
state dimension, whose transition and observation matrices satisfy Assumptions 4.1,
4.2, and 4.4. Then, the estimates of the transition and observation matrices P and B,
respectively, resulting from the algorithm in Section 4.G.3 are strongly consistent (up
to state permutations) – that is, the estimates will converge to the true parameters,
up to state permutations, with probability one as the number of samples N →∞.

The theorem follows by showing that the moments converge (using a law
of large numbers as in Lemma 4.1), and subsequently invoking the continuous
mapping theorem showing that the By ’s and, in turn, P̂ and B̂ converge.

4.H Derivation of equation (4.73)

Consider the element at row i and column j of My
3 (τ , s):

[My
3 (τ , s)]i j = Pr[yk = i,yk+s = y,yk+τ = j]

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1

X∑
n=1

Pr[yk = i,yk+s = y,yk+τ = j |xk = l ,xk+s =m,xk+τ = n]

× Pr[xk = l ,xk+s =m,xk+τ = n]

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1

X∑
n=1

Pr[yk = i |xk = l] Pr[yk+s = y |xk+s =m]

× Pr[yk+τ = j |xk+τ = n] Pr[xk+τ = n |xk+s =m]
× Pr[xk+s =m |xk = l] Pr[xk = l]

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1

X∑
n=1
[B]l i [B]my [B]nj [Pτ−s ]mn[Ps ]lm[π∞]l

=

X∑
l=1

X∑
m=1

X∑
n=1
[BT ]il [π∞]l [Ps ]lm[by ]m[Pτ−s ]mn[B]nj

= [BT diag(π∞)Ps diag(by )Pτ−sB]i j , (4.89)

since the HMM is assumed to be stationary π0 = π∞.
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4.I Proof of Theorem 4.3
In order to prove Theorem 4.3, we consider the individual steps of the method in
order.

4.I.1 Step 1. Estimating Second- and Third-Order Moments
By analogous reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Appendix 4.B.1, the
moments converge:

M̂2(τ ) → M2(τ ), τ = 0, 1, . . . , τ̄ , (4.90)

with probability one as N →∞, and

M̂
y
3 (τ , s) → M

y
3 (τ , s), (4.91)

with probability one as N →∞, fory = 1, . . . ,Y ; τ = 2, . . . , τ̄ ; and s = 1, . . . ,τ −1.

4.I.2 Step 2. Reconstructing the Observation Matrix
One way to proceed is, as before (in Appendix 4.B.2), by formulating the least-
squares problem and invoking convergence in minimization. Alternatively, we
can proceed as follows. Write the least-squares solution of (4.86) as [172]

[
B̂1 . . . B̂Y

]
=


M̂2(2)
...

M̂2(τ̄ )


† 

M̂1
3(2) . . . M̂Y

3 (2)
...

. . .
...

M̂1
3(τ̄ ) . . . M̂Y

3 (τ̄ )

 , (4.92)

where ·† denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. The matrix
M2(2)
...

M2(τ̄ )

 (4.93)

has full column rank under our assumptions, since each block consists of mul-
tiplications of i) diag(π∞), which has non-zero diagonal elements by ergodicity
(Assumption 4.1), and ii) P together with B that are full-rank (Assumptions 4.2
and 4.4). Hence, its pseudo-inverse can be written explicitly as [172]


M2(2)
...

M2(τ̄ )


†

=

©«

M2(2)
...

M2(τ̄ )


T 

M2(2)
...

M2(τ̄ )


ª®®®¬
−1 

M2(2)
...

M2(τ̄ )


T

. (4.94)
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Since this is a composition of continuous functions, we can invoke the continuous
mapping theorem [163] to conclude that the left-hand side of (4.92) will converge
with probability one as N → ∞. That is, we obtain that each B̂y → By (i.e., for
y = 1, . . . ,Y ) with probability one as N →∞.

The eigenvalues are continuous, so

λi (B̂y ) → λπ (i)(By ) (4.95)

with probability one as N →∞, for some permutation π (·) (again by the continu-
ous mapping theorem). In turn, this yields that

B̂ → PB, (4.96)

with probability one as N →∞, since the columns of B̂ are constructed by stacking
the eigenvalues, for some permutation matrix P (induced by π (·)).

4.I.3 Step 3. Reconstructing the Transition Matrix

By the above, we have that equation (4.80) yields

π̂∞ = (B̂T )−1M̂2(τ )1
→ (BTPT )−1M2(τ )1
= P−TB−TBT diag(π∞)PτB1
= Pπ∞, (4.97)

with probability one as N →∞, since P−1 = PT .
Finally, the transition matrix is reconstructed via (4.81) as

P̂ = diag(π̂∞)−1(B̂T )−1M̂2(1)B̂−1

→ diag(Pπ∞)−1(BTPT )−1M2(1)(PB)−1

= diag(Pπ∞)−1P−TB−TBT diag(π∞)PBB−1P−1

= diag(Pπ∞)−1P diag(π∞)PP−1

= (P diag(π∞)P−1)−1P diag(π∞)PP−1

= P diag(π∞)−1P−1P diag(π∞)PP−1

= PPP−1, (4.98)

with probability one as N → ∞. That is, the HMM is obtained up to relabeling
the states according to P .
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Figure 4.J.1: Left: Relative error of the extended method (from Appendix 4.G),
compared to the standard spectral (S; τ̄ = 2), for di�erent lags τ̄ at N = 105

samples. Each box is the result of 100 independent simulations. Right: Root-mean
squared error (RMSE) and run-times for various sample sizes N and lags τ̄ . Each
point is the average of 100 independent simulations.

4.J Numerical Experiments for Third-Order
Methods

In this section, we run numerical experiments to evaluate the procedure outlined
in Appendix 4.G. All simulations were implemented in Python 3.7 with the
pomegranate-package [173] and run on a 1.90 GHz CPU. In the simulations, we
generate data from the three-state HMM (4.51).

In�uence of Number of Lags τ̄ In the left plot of Figure 4.J.1, the distribu-
tions17 of the errors in the estimates of the observation matrix B are plotted for
various lags τ̄ for a �xed data-size N = 105 samples. Each box contains 100
simulations. Recall that the case τ̄ = 2 is the standard spectral method of mo-
ments [30, 33, 34]. We also plot the errors of EM initialized in the true parameters.

It can be observed that the errors display a U-shaped distribution as a function
of τ̄ . Computing the unweighted least-squares solution of (4.86) is su�cient to
improve the accuracy for low values of τ̄ . Since the unweighted least-squares
estimate try to �t all equations equally well, it implicitly puts more weight on the
last few equations that are, essentially, duplicates of each other (see Remark 4.7).

17Displayed are the mean, median, the lower and upper quartiles, as well as, with whiskers, the
(smallest) largest data value which is (larger) smaller than the (lower) upper quartile plus 1.5 times the
inter-quartile-range.
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This suggests that computing and employing an optimal weighting when solving
the least-squares problem (4.86) could improve performance.

In�uence of Number of Samples N Next, we evaluate the performance as a
function of data-size N . In Figure 4.J.1, we plot (top) the error in the estimate of
the observation matrix B relative to the standard spectral method (i.e., τ̄ = 2), and
(bottom) the mean run-times. Each point is the average of 100 simulations.

We note that the inclusion of extra lags provides stability to the spectral
method in the small-sample regime. For N ≈ 103 − 104, we observe a relative
error of around 50%. For larger values of N , the spectral method becomes more
stable and the improvement stabilizes at around a 10-20% improvement. In terms
of run-times, the spectral methods of moments are orders of magnitudes faster
than EM. It should also be noted that the run-time of EM is usually even higher in
practice, since one has to do multiple restarts to avoid bad local optima (here, we
started in in the true parameter values).



Chapter 5

Inverse Filtering for HMMs
with Known Dynamics

In the previous chapter, we studied the “direct” parameter inference problem
for HMMs. That is, we were given observations from an HMM and aimed to

estimate its parameters. We now propose and consider a more indirect problem:
we are given state estimates (posterior vectors) from an HMM �lter and aim
to reconstruct the sensor speci�cations along with the observations that were
processed by the �ltering system.

5.1 Introduction
Of paramount importance in many applications of HMMs is the classical �ltering
problem, namely:

Given observations from anHMMwith known dynamics and observation
likelihood probabilities, compute the posterior distribution of the latent
state.

As discussed in Section 2.4, the solution to this problem is a recursive algorithm
known as the HMM �lter. In this chapter, we consider the inverse of the above
problem. In particular, our aim is to provide solutions to the following inverse
�ltering problems:

Given a sequence of posteriors (or, more generally, noisily observed
posteriors) from an HMM with known dynamics, compute (estimate)
the observation likelihood probabilities and/or the observations that
generated the posteriors.

To motivate these problems, we give several possible applications of our results
below.

Applications The underlying idea of these inverse �ltering problems (“inform
me about your state estimate and I will know your sensor characteristics, including
your measurements”) has potential applications in, e.g., autonomous calibration

105
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of sensors, fault diagnosis, and detecting Bayesian behavior in agents. In model-
based fault-detection [174, 175], sensor information together with solutions to
related inverse �ltering problems are used to detect abnormal behavior. (As trivial
examples: i) if the true sequence of observations is known from a redundant sensor,
it can be compared to the reconstructed sequence; if there is a mismatch, something
is wrong, or ii) if multiple data batches are available, then change detection can
be performed on the sequence of reconstructed observation likelihoods.) They are
also of relevance in a revealed preference context in microeconomics where the
aim is to detect expected utility maximization behavior of an agent; estimating
the posterior given the agent’s actions is a crucial step, see, e.g., [176].

Recent advances in wearables and smart-sensor technology have led to con-
sumer grade products (smartwatches with motion and heartbeat monitoring, sleep
trackers, etc.) that produce vast amounts of personal data by performing state
estimation. This information can serve as an indicator of health, �tness and stress.
It may be very di�cult, or even impossible, to access the raw sensor data since
the sensor and state estimator usually are tightly integrated and encapsulated in
intelligent sensor systems. Inverse �ltering provides a framework for reverse engi-
neering, and a basis for performing fault detection of, such sensors. In Section 5.5,
we demonstrate our proposed solutions on a system that performs automatic
sequencing of sleep stages based on electroencephalogram (EEG) data – the out-
puts of such an automatic system are exactly posteriors over the di�erent sleep
stages [177].

Other important applications of the inverse �ltering problem arise in algorith-
mic warfare and cyber-physical security. For example, how can one determine how
accurate an enemy’s sensors are? In such problems, the state of the underlying
Markov chain is usually known (a probing sequence), and one observes actions
taken by an enemy which are based on �ltered posterior distributions. The aim is
to estimate the observation likelihood probabilities of the enemy’s sensor (recall
Example 1.4 on page 15).

5.1.1 Main Results and Outline

It is possible to obtain a solution to the inverse �ltering problem for HMMs
by employing a brute-force approach (see Section 5.2.3) – essentially by testing
observations from the alphabet, and at the same time �nding system parameters
consistent with the data. However, this leads to a computationally expensive
combinatorial optimization problem. Instead, we demonstrate an e�cient solution
based on linear algebra by exploiting the inherent structure of the problem and
the HMM �lter. In particular, the contributions of this chapter are three-fold:

1. We propose analytical solutions to three inverse �ltering problems for
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HMMs that avoid computationally expensive mixed integer linear program
(MILP) formulations. Moreover, we establish theorems guaranteeing unique
identi�ability;

2. We consider the setting where the output of the HMM �lter is corrupted by
noise, and propose an inverse �ltering algorithm based on clustering;

3. We evaluate the algorithm on real-world data for automatic segmentation
of the sleep cycle.

The chapter is structured as follows. Below, we discuss related work. In
Section 5.2, we provide formal problem statements and assumptions. Our inverse
�ltering algorithms are detailed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. In Section 5.5, we conduct
numerical experiments.

5.1.2 Related Work
There are two famous cases in which the optimal �lter (for partially observed
stochastic dynamic systems) allows a �nite-dimensional characterization: the
HMM �lter (2.35) for HMMs, and the Kalman �lter [106] for linear Gaussian
state-space models. Inverse �ltering problems for the latter have previously been
considered (e.g., [106, 174, 178–180]), however, inverse �ltering for HMMs has, to
the best of our knowledge, received less attention.

More speci�cally, inverse �ltering problems appear in fault detection settings,
where the Kalman �lter is a classical tool [174, 175, 180, 181]. Typically, model-
based fault-detection methods study the discrepancy between the observed output
of a system and that predicted by a model. The simplest test is to �ag that a fault
has occurred if the instantaneous value of the residual (between observed and
predicted output) is above some predetermined threshold, but more sophisticated
algorithms also study the statistics and trends in the residuals [180].

However, for integrated sensor systems that provide state estimates, it can be
di�cult to access the raw measurements. Hence, a relevant question is: Can the
residuals be reconstructed from the state estimates (i.e., the posterior distributions)?
Initial work on this problem can be found in [178,179]. The motivating application
in these papers was mobile robots, where the pose (position and orientation) of a
robot is an important quantity that has to be estimated. The pose can indirectly
be measured from several di�erent sensor systems such as odometry, computer
vision, sonar and laser. The output from these so-called pose providers are often
limited to state estimates – it may be very di�cult, or even impossible, to access
the raw sensor data.

In [178, 179], an extended observer was used to reconstruct the residuals in
the above setting. [182] derives a similar solution for discrete systems, but where
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instead of a state estimate, it is assumed that only part of the system’s output
can be observed. In contrast, i) we consider HMMs and work with the posterior
distributions from an HMM �lter, and ii) we exploit the structure of the HMM
�lter directly to reconstruct the observations and sensor parameters (which could
subsequently be used to perform fault detection).

In the setting of cyber-physical security, a malicious actor could in an attack
counterfeit the sequence of posteriors, or, in a stealth attack, modify sensor
parameters while presenting the expected ones to the user – see [183] for a
related real-world example. Progress has been made on revealing such attacks,
however, most work is focused on linear control systems – see, e.g., [184–186].
Our algorithms could function as anomaly detectors in HMM-based systems.

The inverse �ltering problem also has connections to the inverse optimal
control problem, whose formulation dates back to 1964 [64]; the related problem
of revealed preferences in microeconomic theory [187]; apprenticeship learning,
imitation learning and inverse reinforcement learning, all of which have recently
received interest within the machine learning community [53–60]. These problems
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, but the basic idea is that they aim to
determine the cost function employed by an expert agent. The key di�erence
between these works and our work is the set of parameters we aim to estimate
– in particular, here, we aim to reconstruct sensor parameters and observations
given posterior distributions from an HMM �lter.

5.2 Preliminaries
In this section, we formulate the inverse �ltering problems, discuss how these can
be solved using combinatorial optimization, and state our assumptions formally.
With regards to notation, recall from (2.26) that the columns of the observation
matrix are denoted as {bi }Yi=1, so that B = [b1 . . .bY ].1

5.2.1 The HMM Filter

In Section 2.4, we discussed the �ltering problem for HMMs; the aim being to
compute the posterior distribution πk ∈ RX of the latent state at time k , given
observations from the system up to time k . The HMM �lter computes these
posteriors via the recursive update (2.35):

πk =
BykP

T πk−1

1TBykP
T πk−1

, (5.1)

1We consider only HMMs with discrete-valued observation processes in this chapter.
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initialized by π0, where [πk ]i = Pr[xk = i |y1, . . . ,yk ] is the posterior distribution
at time k , Byk = diag(byk ) ∈ RX×X , and {yk }Nk=1 is a sequence of observations.

5.2.2 Inverse HMM Filtering Problem Formulations
The inverse �ltering problem for HMMs is not a single problem – multiple variants
can be formulated depending on what information is available a priori. We pose
and consider a number of variations of increasing levels of generality in this
chapter. To restrict the scope, we assume throughout that the transition matrix P

is known, and that it is the same in both the system and the HMM �lter (i.e., we
do not consider mismatched HMM-�ltering problems) – in Chapter 7, we extend
the results to dispose of these two assumptions. Formally, the inverse �ltering
problems considered in this chapter are as follows:

Problem 5.1 (Inverse Filtering Problem with Unknown Observations). Consider
the known data D =

{
P ,B, {πk }Nk=0

}
, where the posteriors have been generated

by an HMM �lter. Reconstruct the observations {yk }Nk=1.

Problem 5.2 (Inverse Filtering Problem with Unknown Sensor). Consider the
known data D =

{
P , {yk }Nk=1, {πk }Nk=0

}
, where the posteriors have been generated

by an HMM �lter. Reconstruct the observation likelihood matrix B.

Combining these two formulations yields the general problem:

Problem 5.3 (Inverse Filtering Problem with Unknown Sensor and Observations).
Consider the known data D =

{
P , {πk }Nk=0

}
, where the posteriors have been gener-

ated by an HMM �lter. Reconstruct the observations {yk }Nk=1 and the observation
likelihood matrix B.

Finally, we consider the more realistic setting where the posteriors we obtain
are corrupted by noise (due to, e.g., quantization, measurement or model uncer-
tainties). In particular, we consider the case where the following sequence of noisy
posteriors is obtained over time:

π̃k = πk + noise, (5.2)

from the �ltering system. We state directly the generalization of Problem 5.3 (the
corresponding generalizations of Problems 5.1 and 5.2 follow as special-cases):

Problem 5.4 (Noise-Corrupted Inverse Filtering Problem with Unknown Sensor
and Observations). Consider the data D =

{
P , {π̃k }Nk=0

}
, where the posteriors

πk have been generated by an HMM �lter, but we obtain noise-corrupted mea-
surements π̃k . Estimate the observations {yk }Nk=1 and the observation likelihood
matrix B.

A schematic overview of Problem 5.4 is given in Figure 5.1.
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System
P

Sensor
B

HMM
Filter

+
xk yk πk

noise

π̃k

Inverse HMM Filtering Problem

Figure 5.1: Setup in the inverse �ltering problem (Problem 5.4) of reconstructing
the observations {yk } and the sensor B, when noisy posteriors {π̃k } and the
dynamics P are given.

5.2.3 Inverse Filtering as an Optimization Problem
It is possible to formulate Problems 5.1-5.4 as optimization problems of increasing
levels of generality. As a �rst step, rewrite the HMM �lter equation (5.1) as:2

(5.1) ⇐⇒ bTykP
T πk−1πk = diag(byk )PT πk−1. (5.3)

In Problem 5.3, we need to �nd what observation occurred at each time instant (a
combinatorial problem) and at the same time reconstruct an observation likelihood
matrix consistent with the data. To be consistent with the data, equation (5.3)
has to be satis�ed. This feasibility problem can be formulated as the following
mixed-integer linear program (MILP):

min
{yk }Nk=1, {bi }Yi=1

N∑
k=1
‖bTykPT πk−1πk − diag(byk )PT πk−1‖∞

s.t. yk ∈ {1, . . . ,Y }, for k = 1, . . . ,N ,
bi ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . ,Y ,
[b1 . . .bY ]1 = 1, (5.4)

where the choice of norm is arbitrary since for noise-free data it is possible to
exactly �t observations and an observation likelihood matrix. In Problem 5.1, the
bi ’s are dropped as optimization variables and the problem reduces to an integer
program (IP). In Problem 5.2, where the sequence of observations is known, the
problem reduces to a linear program (LP).

Despite the ease of formulation, the down-side of this approach is that, even
though Problems 5.1 and 5.2 are computationally tractable, the MILP-formulation
of Problem 5.3 can become computationally very expensive for larger datasets. In
the following sections, we will outline how the problems can be solved e�ciently
by exploiting the structure of the HMM �lter.

2Multiplication by the denominator is allowed under Assumption 5.1 – see below.
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5.2.4 Assumptions

Before providing solutions to Problems 5.1-5.4, we state the assumptions that the
HMMs in this chapter need to satisfy to guarantee unique solutions. The �rst
assumption serves as a proxy for ergodicity of the HMM and the HMM �lter – it
is a common assumption in statistical inference for HMMs [2, 98].

Assumption 5.1 (Ergodicity). The transition matrix P and the observation matrix
B are elementwise (strictly) positive.

The second assumption is a rank assumption on the observation likelihoods.
The assumption says that the conditional distribution of any observation is not a
linear combination of the conditional distributions of any other observations.

Assumption 5.2 (Distinguishable Observation Likelihoods). The observation
likelihood matrix B is full column rank.

We will see that this assumption can be relaxed to the following assumption
in problems where only the sequence of observations is to be reconstructed:

Assumption 5.3 (Non-Parallel Observation Likelihoods). No pair of columns of
the observation likelihood matrix B is colinear, i.e., bi , κbj for any real number
κ and any i , j.

Without Assumption 5.3, it is impossible to distinguish between observation i

and observation j. Note also that Assumption 5.2 implies Assumption 5.3.

5.3 Solution to the Inverse Filtering Problem in
Absence of Noise

In this section, we detail our solutions to Problems 5.1-5.3. We �rst provide the
following two useful lemmas that will be key to the solutions for Problems 5.1-5.4.
They give an alternative characterization of the HMM-�lter update equation (5.3).

Lemma 5.1. The HMM-�lter update equation (5.3) can equivalently be written(
πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1)

)
byk = 0. (5.5)

The second lemma characterizes the solutions to equation (5.5).
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Lemma 5.2. Under Assumption 5.1, the nullspace of the X × X matrix

πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1) (5.6)

is of dimension one for k > 1.

Proofs of the above two lemmas, along with all other proofs in this chapter,
can be found in the appendix.

5.3.1 Solution to the Inverse Filtering Problem with
Unknown Observations

In the formulation of Problem 5.1, we assumed that the observation likelihoods
B were known, and aimed to reconstruct the sequence of observations from the
posterior data. Equation (5.5) constrains which columns of the observation matrix
B that are consistent with the update of the posterior vector at each time instant.
Formally, any sequence

ŷk ∈
{
y ∈ {1, . . . ,Y } :

(
πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1)

)
by = 0

}
, (5.7)

for k = 1, . . . ,N , is consistent with the HMM �lter posterior updates. (Recall that
by denotes column y of the observation matrix B.) Since the problems (5.7) are
decoupled in time k , they can trivially be solved in parallel.

Theorem 5.1. Under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.3, the set in the right-hand side of
equation (5.7) is a singleton, and is equal to the true observation, i.e.,

ŷk = yk , (5.8)

for k > 1.

5.3.2 Solution to the Inverse Filtering Problem with
Unknown Sensor

The second inverse �ltering problem we consider is when the sequence of obser-
vations is known, but the observation likelihoods B are unknown (Problem 5.2).
This problem can be solved by exploiting Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.

Computing a basis for the nullspace of the coe�cient matrix in formulation
(5.5) of the HMM �lter recovers, according to Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, the direction
of one column of B. In particular, the direction of the column corresponding
to observation yk , i.e., byk . From such basis vectors, we can construct a matrix
C ∈ RX×Y where the yth column is aligned with by . Note that to be able to fully
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construct this matrix, every observation from the set {1, . . . ,Y } needs to have
been observed at least once.

Due to being basis vectors for nullspaces, the columns ofC are only determined
up to scalings, so we need to exploit the structure of the observation matrix B

to properly normalize them. To form an estimate B̂ from C , we employ that the
observation likelihood matrix is row-stochastic. This means that we should rescale
each column:

B̂ = C diag(α) (5.9)

for some α ∈ RY , such that B̂1 = 1. Details are provided in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. If Assumption 5.1 holds, and every possible observation has been
observed (i.e., that {1, . . . ,Y } ⊂ {yk }Nk=1), then:

i) there exists α ∈ RY such that B̂ = B,

ii) if Assumption 5.2 holds, then the choice of α is unique, and B̂ is equal to B. In
particular, α = C†1.

5.3.3 Solution to the Inverse Filtering Problem with
Unknown Sensor and Observations

Finally, we turn to the general formulation in which we consider the combination
of the previous two problems: both the sequence of observations and the obser-
vation likelihoods are unknown (Problem 5.3). Again, the solution follows from
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. Note that there will be a degree of freedom since we can
arbitrarily relabel each observation and correspondingly permute the columns of
the observation likelihood matrix.

As in the solution to Problem 5.2, computing a basis vector, say c̄k , for the
nullspace of the coe�cient matrix in equation (5.5) recovers the direction of one
column of the B matrix. However, since the sequence of observations is unknown,
we do not know which column. To circumvent this, we concatenate such basis
vectors in a matrix3

C̄ = [c̄2 . . . c̄N ] ∈ RX×(N−1). (5.10)

For su�ciently large N – essentially when every possible observation has been
processed by the HMM �lter – the matrix C̄ in (5.10) will contain Y columns out
of which no pair is colinear (due to Assumption 5.3). All the columns that are

3We start with c̄2, since we make no assumption on the positivity of π0 – see the proof of
Lemma 5.2 in the appendix.
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parallel correspond to one particular observation. Let {σ1, . . . ,σY } be the indices
of Y such columns, and construct

C = C̄Σ (5.11)

using the selection matrix

Σ = [eσ1 . . . eσY ] ∈ R(N−1)×Y , (5.12)

where ei is the ith Cartesian standard-basis vector.

Lemma 5.3. Under Assumption 5.1 and Assumption 5.3, the expected number of
samples needed to be able to construct the selection matrix Σ is upper-bounded by

β−1 (1 + 1/2 + · · · + 1/Y ) , (5.13)

where B ≥ β > 0 elementwise.

WithC constructed in (5.11), we have obtained the direction of each column of
the observation matrix. However, as before, they need to be properly normalized.
For this, we exploit the sum-to-one property of the observation matrix as in the
previous section. Let

B̂ = C diag(α), (5.14)
for α ∈ RY , such that B̂1 = 1. Details on how to �nd α are provided in the
theorem below.

This solves the �rst part of the problem, i.e., reconstructing the observation
matrix. Secondly, to recover the sequence of observations, take

ŷk ∈
{
y ∈ {1, . . . ,Y } : b̂y = κc̄k for some real number κ

}
, (5.15)

for k > 1, where b̂y is the yth column of B̂. In words: check which columns of B̂
that the nullspace of the HMM �lter coe�cient-matrix (5.6) is colinear with at
each time instant.

Theorem 5.3. If Assumptions 5.1 and 5.3 hold, and the number of samples N is
su�ciently large – see Lemma 5.3 – then:

i) there exists α ∈ RY in equation (5.14) such that B̂ = BP , where P is a
permutation matrix;

ii) the set on the right-hand side of equation (5.15) is a singleton. Moreover, the
reconstructed observations ŷk are, up to relabelings corresponding to P , equal
to the true observations yk ;

iii) if Assumption 5.2 holds, then the choice of α is unique, and B̂ = BP . In
particular, α = C†1.
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5.4 Solution to the Inverse Filtering Problem in
Presence of Noise

In this section, we discuss the more general setting where the posteriors obtained
from the �ltering system are corrupted by noise. We will see that this problem
naturally �ts in a clustering framework since every posterior update will provide us
with a noisy estimate of the direction of one column of the observation likelihood
matrix. We consider an additive noise model of the following form:

Assumption 5.4 (Noise Model). The posteriors are corrupted by additive noise
wk :

π̃k = πk +wk , (5.16)

such that 1T π̃k = 1 and π̃k > 0.

This noise model is valid, for example, when each observed posterior vector
has been subsequently renormalized after noise that originates from quantization
or measurement errors has been added.

In the solution proposed in Section 5.3.3 for the noise-free case, the matrix C̄ in
equation (5.10) was constructed by concatenating basis vectors for the nullspaces
of the coe�cient matrix in equation (5.5). With perturbed posterior vectors, the
corresponding system of equations becomes(

π̃k (PT π̃k−1)T − diag(PT π̃k−1)
)
c̃k = 0, (5.17)

where c̃k is now a perturbed (and scaled) version of byk . That this equation is
valid is guaranteed by the generalization of Lemma 5.2:

Lemma 5.4. Under Assumptions 5.1 and 5.4, the nullspace of the matrix

π̃k (PT π̃k−1)T − diag(PT π̃k−1) (5.18)

is of dimension one for k > 1.

Remark 5.1. In case Assumption 5.4 does not hold, the problem can instead be
interpreted as a perturbed eigenvector problem. The vector c̃k would then be
taken as the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue.

Lemma 5.4 says that we can construct a matrix C̃ (analogous to C̄ in equation
(5.10) of Section 5.3.3) by concatenating the basis vectors from the one-dimensional
nullspaces in (5.17). Due to the perturbations, every solution to equation (5.17)
will be a perturbed version of the solution to the corresponding noise-free version
of the equation. This means that it will not be possible to construct a selection
matrix Σ as was done for C̄ in equation (5.12). However, because there are only Y
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unique solutions to the noise-free equations (5.5), it is natural to circumvent this
(assuming that the perturbations are small) by clustering the columns of C̃ into Y

clusters. As the columns of C̃ are only unique up to scalings, the clustering has to
be performed with respect to their angular separations (using, e.g., the spherical
k-means algorithm [188]).

Let C ∈ RX×Y be the matrix of the Y centroids resulting from running a
clustering algorithm on the columns of C̃ . Each centroid can be interpreted as a
noisy estimate of one column of the observation likelihood matrix.4 To obtain a
properly normalized estimate of the observation likelihood matrix, we take

B̂ = CA, (5.19)

whereA ∈ RY×Y . Note that, sinceC now contains noisy estimates of the directions
of the columns of the observation likelihood matrix, we are not certain to be able
to properly normalize it by purely rescaling each column (i.e., taking A to be a
diagonal matrix as was done in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). A logical choice is the
solution to the following LP:

min
A∈RY×Y

max
i,j

��[A]i j ��
s.t. CA ≥ 0,

CA1 = 1, (5.20)

which minimizes the o�-diagonal elements of A. The resulting rescaling matrix
A guarantees that B̂ = CA is a proper stochastic matrix (non-negative and has
row-sum equal to one), as well as that the discrepancy between the directions of
the columns of C and B̂ are minimized.

The second part of the problem – reconstructing the sequence of observations
– follows naturally from the clustering algorithm: an estimate of the sequence is
obtained by checking to what cluster the solution c̃k of equation (5.17) belongs to
for each time instant.

5.5 Experimental Results for Sleep Segmentation
In this section, we illustrate the inverse �ltering problem on real-world data.

5.5.1 Background
Roughly one third of a person’s life is spent sleeping. Sleep disorders are becoming
more prevalent and, as public awareness has increased, the usage of sleep trackers

4See Appendix 5.H for an illustrative example.
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Figure 5.2: One night of sleep in which polysomnographic (PSG) observation data
has been manually processed by an expert sleep analyst according to the R&K
rules to obtain the sleep stages ( ). The posterior distribution over the sleep
stages, resulting from an automatic sleep-staging system, has been summarized
in the conditional mean state estimate ( ).

is becoming wide-spread. The example below illustrates how the inverse �ltering
problem and associated algorithms can be used as a step in real-time diagnosis of
failure of sleep-tracking medical equipment.

During the course of sleep, a human transitions through �ve di�erent sleep
stages [189]: wake, S1, S2, slowwave sleep (SWS) and rapid eye movement (REM). An
important part of sleep analysis is obtaining a patient’s evolution over these sleep
stages. Manual sequencing from all-night polysomnographic (PSG) recordings
(including, e.g., electroencephalogram (EEG) readings) can be performed according
to the Rechtscha�en and Kales (R&K) rules by well-trained experts [177, 189].
However, this is costly and laborious, so several works, e.g., [177,189,190], propose
automatic sequencing based on HMMs. These systems typically output a posterior
distribution over the sleep stages, or provide a Viterbi path.

A malfunction of such an automatic system could have problematic conse-
quences since medical decisions would be based on faulty information. The inverse
�ltering problem arises naturally for such reasons of fault-detection.

5.5.2 Setup

A version of the automatic sleep-staging system in [177, 189] was implemented.
The mean frequency over the 0-30 Hz band of the EEG (over C3-A2 or C4-A1,
according to the international 10-20 system [191]) was used as observations. These
readings were encoded to �ve symbols using a vector-quantization based codebook.
The model was trained on data from nine patients in the PhysioNet CAP Sleep
Database [192, 193]. The model was then evaluated on another patient – see
Figure 5.2 – over one full night of sleep. The manually labeled stages according
to K&R-rules are marked in the �gure. To summarize the resulting posterior
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Figure 5.3: Result of inverse �ltering for various noise standard deviations σ . The
vector of posterior probabilities is perturbed elementwise with Gaussian noise.
Bottom: Error in the reconstructed observation likelihood matrix after permuting
the columns (P is a permutation matrix) to �nd the best match to the true matrix.
Top: Fraction of correctly reconstructed observations. As the signal-to-noise ratio
increases, the inverse �ltering algorithm successfully reconstructs the sequence
of observations and estimates the observation likelihoods.
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distributions over the sleep stages, we plot the conditional mean state estimate
(2.31) when equidistant numbers have been assigned to each state.

To simulate a noisy reading from the automatic sleep-staging system, the full
posterior vectors were elementwise corrupted by Gaussian noise of standard devi-
ation σ , and projected back to the simplex (to ensure a valid posterior probability
vector). A total of one hundred noise realizations were simulated. The noise could
be a manifestation of measurement or quantization noise in the �ltering system,
or noise related to model uncertainties.

5.5.3 Results

After permuting the labels of the observations, the error in the reconstructed
observation likelihood matrix, as well as the fraction of correctly reconstructed
observations, were computed. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3. For the 1030
quantized EEG samples from the patient, the entire procedure takes less than one
second on a 2.0 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo processor system.

From Figure 5.3, we can see that as the variance of the noise decreases, the
left hand side of equation (5.17) converges to that of equation (5.5) and the true
quantities are reconstructed. On the other extreme, as the signal-to-noise ratio
becomes small, the estimated sequence of observations tends to that of a uni-
form distribution at 1/Y = 0.2. This is because the clusters in C̃ become heavily
intertwined. The discontinuous nature of the solution from the clustering algo-
rithm is apparent by the plateau-like behaviour in the middle of the scale – a few
observations linger on the edge of being assigned to the correct clusters.

In conclusion, the results show that it is possible to estimate the observation
sequence (i.e., the EEG measurements) processed by the automatic sleep-staging
system, as well as its sensor’s speci�cations from its output. This lays a foundation
for fault detection and reverse engineering of such devices.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have considered several inverse �ltering problems for HMMs.
Given posteriors from an HMM �lter (or more generally, noisily observed posteri-
ors), the aim was to reconstruct the observation likelihoods and also the sample
path of observations. It was shown that a computationally expensive solution
based on combinatorial optimization can be avoided by exploiting the algebraic
structure of the HMM �lter. We provided solutions to the inverse �ltering prob-
lems, as well as theorems guaranteeing unique identi�ability. The more general
case of noise-corrupted posteriors was also considered. A solution based on clus-
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tering was proposed and evaluated on real-world data from a system for automatic
sleep-staging from EEG readings.

In the next chapters, we will consider other variations and generalizations
of inverse �ltering. For example, the case where the system dynamics are un-
known and need to be estimated, and when only actions based on the posterior
distributions can be observed.



Appendix

5.A Proof of Lemma 5.1
Proof. Consider row i of equation (5.3):

[bTykPT πk−1πk ]i = [diag(byk )PT πk−1]i ⇐⇒
X∑
j=1
[byk ]j [PT πk−1]j [πk ]i =

X∑
j=1
[diag(byk )]i j [PT πk−1]j ⇐⇒

X∑
j=1
[byk ]j [PT πk−1]j [πk ]i =

X∑
j=1

δi j [byk ]j [PT πk−1]j ⇐⇒

X∑
j=1

(
[PT πk−1]j [πk ]i − δi j [PT πk−1]j

)
[byk ]j = 0 ⇐⇒[(

πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1)
)
byk

]
i

= 0, (5.21)

where δi j is equal to one if i = j, and zero otherwise. �

5.B Proof of Lemma 5.2
Proof. For k > 1, πk−1 > 0 under the assumption of positive P and B. Hence,
diag(PT πk−1) is a non-singular matrix. The term πk (PT πk−1)T = πkπ

T
k−1P is a

rank-1 update. Therefore,5

rank(πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1)) ≥ X − 1. (5.22)
5Here, we employ that

rank(A − B) ≥ rank(A) − rank(B),
where, in this case, after multiplying (5.6) by -1, rank(A) = X (full rank) and rank(B) = 1 (rank-1
update). This inequality can be derived by replacing A by (A − B) in the (subadditivity) inequality

rank(A + B) ≤ rank(A) + rank(B),
as follows:

rank((A − B) + B) ≤ rank(A − B) + rank(B) =⇒
rank(A) ≤ rank(A − B) + rank(B) =⇒

rank(A − B) ≥ rank(A) − rank(B).

121
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However, since

1T
(
πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1)

)
= (PT πk−1)T − (PT πk−1)T = 0, (5.23)

we have that
rank(πk (PT πk−1)T − diag(PT πk−1)) ≤ X − 1. (5.24)

�

5.C Proof of Theorem 5.1
Proof. The true observation is, of course, consistent with the observed data, so
it will be an element of the set in (5.7). From Lemma 5.2, we know that the only
solutions (with respect to by ) consistent with the data lie on a one-dimensional
subspace. However, since no pair of columns of B are colinear (by Assumption 5.3),
a unique column of B will ful�ll the equation – implying that the set is singleton.

�

Remark 5.2. Since we make no assumption on the positivity of π0, we can not
formally guarantee that we can recover the �rst observation y1 uniquely; the
dimension of the nullspace of the matrix in Lemma 5.2 could be larger than one.

5.D Proof of Theorem 5.2
Proof. The matrix C is constructed in such a way that, by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2,
every column of C is a scaled version of the corresponding column of B. This
implies that there exists a set of unique numbers α∗i , 0, such that bi = α∗i ci for
i = 1, . . . ,Y , where ci denotes column i of C . In vector notation, this means that
there exists a unique α∗ ∈ RY such that

C diag(α∗) = B. (5.25)

Multiplying this equation from the right by 1, we obtain

C diag(α∗) = B =⇒
C diag(α∗)1 = B1 = 1 ⇐⇒

Cα∗ = 1. (5.26)

Proof of i). To normalize our estimate B̂ = C diag(α), we seek an α that ful�lls
the condition B̂1 = 1. This is equivalent to �nding an α ful�lling

C diag(α)1 = Cα = 1. (5.27)
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Since α∗ solves this equation, the existence of a solution is guaranteed.

Proof of ii). The solution to

Cα = 1 (5.28)

is unique if and only if C has full column rank. From equation (5.25) and the fact
that α∗ has non-zero elements, this is equivalent to B having full column rank.
However, B has full column rank by Assumption 5.2. The unique solution can in
this case be obtained as

α = (CTC)−1CT1 = C†1. (5.29)

Since the solution to equation (5.28) is unique, and α∗ is a solution by equation
(5.26), we conclude that α = α∗, so that B̂ = C diag(α) = C diag(α∗) = B. �

5.E Proof of Lemma 5.3

Proof. To be able to construct the selection matrix Σ, every observation from the
set {1, . . . ,Y } needs to have been observed at least once. SinceB ≥ β elementwise6,
each observation will be sampled at every time instant with at least probability β ,
independently of what state the system is in.

We upper bound the expected time it takes to have observed all observations
with the following independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process (which
can be interpreted as a variation of the coupon collector’s problem, e.g., [194]).
At every time instant we, either, i) obtain observation i with probability β (for
i = 1, . . . ,Y ), or, ii) obtain no observation at all, with probability 1 − Yβ .

Let N denote the number of samples it takes in this process to have seen all
the Y unique observations. Let ni denote the number of samples it takes until a
new unique observation is seen, after the (i − 1)th was observed.

After having observed i − 1 unique observations, the probability of sampling
a new unique observation is

pi = Yβ × 1
Y
(Y − (i − 1)) = (Y − (i − 1)) β . (5.30)

6Note that β is a scalar.
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Every ni follows a geometric distribution with success probability pi . Hence,

E
{
N

}
= E

{
n1 + · · · + nY

}
=

Y∑
i=1

1
pi

=
1
β

Y∑
i=1

1
Y − (i − 1)

= β−1 (1 + · · · + 1/Y ) . (5.31)

This upper bounds the number of samples, since the probability of sampling
each observation is in fact greater than (or equal to) β .

�

5.F Proof of Theorem 5.3
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, every column of C̄ will be a scaled version of one
column of the observation matrix B. The selection matrix Σ picks Y of these
columns, where no pair is colinear.7 Since no two columns of B are parallel – by
Assumption 5.3 – this means that C = C̄Σ will contain all Y columns of B, but
scaled and permuted. Formally,

BP = C diag(α∗), (5.32)

for some permutation matrix P , which is decided by the choice of Σ, and a (for
this P) unique α∗ ∈ RY with non-zero elements.

Multiplying this equation from the right by 1 yields

BP = C diag(α∗) =⇒
BP1 = C diag(α∗)1 ⇐⇒
B1 = Cα∗ ⇐⇒
1 = Cα∗. (5.33)

Proof of i). To normalize our estimate B̂, we seek an α that ful�lls the condition

1 = B̂1 = C diag(α)1 = Cα , (5.34)

From (5.33), we have that α∗ is a solution. This guarantees existence.
7One way to construct Σ is to go through the columns of C̄ in turn and include a column if it is

not parallel to any previously selected column, until Y columns have been selected.
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Proof of ii). The B̂ matrix is constructed from Y columns where no pair is
colinear. Hence, the nullbasis c̄k can at most be parallel to one of its columns. This
implies that the set is a singleton.

Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, together with the fact that no two columns of B are
colinear, imply that a single column of B is in the one-dimensional subspace of
the matrix in equation (5.5). Since the columns of B̂ are scaled and permuted
(according to P) versions of those in B, the true sequence of observations is
obtained by relabeling the estimated sequence according to P .

Proof of iii). The equation we seek to solve to normalize B̂,

Cα = 1, (5.35)

has a unique solution if and only ifC has full column rank. C has full column rank
since it is constructed, essentially, by permuting and scaling the columns of B
(which has full column rank by Assumption 5.2). The unique solution is given by

α = (CTC)−1CT1 = C†1. (5.36)

Moreover, since α∗ is a solution – by equation (5.33) – we conclude that the unique
α = α∗, and hence that

B̂ = C diag(α) = C diag(α∗) = BP . (5.37)

�

5.G Proof of Lemma 5.4
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 5.2. �

5.H Visualization in 3D
In this section, we visualize the central quantities in Section 5.4.

Example 5.1. We consider Problem 5.4 for the HMM with transition matrix

P =


0.7 0.2 0.1
0.3 0.6 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.8

 , (5.38)

and observation matrix

B =


0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1
0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3
0.1 0.1 0.6 0.2

 . (5.39)
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Figure 5.H.1: An illustration of the key step in the proposed inverse �ltering
algorithm. The true columns of the observation matrix B have been normalized
to unit length, and are marked with green stars. Directions c̃k reconstructed from
noisy posteriors are marked with dots. Note that, without access to the sequence
of observations, it is not known which column of B each point is an approximation
of. The points have been colored according to which cluster the spherical k-means
algorithm assigns them, and the centroid vectors are marked with black circles –
these approximate well the true directions (green stars).

Since the state-space has dimension X = 3, we can visualize the inverse �ltering
algorithm given in Section 5.4 in three-dimensional space. In Figure 5.H.1, the
four (Y = 4) columns of B have been normalized to unit length and are plotted as
green stars. These are the directions we aim to reconstruct from a sequence of
posteriors.

We sampled N = 100 observations and computed corresponding posteriors
with an HMM �lter. Each posterior vector was perturbed with elementwise
Gaussian noise (of standard deviation 0.03 units) and then renormalized (to satisfy
Assumption 5.4). The solution c̃k to equation (5.17), for each time instant, is
plotted as a point in Figure 5.H.1 (again, normalized to have unit length). With
noise-free posteriors (as in Section 5.3), these points would all coincide with the
corresponding true vector (green point).

The points have been colored according to which cluster the spherical k-means
algorithm assigns them. The four centroids are plotted as black circles. These are
denoted as C in Section 5.4, and are used as estimates of the true directions of B.
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Figure 5.H.2: The observation data corresponding to Figure 5.2. Top: Continuous-
valued observations of the EEG spectral frequency. Bottom: Corresponding discrete
observation-data from a quantization codebook.

5.I Description of the Automatic Sleep-Staging
System

As described in detail in [189], the time-series EEG data was divided into segments
of length 30 seconds. The power spectra of the 15 non-overlapping 2-second sub-
windows were then computed and averaged to obtain a smoothed power spectrum
PS(·). The spectral frequency, de�ned as SF = ∑30

j=0 jPS (j)/∑30
j=0 PS (j), was taken as

the observation for each 30 second interval. This was computed using data from
nine di�erent patients from the PhysioNet CAP Sleep Database [192, 193]. The
resulting time-series were subsequently concatenated, and a k-means algorithm
was applied to obtain a codebook of size �ve.

The same procedure was then performed on another patient, yielding the
N = 1030 continuous-valued observations in the top plot of Figure 5.H.2. Every
sample is spaced 30 seconds apart. The same codebook was used to quantize the
data – the result can be seen in the lower plot. This is the observation sequence
on which the HMM �lter was run to obtain Figure 5.2.

The transition matrix P was computed as the maximum likelihood estimate
from manually annotated state data (also from the PhysioNet CAP Sleep Database
[192, 193]). The observation matrix B was computed using the expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm on the quantized observation-data constructed
above for the nine patients.





Chapter 6

Estimating Private Beliefs
from Observed Decisions

In many real-world scenarios, only an action based on a posterior distribution,
or belief, is observed. This breaks the setup in the previous chapter, where we

assumed that a sequence of posteriors was given (see Problem 5.3). Albeit a special
case was treated in Section 5.4, such an additive noise model is mainly applicable
when faulty readings of a �ltering system are made – rather than observations of
actions performed by a decision-making agent. In this chapter, we address this in
more generality by demonstrating that, if the preferences of an agent are known,
its posteriors can be reconstructed from its actions.

6.1 Introduction
The classical model for decision making under uncertainty assumes that a Bayesian
agent chooses that which provides it with the highest expected utility [195–197].
Hence, a key component that determines the agent’s choice is its private belief : the
Bayesian agent employs private information to compute a posterior distribution
on the (to the agent, uncertain) state of nature. In this chapter, we address the
question:

Can an agent’s private belief be estimated given measurements of its
decisions; and if so, how?

Algorithms for estimating the private belief of an agent are useful since they
provide the basis for predicting its future behavior, as well as analysing what
private information the agent has access to.

For example, consider the behavior of a rational agent performing portfolio
allocation in a regime-switching market – e.g., [153–159]. A Markowitz-type
investor aims to �nd a portfolio that maximizes its risk-adjusted return. In order
to compute this return, a number of uncertain factors have to be estimated (e.g.,
the current market regime). A crucial di�erence between an unpro�table and a
successful investor is the private information they have access to, and in turn, how
accurate their private beliefs describe the actual state of the market. Estimating

129
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an investor’s private belief could expose that it has access to illicit information
(i.e., insider trading).

Another area where the present work has implications is Bayesian sequential
social learning, which is widely studied in economics and social networks [3,12]. In
social learning, agents use noisy observations together with decisions by previous
agents to estimate the underlying state of nature (and subsequently, maximize
their local expected utilities). Estimating an agent’s private belief and revealing it
to all other agents raises important questions of privacy: are private beliefs and
observations really private? Moreover, in light of this, could new social learning
protocols be designed to prevent misinformation propagation, avert irrational
herding and/or yield more e�cient learning?

In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:

• We determine the set of private beliefs that are consistent with observed data
using techniques from inverse optimization (e.g., [198–202]) in Theorem 6.1;

• Given a prior estimate of the private belief, we provide the closest belief (in
`2-sense) that is consistent with public data in Corollary 6.1;

• In Corollary 6.2, we derive bounds on the set of private beliefs that are
consistent with observed data. Moreover, we give a constructive answer to
the question of when an agent’s private belief can be uniquely reconstructed
in Lemma 6.1;

• We specialize our results in a case-study on regime-switching Markowitz
portfolio allocation;

• Finally, our theoretical results are illustrated, and their sensitivity is evalu-
ated, in numerical experiments.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Below, we give an overview of
related work. Section 6.2 formalizes the sequential decision-making framework.
The private belief estimation problems are posed in Section 6.3. Our main results
– characterizations of the set of private beliefs that are consistent with public data
– are derived in Section 6.4. Finally, we discuss an example in portfolio selection
and provide numerical experiments in Sections 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.

6.1.1 Related Work
The theoretical results in this chapter draw heavily on general results in inverse
optimization (e.g., [198–202]). In inverse optimization, the formal goal is to �nd a
minimal perturbation to the coe�cients in the objective function of an optimization
problem so as to make a given feasible point optimal. An alternative interpretation
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is that one wishes to reconstruct, or estimate, the parametric objective function
that was used to generate an observed solution. The works [198–202] treat very
general structures (e.g., linear, convex separable, convex). In the present work, we
narrow the scope and study a particular structure of the objective function: that
of an expected utility. In this setting, since our parameters represent probabilities,
we can derive additional bounds and interpretations.

Estimating the cost function of an agent is a current topic – but which also
has a long history. The inverse optimal control problem was proposed and studied
already in the 1960s by Kalman [64]. It is still an open and active area of research
(e.g., [66, 67]). There, given a feedback law for a linear control system (or control
inputs from one), one aims to quantify the weight matrices that make it optimal
in a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) sense. Compared to the present work, we do
not restrict to quadratic cost functions or an underlying linear model structure. In
fact, the results we derive in this chapter are independent of the underlying model
structure.1

The topic has also been studied in the machine learning and arti�cial intel-
ligence communities, where it appears in inverse reinforcement learning (e.g.,
[56,59,60]) and apprenticeship/imitation learning (e.g., [53,54]). In the former, the
aim is to estimate, from observed optimal behavior, the reward function utilized
by an expert agent. In the latter, the aim is to learn a satisfactory policy (i.e., a
mapping from states to actions) by observing an expert agent – one approach is to
�rst estimate the expert’s reward function, and then compute a policy [53]. Simi-
larly, in revealed preferences, which is a sub�eld of microeconomic theory [203],
one aims to determine a utility function consistent with observed behavior of an
agent.

The key di�erence to these works (including inverse optimal control) is that
we aim to estimate the private belief of the decision-making agent, and not its cost
function directly. This gives rise to two points of distinction. First, in the present
work, the cost function utilized by the agent – in particular, the objective of (6.5)
de�ned in Section 6.2.2 – is not static. It is changing over time (as a function of
the agent’s private belief). Our problem can, in fact, be seen as complementary to
the aforementioned works in the sense that we assume that we know, or at least
have an estimate of, the cost function that the agent associates to each state of
nature – such estimates could have been obtained using one of those frameworks.

Second, the fact that we aim to estimate the agent’s private belief makes the
problem we consider inherently partially observed – the aforementioned works
primarily deal with setups where the agent has direct access to the true state of
nature. A few exceptions are, however, worth mentioning. The work [176] (a

1As we will see in Section 6.2.2, the framework is agnostic as to how the state of nature evolves
and is measured.
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form of revealed preferences) is complementary to the present in the sense that
the authors aim to detect rational behavior of an agent and estimate its utility
function given decisions and noisy posteriors. The work [60] extends inverse
reinforcement learning to POMDPs, but still, in contrast to the present work,
assumes that posteriors are given and aims to reconstruct the expert agent’s
reward function. In general, dealing with partially observable environments in
inverse problems is considered challenging and is currently a target for active
research – see, e.g., [56, 61].

The present chapter is a natural continuation of the inverse �ltering problems
introduced in the previous chapter. Recall that in these, a sequence of private
beliefs (posteriors) is given and the aim is to infer sensor speci�cations of the
�ltering system. In connection with the present work, this would give insight into
how the agent is interpreting (i.e., sensing) the world – this is further explored in
Chapter 7.

6.2 Decision Maker’s Model

In this section, we outline the decision-making framework we work in. We �rst
consider an agent making a single decision, and then (potentially multiple agents
making) sequential decisions. Finally, we detail how the private belief is updated
in various settings.

6.2.1 A Single Choice Under Uncertainty

Denote the underlying state of nature (i.e., all factors external to the decision-
making agent) as the random variable x ∈ X , where the state-space X can be �nite
or a subset of Euclidean space. Associated with each state x is a cost function
c(x ,u), where u ∈ U is the decision variable and U is the decision set which,
again, can be either �nite or a subset of Euclidean space. The agent has access to
some private information I . A rational agent makes its decision u∗ ∈ U based on
optimizing its expected cost [195–197]:

u∗ ∈ arg min
u ∈U

Ex { c(x ,u) | I }

s.t. u ∈ C, (6.1)

where C ⊂ U is the feasible set. The conditional expectation is computed with
respect to the agent’s private information I . We denote the corresponding condi-
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tional distribution as the agent’s private belief 2:

π (x ′) = p(x = x ′ | I ) or [π ]x ′ = Pr[x = x ′ | I ]. (6.2)

Depending on whether X is continuous or discrete, respectively, π (x ′) is either a
conditional probability density over continuous X , or π is a conditional probability
mass vector over �nite X . Note that, when written out explicitly, for continuous
X , the optimization problem (6.1) is

min
u ∈U

∫
X
c(x ′,u)π (x ′)dx ′

s.t. u ∈ C. (6.3)

6.2.2 Sequential Decisions Under Uncertainty
In a more general setup, the agent does not just make a single decision but
acts sequentially multiple times (equivalently, there can be multiple agents that
sequentially make the decisions – see below). The state of nature xk ∈ X is
not necessarily static, but can evolve as a random process, and we therefore
add a time-subscript k . Naturally, as time progresses, more information is made
available. We model this with a time-dependent information set Ik . The sequential
decision-making process is as follows:

1. New information is made available and the private information is updated
to Ik .

2. The agent uses its private information to update its private belief:

πk (x) = p(xk = x | Ik ) or [πk ]x = Pr[xk = x | Ik ], (6.4)

depending on whether X is continuous or discrete.

3. The agent solves the optimization problem:

min
uk ∈U

Exk
{
c(xk ,uk ) | Ik

}
s.t. uk ∈ C. (6.5)

4. An optimal decision u∗k – from the set of minimizers of (6.5) – is made and
publicly announced.

5. Time k is increased by one, and we return to step 1.

A schematic overview of the decision-making framework is provided in Figure 6.1.
2In consistency with the terminology employed in social learning [3, 12] – however, these are

closely related to subjective probabilities in decision theory (see, e.g., [195–197] for further discussions).
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Figure 6.1: The state of nature is measured by an abstract sensor. This produces
private information for the agent (which could, e.g., be a noisy observation of
the state, or abstract information such as rumors and gossip). The agent forms a
private belief via (6.4) and then takes a rational decision by minimizing its expected
cost (6.5).

6.2.3 Updating the Private Belief
Depending on the number of agents making the decisions, and the structure of
the information set, there are multiple ways in which the private belief can be
updated:

• In the single-agent setting, if the state of nature is Markovian and Ik is a
set of observations Ik = {y1, . . . ,yk }, then optimal �ltering techniques can
be used by the agent. In particular, we recognize from Chapter 2 that if the
state-space is �nite, then the HMM �lter (2.35) is optimal. In the case of a
linear Gaussian model, then the Kalman �lter is optimal (e.g., [106]).3

Remark 6.1. In this setting, the protocol given in Section 6.2.2 corresponds
to the POMDP of a myopic agent (i.e., one that optimizes over a unitary
time-horizon) whose actions do not in�uence the state of the world (e.g., a
small scale investor).

More generally, however, the private belief is synthesized from expert
opinion and subjective beliefs; consider, for example, a doctor judging the
likelihoods of various diseases, or the abstract information available to an
investor (e.g., rumors and gossip).

• A common modeling framework for the multi-agent settings is social learn-
ing [3, 12]. In it, each agent acts once in a predetermined sequential order
indexed by k = 1, 2, . . . . More speci�cally, at time k , agent k receives a
private signal (observation) sk . The information available to agent k is
the actions by previous agents (referred to as the public belief ) along with
the agent’s private signal sk : Ik = {u∗1, . . . ,u∗k−1, sk }. Standard Bayesian

3Of course, this assumes that yk is conditionally independent given xk (as in Figure 2.2 on
page 30).
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�ltering techniques are commonly assumed to be employed by the agent to
compute its private belief πk (of course, depending on the characteristics of
the private signal) – see [3, 12]. Following the scheme above, in step 4), the
agent broadcasts its decision u∗k to all subsequent agents, and it becomes
agent k + 1’s turn to act.

6.3 Formulation of Belief Estimation
In this section, we provide formal statements of the private belief estimation
problem. We start with a general formulation (Problem 6.1), and then restrict the
scope to give a more speci�c formulation (Problem 6.2).

6.3.1 General Formulation

Suppose an agent’s cost function c(x ,u) as well as its constraints C are known;
for example, when the costs are related to utilities in a game with public rules
(e.g., poker), or when they can be reconstructed or estimated (see the case-study
in Section 6.5). In social learning, it is typical to assume that all agents share the
same preferences [3, 12]. We refer to the costs and constraints, together with the
announced actions, as public data.

The private information Ik and the corresponding private belief πk are, typi-
cally, not known – nor, per de�nition, are they supposed to be. The problems we
pose below aim to estimate the private belief of the agent.

Problem 6.1 (Estimation of Private Beliefs). Decisions are made according to the
procedure speci�ed in Section 6.2.2. The cost functions {c(x ,u)}x ∈X , constraints
C and the decisions {u∗k }k of the agent(s) are known. Characterize the private
beliefs {πk }k that are consistent4 with the public data.

Recall that a solution to this problem provides a basis for predicting the future
behavior of an agent and, moreover, that estimating an agent’s private belief and
revealing it to all other agents in the framework of social learning raises important
questions of privacy.

6.3.2 Regime-Switching Models

In order to stay within the scope of the thesis, we consider a discrete state-space
X = {1, . . . ,X } for the state of nature xk . Moreover, we restrict to a continuous

4By consistent, we mean that a rational agent would have made its decision u∗k under any such
private belief.
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decision variable uk ∈ U ⊂ RU . Problems with discrete X are sometimes referred
to as regime-switching problems. In this setting, the decision problem (6.5) becomes

min
uk ∈RU

X∑
i=1
[πk ]ic(i,uk )

s.t. uk ∈ C, (6.6)

when written out explicitly, where πk ∈ [0, 1]X such that 1T πk = 1. For this
particular model structure, we can be more precise than in the general formulation
(Problem 6.1):

Problem 6.2 (Estimation of Private Beliefs in Regime-Switching Models). Deci-
sions are made according to the procedure speci�ed in Section 6.2.2. The state-
space X = {1, . . . ,X } is discrete and the decision set U ⊂ RU is continuous.
The cost functions {c(x ,u)}x ∈X , constraints C and a decision u∗k of an agent are
known.

a) Determine the set Πk of private beliefs that are consistent with the public
data.

Since the set Πk is, potentially, of a complicated structure, we would like to obtain
useful characterizations of it:

b) Provide bounds
¯
πk ∈ RX and π̄k ∈ RX on the private belief, such that

¯
πk ≤ πk ≤ π̄k . (6.7)

c) Given a prior estimate π̃k ∈ RX of the private belief πk , �nd the closest
private belief π̂k (in the sense that ‖π̃k −π̂k ‖2 is minimized) that is consistent
with the public data (i.e., such that π̂k ∈ Πk ).

Of course, the bounds
¯
πk = 0 ≤ πk ≤ 1 = π̄k solve Problem 6.2b, however,

these are clearly not very informative. Below, we obtain non-trivial bounds.

6.4 Algorithms to Estimate Private Beliefs
This section addresses Problems 6.2a-c that were formulated above by leveraging
results from inverse optimization (e.g., [198–202]). Our main result Theorem 6.1
(stated below) determines the set of consistent private beliefs (i.e., those under
which the agent would make decision u∗k ) and therefore provides a solution to
Problem 6.2a. From this theorem, solutions to the other two subproblems are
derived as corollaries.
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6.4.1 Main Result

The key idea behind our main result is that the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
conditions (e.g., [204, 205]) for decision problem (6.6) are necessary and su�cient
when:

Assumption 6.1. For �xed x , the function c(x ,u) is convex and di�erentiable in
u. The constraints C are a�ne:

C = {u ∈ RU : Au = b,u ≥ 0}, (6.8)

for some A ∈ RM×U and b ∈ RM , where M is the number of constraints.

Under Assumption 6.1, we have the following:

Theorem 6.1 (Solution to Problem 6.2a). Consider the setup in Problem 6.2 under
Assumption 6.1. The agent that made decision u∗k at time k could have had a private
belief πk ∈ RX if and only if this πk lies in the set Πk , speci�ed by:

Πk =


π ∈ RX :

∃ λ ∈ RU , ν ∈ RM s.t.

πT1 = 1, π ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0,
[λ]i = 0 if [u∗k ]i , 0

for i = 1, . . . ,U ,
X∑
i=1
[π ]i∇uc(i,u∗k ) − λ +ATν = 0


. (6.9)

Proof. The idea is to derive the KKT conditions of (6.6) and consider, not the
decision variable uk , but instead the private belief πk as an unknown variable.
This idea is adapted from [199], which deals with general conic programs.

The Lagrangian of the agent’s decision problem (6.6) is

L(uk , λ,ν ) =
X∑
i=1
[πk ]ic(i,uk ) − λTuk + νT (Auk − b), (6.10)

where λ ∈ RU
≥0 and ν ∈ RM are Lagrange multipliers. The corresponding KKT

conditions are that any u∗k ∈ RU and pair (λ,ν ) that are primal and dual optimal,
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respectively, must satisfy:

u∗k ≥ 0, (6.11)
Au∗k − b = 0, (6.12)

λ ≥ 0, (6.13)
[λ]i [u∗k ]i = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,U , (6.14)

X∑
i=1
[πk ]i∇uc(i,u∗k ) − λ +ATν = 0. (6.15)

Since the cost function is convex and the constraints in problem (6.6) are de�ned
by a�ne functions (under Assumption 6.1), constraint quali�cation (e.g., [204,205])
guarantees that these equations are in fact also su�cient for optimality.

Hence, a candidate private belief in the simplex {π ∈ RX : π ≥ 0,πT1 = 1}
would make the observed decision u∗k optimal in (6.6) if and only if corresponding
ν and λ exist (i.e., that all together satisfy equations (6.11)-(6.15)). �

Our characterization of Πk in (6.9) omits (6.11) and (6.12) since if the agent
generated the decision u∗k , clearly, it has to be (primal) feasible. Also, note that
the simplex as well as equations (6.14) and (6.15) are a�ne in the private belief
and the dual variables, so that the set Πk is de�ned entirely by a�ne functions.

A few remarks on the assumptions we make can be made. First, Assumption 6.1
can be relaxed to incorporate general conic constraints without signi�cantly
changing the results or the derivations – see, e.g., [199] for details. Second, if the
assumption on convexity of the cost functions {c(x ,u)}x ∈X in Assumption 6.1 is
dropped, then the KKT conditions are no longer su�cient and the set Πk becomes
an over-approximation – the agent’s private belief has to lie in the set, but not all
private beliefs in the set would yield the observed action.

6.4.2 Characterizations of Πk

We now derive useful characterizations of the set Πk . In particular, we provide
solutions to Problems 6.2b and 6.2c.

Corollary 6.1 (Solution to Problem 6.2b). Given a prior estimate π̃k of the private
belief, the closest estimate π̂k that is consistent with public data is given by the convex
optimization problem:

min
π̂k ∈RX

‖π̂k − π̃k ‖2
s.t. π̂k ∈ Πk , (6.16)

where the set Πk is detailed in equation (6.9).
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Proof. Since the cost function is convex and the constraint set is de�ned by a�ne
functions, the optimization problem is convex – see also [199, Lemma 1]. �

The second useful characterization is lower-and-upper bounding the agent’s
private belief componentwise via linear programs (LPs):

Corollary 6.2 (Solution to Problem 6.2c). The agent’s private belief is bounded as

¯
πk ≤ πk ≤ π̄k , (6.17)

where the lower bound
¯
πk is obtained from the LP

[
¯
πk ]i = min

π ∈RX
[π ]i s.t. π ∈ Πk , (6.18)

for i = 1, . . . ,X , and the upper bound π̄k from the LP

[π̄k ]i = − min
π ∈RX

{−[π ]i } s.t. π ∈ Πk , (6.19)

for i = 1, . . . ,X .

Proof. Together, (6.18) and (6.19) de�ne an axis-aligned bounding box of Πk [206].
Since the set Πk is de�ned by a�ne functions and the objective functions are
linear, the optimization problems are LPs. �

6.4.3 Uniqueness
A natural question to ask is: when can the private belief of an agent be recon-
structed uniquely? The next lemma provides a constructive answer to this ques-
tion.

Lemma 6.1. Consider the setup in Problem 6.2 under Assumption 6.1. The private
belief πk of the agent acting at time k can be uniquely reconstructed if and only
if

¯
πk = π̄k (computed as in Corollary 6.2). Moreover, in this case, the bounds all

coincide:
¯
πk = πk = π̄k .

Proof. First, if the agent’s belief πk is unique (in the sense that it is the only belief
that would generate the observed decision u∗k ), then this is the only value of πk
for which there exist λ and ν such that the KKT conditions (6.13)-(6.15) hold. This
means that problems (6.18) and (6.19) have only a single point (the agent’s πk ) in
their feasible sets. Clearly, then, the minimizers must coincide so that

¯
πk = π̄k ,

and thus πk = ¯
πk = π̄k .

Second, if
¯
πk = π̄k , then (by rewriting (6.19) as an equivalent maximization

problem)
min
π ∈Πk
[π ]i = max

π ∈Πk
[π ]i , (6.20)
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for all i = 1, . . . ,X . This implies that the set Πk is a single point. Now, the agent’s
private belief πk is, of course, consistent, so πk ∈ Πk . In turn, we have that

[
¯
πk ]i = min

π ∈{πk }
[π ]i = [πk ]i = max

π ∈{πk }
[π ]i = [π̄k ]i , (6.21)

for all i = 1, . . . ,X . �

6.5 Case-Study: Estimating the Belief of a
Risk-Averse Investor by Observing Portfolio
Allocation

This section considers the following inverse estimation problem involving portfolio
allocation: given the utility function and observed portfolio allocation of a risk-
averse investor, estimate the private belief of the investor. This establishes a basis
for predicting how the investor operates by observing his or her behavior.

6.5.1 Background
There have been substantial advances in regime-switching market models (e.g.,
[153–159]) that take into account that markets (randomly) switch between di�erent
states (or, regimes). The works [157–159] employ such models for portfolio
allocation, and deal with the question:

GivenU assets, how should a �xed amount of capital be invested so as to
maximize the risk-adjusted return under switching market conditions?

Denote the portfolio allocation vector by uk ∈ RU , where a fraction [uk ]i of
the total capital will be invested in asset i . Usually, one requires that 1Tuk = 1
(that the full capital is exposed to the market), thatuk ≥ 0 (it is only allowed to buy,
not sell, or short, assets), and that investments are held for one full time-period.

In regime-switching market models, it is assumed that there exists a set of
market conditions X = {1, . . . ,X } for the market state xk ∈ X . Each market state
xk results in a di�erent mean vector µxk ∈ RU , and a corresponding covariance
matrix Σxk ∈ RU×U , for the returns of di�erent assets – an example is the bull
(“optimistic”) and bear (“pessimistic”) market model in Section 4.6.2. For a given
risk-aversion parameter γ ∈ R≥0 – which quanti�es how the investor trades po-
tential return against risk – a regime-switching mean-variance portfolio allocation
problem is on the form:

min
uk ∈RU

Exk
{
γuTk Σxkuk − µTxkuk | Ik

}
s.t. 1Tuk = 1, uk ≥ 0, (6.22)
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whose solution provides the investor with the portfolio giving the optimal risk-
adjusted return for period k . Here, Ik is the investor’s private information that is
employed to compute the posterior distribution of the current market state xk .

6.5.2 Estimating the Investor’s Belief

Public stock data allows everyone to form estimates of the expected returns and
covariances under di�erent market conditions, meaning that, in practice, the cost
functions of a Markowitz-type investor can be approximated (for robustness, see
Section 6.6.2). However, clearly, the success of an investor is closely related to how
well he or she can estimate the current market conditions. In addition to utilizing
price data, as in the �lter (4.19) in Section 4.6.2, this estimation depends on private
information; for example, rumors and privileged information. Reconstructing
an investor’s private belief enables, e.g., change detection (which could indicate
insider trading) and establishes a basis for predicting its future behavior.

To demonstrate an application of the results in the previous section, assume
that we have an initial estimate of the market conditions π̃k – this could, for ex-
ample, be our own estimate, or the investor’s private belief that was reconstructed
in the previous time instant π̂k−1.5 The solution to Problem 6.2c is then:

Lemma 6.2. Suppose an investor solves the regime-switching portfolio allocation
problem (6.22), and that we know the expected returns and covariances {µx , Σx }Xx=1,
the risk-aversion parameter γ along with the portfolio allocation u∗k .

The estimate π̂k of the investor’s private belief πk that is consistent with public
data and that is closest to our prior estimate π̃k is the solution of the following convex
optimization problem:

min
π̂k ∈RX,λ∈RU,ν ∈R

‖π̂k − π̃k ‖2

s.t. π̂k ≥ 0, π̂Tk 1 = 1, λ ≥ 0,
[λ]i = 0 if [u∗k ]i , 0 for i = 1, . . . ,U ,
X∑
i=1
[π̂k ]i

(
2γΣiu∗k − µi

)
= λ − 1ν . (6.23)

Proof. Use Corollary 6.1 (together with Theorem 6.1), and compute the gradient
of the cost function in (6.22). �

5Note that π̃k is only of importance in the case of non-uniqueness.
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Figure 6.2: The actual private belief πk is marked with a green circle ( ). The
blue region ( ) corresponds to Πk – the set of beliefs consistent with public data
(de�ned in Theorem 6.1). The red region ( ) displays the bounds

¯
πk and π̄k .

6.6 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we conduct several numerical experiments to illustrate our theo-
retical results. In order to be able to visualize the results, we consider synthetic
three-regime portfolio allocation problems, as in (6.22), with X = 3 and U = 3.
Remark 6.2. Numerical experiments using real-world �nancial data have been
performed in [207, 208], but are not reported here.

6.6.1 Illustration of the Set Πk and the Bounds
¯
πk , π̄k

We start with a case where the set of consistent private beliefs Πk is not a singleton.
We computed this set using Theorem 6.1, and it is depicted as the blue region
(line) in Figure 6.2. As expected, the actual private belief πk (marked with a green
circle) lies inside this set. The shaded red region corresponds to the bounds

¯
πk

and π̄k . As expected (and guaranteed by Corollary 6.2), the actual private belief
and the set Πk lie within the bounds.

Intuitively, the private belief πk parametrizes the position of the minimizer
(assume it is unique) of the unconstrained version of the decision problem. In the
example in Figure 6.2, some inequality constraint is active which, roughly, projects
the unconstrained minimizer onto it. As can be seen in the �gure, a whole set
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Figure 6.3: The actual private belief πk is marked with a green circle ( ). The blue
dots ( ) mark the beliefs that are estimated when perturbed cost functions are
used. Note that a di�erent example (one in which the set Πk is singleton) is used
compared to that in Figure 6.2.

of unconstrained minimizers, corresponding to the blue line of private beliefs, is
being truncated into the same constrained decision. Since all private beliefs in this
region will generate the same (observed) constrained decision, we can not do a
unique reconstruction without access to the investor-agent’s associated Lagrange
multipliers (which would give us an idea of how much the constraint is violated
by its corresponding unconstrained minimizer [204, Section 5.6.3]).

6.6.2 Sensitivity

The costs c(x ,u) incurred by an agent are not always known with certainty (e.g.,
Section 6.5). To explore the sensitivity of our results, we added random perturba-
tions to the cost functions when estimating the private belief. To illustrate the
results, we consider an example where the set Πk is singleton (i.e., it contains
only the actual private belief πk ). The results of 40 simulations are displayed in
Figure 6.3. Random zero-mean Gaussian elementwise perturbations of standard
deviations 5% and 10% were added to both the means µx and covariances Σx (see
Section 6.5). Clearly, the results are robust to small perturbations since all the
estimated private beliefs (blue dots in the �gures) lie close to the actual private
belief (green circle).
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6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we formulated and proposed algorithms for estimating the private
belief of an agent in sequential stochastic decision problems. We exploited results
from inverse optimization to characterize the set of private beliefs consistent with
public data. Our results have implications in, for example, social learning [3, 12]
where they would allow other agents to gain insight into any agent’s private
belief – raising important questions of privacy, and opportunities for preventing
misinformation propagation. Finally, we illustrated the results in numerical exper-
iments and demonstrated that they are robust to small uncertainties in the agent’s
cost functions.

In future work, it is worthwhile deriving perturbation bounds (using, e.g, [209])
on the sets observed in Section 6.6.2. It would also be interesting to consider both
discrete action-spaces and non-myopic agents (i.e., agents that plans over a longer
time-horizon).



Appendix

6.A Preserving Privacy
In light of the results of this chapter, it is worth considering if an agent can preserve
its privacy when making a decision:

How should a (necessarily suboptimal) action be chosen so that the
private belief of the agent is not exposed via Theorem 6.1?

In social learning, this would prevent other agents from reconstructing the private
belief of the speci�c agent. In the context of Section 1.1.3, it corresponds to a
counter-adversarial decision-making agent – the agent is aware of an adversary
intercepting its actions, and aims to obfuscate its private belief while limiting the
extra cost (accrued from, necessarily, acting suboptimally).

This trade-o� can be formalized as follows. Denote the optimal (expected) cost
of decision-problem (6.5) as c∗k , and by cb ∈ R≥0 the (fractional) budget devoted
to obfuscating the private belief – that is, how much extra cost the agent is
willing to pay to preserve its privacy. Then, the agent can compute an alternative,
privacy-preserving, action ūk by solving the optimization problem:

max
ūk ∈U

‖πk − z‖2
s.t. ūk ∈ C,

Exk
{
c(xk , ūk ) | Ik

} ≤ c∗k (1 + cb ),
z ∈ Π(ūk ), (6.24)

which should be interpreted as follows. The new action ūk should be feasible
(the �rst constraint) and not increase the cost by more than the allocated cost
budget (the second constraint). In the third constraint, the set Π(ūk ) is computed
as in (6.9), but with the new action ūk instead of the original optimal action u∗k –
this is the set of beliefs the adversary can determine are consistent with the new
decision. By the objective of (6.24), the new action is designed to maximize the
distance between the actual private belief of the agent and its adversary’s estimate.
Schematically, the setup is illustrated in Figure 6.A.1.

Unfortunately, the optimization problem (6.24) is non-trivial to solve since it is
non-convex. Moreover, it is not clear that the objective chosen in (6.24) is the most
sensible one. Several other objectives, together with a probabilistic relaxation of
(6.24), are proposed and discussed in [89].
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Figure 6.A.1: The �gure extends Figure 6.1. The decision-making agent is aware
of an adversary that is intercepting its actions and trying to estimate its private
belief (via Theorem 6.1). Instead of taking action u∗k (which would expose the
agent’s private belief), it selects a new action ūk using (6.24). The new action
is designed to conceal the private belief from the adversary, while limiting the
increase in cost due to taking a suboptimal action.



Chapter 7

Inverse Filtering with Applications
to Counter-Adversarial Systems

In this chapter, we return to the class of indirect parameter inference problems
that was introduced in Chapter 5. We now provide a general treatment in

which we consider the full inverse �ltering problem; we no longer assume that
the dynamics of the system are given. Moreover, we also generalize to the more
realistic, but complicated, case of a mismatched �ltering system. Finally, motivated
by applications in the design of counter-adversarial autonomous systems (recall
Example 1.4 on page 15), we combine the results from the previous chapter with
inverse �ltering to provide a solution to the remote sensor calibration problem.

7.1 Introduction
Let us review the general model for a partially observed stochastic dynamic system.
This will set the scene for the formal model of a counter-adversarial autonomous
system in Section 7.4, as well as demonstrate the wider relevancy of the proposed
problems and solutions.

In a partially observed stochastic dynamic system, the state is hidden in the
sense that it can only be observed in noise via a sensor. Formally, with p denoting
a probability density (or mass) function, such a system is represented by:

xk ∼ Pxk−1,x = p(x |xk−1), x0 ∼ π0, (7.1)
yk ∼ Bxk ,y = p(y |xk ), (7.2)

where k denotes discrete time. In (7.1), the state xk evolves according to a Marko-
vian transition kernel P on state-space X , and π0 is its initial distribution. In
(7.2), an observation yk (in observation space Y) of the state is measured at each
time instant according to observation likelihoods B. Note that when (7.1) is a
�nite-state Markov chain, (7.1)-(7.2) describe an HMM.

In the Bayesian (stochastic) �ltering problem [106], one seeks to compute
the conditional expectation of the state given noisy observations by evaluating a
recursive expression for the posterior distribution of the state:

πk (x) = p(xk = x |y1, . . . ,yk ), x ∈ X . (7.3)
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The recursion for the posterior is given by the Bayesian �lter

πk = T (πk−1,yk ; P ,B), (7.4)

where

{T (π ,y; P ,B)}(x) =
Bx,y

∫
X Pζ ,xπ (ζ )dζ∫

X Bx,y
∫
X Pζ ,xπ (ζ )dζdx

, x ∈ X , (7.5)

– see, e.g., [2, 3] for derivations and details. Two well known �nite dimensional
cases of (7.5) are the HMM �lter (2.35), where the state is a �nite-state Markov
chain, and the Kalman �lter, where the dynamic system (7.1)-(7.2) is a linear
Gaussian state-space model.

In this chapter, we consider the following inverse �ltering problem:

Given a sequence of posteriors π1, . . . ,πN from the �lter (7.4), recon-
struct (estimate) the �lter’s parameters: the system’s transition kernel
P , the sensor’s observation likelihoods B and the measured observations
y1, . . . ,yN .

Note that, in contrast to Chapter 5 (see page 109), we do not assume that P is given.

Motivation The �lter (7.5) is a crucial component of many engineering systems;
success stories include, for example, early applications in aerospace [210] and,
more recently, the global positioning system (GPS; [211]). It can be di�cult, or
even impossible, to access raw sensor data in integrated smart sensors since they
are often tightly encapsulated. The ability to reverse engineer the parameters of
a �ltering system from only its output suggests novel ways of performing fault
detection and diagnosis (see, e.g., [178, 179] for motivating examples) – the most
obvious being to compare reconstructed parameters to their nominal values, or
perform change-detection on multiple data batches. Moreover, in cyber-physical
security [212], the inverse �ltering algorithms proposed in this chapter could be
used to detect malicious attacks by an intruder of a control system.

However, our main motivating application is the design of counter-adversarial
systems, as discussed in Section 1.1.3 and [76–78]: given measurements of the
actions of a sophisticated autonomous adversary, how can one remotely calibrate
(i.e., estimate) its sensors and predict, so as to guard against, its future actions?
We refer the reader to Figure 7.1 on the next page for a schematic overview.1

This chapter extends Chapter 5 and our recent works [77,78,86] in two impor-
tant ways. First, in a counter-adversarial scenario, these previous works assumed
that both the enemy and us know the transition kernel P . In reality, if we generate
the signal xk , then the enemy estimates P (e.g., maximum likelihood estimate)

1Note that the setup is di�erent from that in Appendix 6.A.
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Figure 7.1: An autonomous adversary measures our state xk as yk via a sensor B.
A stochastic �lter T is used to compute its posterior πk of our state. Based on this
posterior and a policy, a public action is taken. Designing a counter-adversarial
autonomous system amounts to devising a system and associated algorithms that
can infer information private to the adversary. This information forms a basis for
predicting and taking suitable measures against future actions. In this chapter, we
consider the remote sensor calibration problem (Problem 7.3), where the goal is to
estimate the adversary’s sensor B based on observed actions.

and we have to estimate the enemy’s estimate of P . The �rst part of this chapter
constructs algorithms for doing this based on observing (intercepting) posterior
distributions. In the second part, we consider the generalized setting where the
enemy’s posteriors are observed in noise via some policy – leveraging the results
of Chapter 6. Second, none of these previous works dealt with general identi�abil-
ity issues in inverse �ltering. The current chapter gives necessary and su�cient
conditions for identi�ability of P and B given a sequence of posteriors.

7.1.1 Main Results and Outline

To construct a tractable analysis and to remain within the scope of the thesis, we
consider the case where (7.1)-(7.2) constitute an HMM (2.30) on a �nite observation-
alphabet. The main results of this chapter are:

• We analyze the uniqueness of the updates of the �lter (7.5) for HMMs (The-
orems 7.1 and 7.2), and derive an alternative characterization (Theorem 7.3)
that highlights important structural properties;

• We introduce the nullspace clustering problem (Problem 7.2) – which is
complementary to the subspace clustering problem [213] – and propose an
algorithm based on the group LASSO [214] to solve it. In Theorem 7.4, we
detail a procedure to uniquely factorize unnormalized nullspaces into HMM
parameters;

• By leveraging the previous two points we demonstrate how the transition
matrix as well as the observation likelihoods of an HMM can be recon-
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structed from a sequence of posteriors (Algorithm 1); then, the correspond-
ing sequence of observations can be reconstructed (Remark 7.5);

• We apply our results to the remote sensor calibration problem (Problem 7.3)
for counter-adversarial autonomous systems. Even in a mismatched set-
ting (i.e., where the adversary employs uncertain estimates P̂ and B̂ in its
�lter), we can estimate the adversary’s sensor and, moreover, we can do so
regardless of the quality of its estimates;

• Finally, the performance of our proposed inverse �ltering algorithms is
demonstrated in numerical experiments.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.2 formulates the problems we
consider, discusses identi�ability, and shows that a direct approach is computation-
ally infeasible for large data sizes. Our proposed inverse �ltering algorithms are
given in Section 7.3. In Section 7.4, we consider the design of counter-adversarial
autonomous systems and show how an adversary’s sensors can be estimated from
its actions. The proposed algorithms are evaluated in Section 7.5 in numerical
experiments.

7.1.2 Related Work
Kalman’s inverse optimal control paper [64] from 1964, aiming to determine for
what cost criteria a given control policy is optimal, is an early example of an inverse
problem in signal processing and automatic control. More recently, an interest for
similar problems has been sparked in the machine learning community with the
success of topics such as inverse reinforcement learning, imitation learning and
apprenticeship learning [59, 215–218] in which an agent learns by observing an
expert performing a task (see Section 6.1.1 for an extended discussion).

Variations of inverse �ltering problems can be found in the microeconomics
literature (social learning and revealed preferences; [12, 176]) and the fault detec-
tion literature (e.g., [174, 175, 180, 181]), where the stochastic �lter is a standard
tool. For example, the works [178,179] were motivated by fault detection in mobile
robots and aimed to reconstruct sensor data from state estimates by constructing
an extended observer (see Section 5.1.2 for more details).

To the best of our knowledge, the speci�c inverse �ltering problem we consider
– reconstructing system and sensor parameters directly from posteriors – was
�rst introduced in [86] (i.e., Chapter 5) for HMMs, and later discussed for linear
Gaussian state-space models in [87]. In both these papers, strong simplifying
assumptions were made. In contrast to the present work, it was assumed that i)
the transition kernel P of the system was known, and that ii) the system and the
�lter were matched in the sense that the updateT (πk−1,yk ; P ,B) was used and not
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the more realistic mismatched T (πk−1,yk ; P̂ , B̂), where P̂ and B̂ denote estimates.
The algorithms we propose in this chapter extend those in [86] to not require
knowledge of the transition dynamics, and are agnostic to whether the �lter is
mismatched or not.

The latter is of crucial importance when applying inverse �ltering algorithms in
counter-adversarial scenarios [76–78]. In such, an adversary is trying to estimate
our state (via Bayesian �ltering) and does not, in general, have access to our
transition kernel – recall the setup from Figure 7.1. Hence, its �ltering system is
mismatched (e.g., a maximum likelihood estimate P̂ computed by the adversary is
used instead of the true P ). Compared to [77, 78] that aim to estimate information
private to the adversary, the present work does not assume knowledge of the
adversary’s �lter parameters, nor that its �ltering system is matched.

7.2 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation
In this section, we formally state the problems we consider, and discuss the
uniqueness of the solution. Finally, we outline a “direct” approach and point to
potential computational concerns.

7.2.1 Hidden Markov Models
To be clear, when (7.1)-(7.2) correspond to an HMM on a �nite alphabet Y =
{1, . . . ,Y }, it can be shown (see Appendix 2.B) that the Bayesian �lter (7.5) for
updating the posterior is the HMM �lter (2.35):

πk = T (πk−1,yk ; P ,B) = diag(byk )PT πk−1

1T diag(byk )PT πk−1
, (7.6)

initialized by π0.2 Recall from Chapter 2 that the posterior vector πk ∈ RX has
elements

[πk ]i = Pr[xk = i |y1, . . . ,yk ], i = 1, . . . ,X , (7.7)

and that πk ∈ {π ∈ RX : π ≥ 0,1T π = 1} def.
= ∆ ⊂ RX . That is, the posterior πk

lies on the (X − 1)-dimensional unit simplex which we, in this chapter, will denote
by the symbol ∆.

7.2.2 Inverse Filtering for HMMs
Although the problems we consider in this chapter can be generalized to partially
observed models (7.1)-(7.2) on general state and observation spaces, to obtain

2For notational simplicity, we assume that the initial prior for the �lter is the same as the initial
distribution of the HMM.
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tractable algorithms and analytical expressions, we limit ourselves to only �nite
HMMs:

Problem 7.1 (Inverse Filtering for HMMs). Given a sequence of posteriors
π0,π1, . . . ,πN ∈ RX from an HMM �lter (7.6) with known state and observa-
tion dimensions X and Y , reconstruct the following quantities: i) the transition
matrix P ; ii) the observation matrix B; iii) the observations y1, . . . ,yN .

To ensure that the problem is well-posed, and to simplify our analysis, we
make the following two assumptions:

Assumption 7.1 (Ergodicity). The transition matrix P and the observation matrix
B are elementwise (strictly) positive.

Assumption 7.2 (Identi�ability). The transition matrix P and the observation
matrix B are full column rank.

Assumption 7.1 serves as a proxy for ergodicity of the HMM and the HMM
�lter – it is a common assumption in statistical inference for HMMs [2, 98]. As-
sumption 7.2 is related to identi�ability and assures that no state or observation
distribution is a convex combination of that of another.

Remark 7.1. Neither of these two assumptions is strict – we violate Assumption 7.1
in the numerical experiments in Section 7.5, and Assumption 7.2 could be relaxed
similarly to Assumption 5.3 in Chapter 5. However, they simplify our analysis
and the presentation.

7.2.3 Identifiability in Inverse Filtering
Under Assumptions 7.1 and 7.2, we have the following identi�ability result:

Theorem 7.1. Suppose that two HMMs P , B and P̃ , B̃ both satisfy Assumptions 7.1
and 7.2. Then the HMM �lter is uniquely identi�able in terms of the transition and
observation matrices. That is, for each observation y = 1, . . . ,Y ,

T (π ,y; P ,B) = T (π ,y; P̃ , B̃), ∀π ∈ ∆, (7.8)

if and only if P = P̃ and B = B̃.

Theorem 7.1 guarantees that the HMM �lter update (7.6) is unique in the sense
that two HMMs with di�erent transition and/or observation matrices cannot
generate exactly the same posterior updates. In turn, this leads us to expect that
Problem 7.1 is well-posed; we should be able to reconstruct both P and B uniquely
once the conditions of Theorem 7.1 are ful�lled.
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Note, however, that Theorem 7.1 does not assert that the HMM �lter is identi�-
able from a sample path of posteriors – the sample path could be �nite and/or only
visit a subset of the probability simplex. In particular, in applying Theorem 7.1 for
Problem 7.1, we would need to guarantee that updates from every point on the
simplex have been observed – this seems unnecessarily strong.

The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 7.1 and is the main
identi�ability result of this chapter.

Theorem 7.2. Suppose that two HMMs P , B and P̃ , B̃ both satisfy Assumptions 7.1
and 7.2. Let, for each y = 1, . . . ,Y , ∆y = {πy1 , . . . ,π

y
X ,π

y
X+1} ⊂ ∆ be a set of X + 1

posteriors such that πy1 , . . . ,π
y
X ∈ RX are linearly independent and the last posterior

π
y
X+1 ∈ RX can be written

π
y
X+1 = [β]1π

y
1 + · · · + [β]Xπ

y
X , (7.9)

with β ∈ RX and [β]i , 0 for each i . Then, for each y = 1, . . . ,Y ,

T (π ,y; P ,B) = T (π ,y; P̃ , B̃), ∀π ∈ ∆y , (7.10)

if and only if P = P̃ and B = B̃.

Theorem 7.2 relaxes Theorem 7.1 in the sense that, for each observation
y = 1, . . . ,Y , we only need a sequence ofX +1 posteriors satisfying the conditions
for the set ∆y . The condition (7.9) says that when the last posterior vector in the
set is expressed in the basis corresponding to the �rst X vectors, it has non-zero
components.

To make the theorem more concrete, for X = 3 (in which case it is easy to
visualize), the conditions mean that all posteriors we have obtained cannot lie on
the lines connecting any two posteriors – see Figure 7.2 for an illustration.

7.2.4 Direct Approach to the Inverse Filtering Problem

At a �rst glance, Problem 7.1 appears computationally challenging since there
are combinatorial elements (due to the unknown sequence of observations) and
non-convexity from the products between columns by of the observation matrix
and the transition matrix P in the HMM �lter (7.6).

In order to reconstruct parameters that are consistent with the data (i.e., that
satisfy the �lter equation (7.6) and ful�ll the non-negativity and sum-to-one
constraints imposed by probabilities), a direct approach is to solve the following
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[π ]1[π ]2

[π ]3

Figure 7.2: Illustration of the set ∆y in Theorem 7.2 (for X = 3). The red stars
correspond to πy1 , . . . ,π

y
X and the green cross to πyX+1. For the conditions of the

theorem to be ful�lled, the point πyX+1 cannot lie on the dashed black lines.

feasibility problem:

min
{yk }Nk=1, {by }Yy=1, P

N∑
k=1

πk − diag(byk )PT πk−1

1T diag(byk )PT πk−1


s.t. yk ∈ {1, . . . ,Y }, for k = 1, . . . ,N ,

by ≥ 0, for y = 1, . . . ,Y ,
[b1 . . .bY ]1 = 1,
P1 = 1, P ≥ 0, (7.11)

where the choice of norm is arbitrary since the cost is zero for any feasible set of
parameters. This is analogous to problem (5.4) in Section 5.2.3, but with the added
complication of non-convexity.

The problem (7.11) is combinatorial (in {yk }Nk=1}) and non-convex (in {by }Yy=1
and P ) – in other words, it is computationally costly and challenging to obtain a
solution. In the next section, we will propose an indirect approach that results in
a computationally more attractive solution to Problem 7.1.
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7.3 Inverse Filtering by Exploiting the Structure
of the HMM Filter

In this section, we �rst derive an alternative characterization of the HMM �lter (7.6).
The properties of this characterization allow us to formulate an alternative solution
to Problem 7.1. This solution still requires solving a combinatorial problem (a
nullspace clustering problem, see Problem 7.2 below) that is, essentially, equivalent
to (7.11). However, by leveraging insights from its geometrical interpretation, we
derive a convex relaxation based on structured sparsity regularization (the fused
group LASSO [214]) that permits us to obtain a solution in a computationally
feasible manner.

7.3.1 Alternative Characterization of the HMM Filter
Our �rst result is a variation of the key result (Lemma 5.1) derived in Chapter 5.
First note that the HMM �lter (7.6) can be rewritten as

(7.6) ⇐⇒ bTykP
T πk−1πk = diag(byk )PT πk−1, (7.12)

by simply multiplying by the denominator (which is allowed under Assump-
tion 7.1). By restructuring (7.12), we obtain an alternative characterization of the
HMM �lter (7.6):

Theorem 7.3. Under Assumptions 7.1 and 7.2, the HMM �lter-update (7.6) can be
equivalently written as

(πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]) vec(diag(byk )PT ) = 0, (7.13)

for k = 1, . . . ,N .

To see why the reformulation (7.13) is useful, recall that in Problem 7.1, we aim
to estimate the transition matrix P , the observation matrix B and the observations
yk given posteriors πk . Hence, the coe�cient matrix (πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]) on the
left-hand side of (7.13) is known to us, and all that we aim to estimate is contained
in its nullspace.

7.3.2 Reconstructing P and B from Nullspaces
It is apparent from (7.13) that everything we seek to estimate (i.e., the transition
matrix P , the observation matrix B and the observations) is accommodated in a
vector that lies in the nullspace of a known coe�cient matrix. Even so, it is not
obvious that the sought quantities can be reconstructed from this. In particular,
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since a nullspace is only determined up to scalings of its basis vectors, by leveraging
(7.13) we can at most hope to reconstruct the directions of vectors vec(diag(by )PT ):

αy vec(diag(by )PT ) ∈ RX 2
, y = 1, . . . ,Y , (7.14)

where αy ∈ R>0 correspond to scale factors.
Can a set of vectors (7.14) be factorized into P and B, and do the undetermined

scale factors αy (which are due to the nullspace basis only being determined up to
scaling) pose a problem? Our next theorem shows that it can be done and that
they do not. First, however, note that by reshaping (7.14), we equivalently have
access to matrices ay diag(by )PT ∈ RX×X for y = 1, . . . ,Y .

Theorem 7.4. Given matrices Vy
def.
= αy diag(by )PT for y = 1, . . . ,Y , where P and

B =
[
b1 . . . bY

]
are HMM parameters satisfying Assumptions 7.1 and 7.2, and

αy are strictly positive (unknown) scalars. Let L
def.
=

∑Y
y=1V

T
y . Then, the transition

matrix P can be reconstructed as

P = L diag(L−11). (7.15)

Subsequently, let B̄
def.
=

[
V1P

−T1 . . . VYP
−T1

]
. Then, the observation matrix B

can be reconstructed as
B = B̄ diag(B̄†1). (7.16)

The proof of Theorem 7.4 amounts to algebraically verifying that the relations
(7.15) and (7.16) hold by employing properties of row-stochastic matrices. The last
factor in each equation can be interpreted as a sum-to-one normalization.

7.3.3 How to Compute the Nullspaces?
Theorem 7.4 gives us a procedure to reconstruct the transition and observation
matrices from vectors (7.14) – i.e., vectors parallel to vec(diag(by )PT ) for y =
1, . . . ,Y . The goal in the remaining part of this section is to compute such vectors
from the known coe�cient matrices in (7.13).

If the nullspace of the coe�cient matrix of (7.13) were one-dimensional, we
could proceed as in Chapter 5: since there are only a �nite number of values,
namely Y , that the yk ’s can take, there are only a �nite number of directions in
which the nullspaces can point; along the vectors vec(diag(by )PT ) fory = 1, . . . ,Y .
Hence, once a coe�cient matrix corresponding to each observation y has been
obtained – i.e., once {1, . . . ,Y } ⊂ {yk }Nk=1 –, these directions can be reconstructed.

Unfortunately, the nullspace of the coe�cient matrix of (7.13) is not one-
dimensional:
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Lemma 7.1. Under Assumptions 7.1 and 7.2, we have that

rank(πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]) = X − 1. (7.17)

Since vec(diag(by )PT ) ∈ RX 2 , the nullspace is, in fact,X 2−(X −1) dimensional.
Below, we demonstrate how, by intersecting multiple nullspaces, we can obtain a
one-dimensional subspace (a vector) that is parallel to the vector vec(diag(by )PT )
that we seek.
Remark 7.2. The above is not surprising in the light of that every update (7.6) of
the posterior corresponds to X equations.3 In Chapter 5, only the X parameters
of diag(by ) had to be reconstructed at each time instant since P was assumed
known. Now, instead, we aim to reconstruct the X 2 parameters of diag(by )PT ,
which cannot be done with just one update (i.e., with X equations). Hence, we
will need to employ the equations from several updates.

7.3.4 Special Case: Known Sequence of Observations
To make the workings of our proposed method more transparent, suppose for
the moment that we have access to the sequence of observations y1, . . . ,yN that
were processed by the �lter (7.6). By Theorem 7.3, we know that the vector
vec(diag(byk )PT ) lies in the nullspace of the coe�cient matrix (πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ])
for all k = 1, . . . ,N .

If we consider only the time instants when a certain observation, say y, was
processed, then the vector vec(diag(by )PT ) lies in the nullspace of all the corre-
sponding coe�cient matrices:

vec(diag(by )PT ) ∈
⋂

k :yk=y
ker (πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]), (7.18)

for y = 1, . . . ,Y . Now, if the intersection on the right-hand side of (7.18) is one-
dimensional, this gives us a way to reconstruct the direction of vec(diag(by )PT ).
In this case,

span(vec(diag(by )PT )) =
⋂

k :yk=y
ker (πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]), (7.19)

and we simply compute the one-dimensional intersection. Recall that the next
step would then be to factorize these directions into the products P and B via
Theorem 7.4.

3Actually, only X −1 equations since the sum-to-one property of the posterior makes one equation
super�uous.
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The identi�ability result of Theorem 7.2 tells us that this happens when there
exists a subsequence ∆y ⊂ {πk }k :yk=y that satis�es the criteria in the theorem.
Remark 7.3. In practice, by Remark 7.2, roughly X updates for each y should be
enough. An upper bound on how many samples are expected to be required can
be obtain via similar reasoning as in Lemma 5.3.

7.3.5 Inverse Filtering via Nullspace Clustering
Problem 7.1 is complicated by the fact that in the inverse �ltering problem, we do
not have access to the sequence of observations – we only observe a sequence of
posteriors. Thus, we do not know at what time instants a certain observation y
was processed and, hence, which nullspaces to intersect, as in (7.19), to obtain a
vector parallel to vec(diag(by )PT ).

An abstract version of this problem can be posed as follows:

Problem 7.2 (Nullspace Clustering). Given is a set of matrices {Ak }Nk=1 that can
be divided into Y subsets (clustered) such that the intersection of the nullspaces of
the matrices in each subset is one-dimensional. That is, there are numbers {yk }Nk=1
with yk ∈ {1, . . . ,Y } such that,⋂

k :yk=y
kerAk = span(vy ), (7.20)

for some vector vy with y = 1, . . . ,Y . Find the vectors {vy }Yy=1 that span the
intersections.

We provide a graphical illustration of the nullspace clustering problem in
Figure 7.3. Note that, in our instantiation of the problem, Ak = (πTk−1 ⊗
[πk1T − I ]) is the coe�cient matrix of the HMM �lter (7.13), and each vector
vy = vec(diag(by )PT ) is what we aim to reconstruct.

The problem was simpli�ed in the previous section, since by knowing the
observations y1, . . . ,yN , we know which vector each subspace is generated about
(i.e., the subset assignments) and can simply intersect the subspaces in each subset
to obtain the vectors v1, . . . ,vY . By not having direct access to the sequence of
observations, the problem becomes combinatorial: which nullspaces should be
intersected? Albeit a solution can be obtained via mixed-integer optimization in
much the same fashion as in (7.11), since Problem 7.2 is merely a reformulation of
the original problem, such an approach can be computationally demanding.

We propose instead the following two-step procedure that consists of, �rst,
a convex relaxation, and second, a re�nement step using local heuristics. We
emphasize that if the two steps succeed, then there is nothing approximate about
the solution we obtain – the directions of the vectors vy are obtained exactly.
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v1

vY
0

nullspace of A1
...

nullspace of AN

Figure 7.3: We are given a set of subspaces parametrized by the nullspaces of
matrices A1, . . . ,AN . These subspaces have the property that each subspace
contains one of the Y vectors v1, . . . ,vY . In the nullspace clustering problem
(Problem 7.2), the aim is to �nd the (directions of) vectors v1, . . . ,vY .

Step 1. Convex Relaxation

Compute a solution to the convex problem

min
{wk }Nk=1

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1
‖wi −w j ‖∞

s.t. Akwk = 0, for k = 1, . . . ,N ,
wk ≥ 1, for k = 1, . . . ,N , (7.21)

which aims to �nd N vectors that each lie in the nullspace of the corresponding
matrixAk , and that, by the objective function, are promoted to coincide via a fused
group LASSO [214]. That is, the set {wk }Nk=1 is sparse in the number of unique
vectors. This is a relaxation because we have dropped the hard constraint of there
only being exactly Y di�erent vectors. The constraint wk ≥ 1 assures that we
avoid the trivial case wk = 0 for all k .4 The ‖ · ‖∞-norm is used for convenience
since problem (7.21) can then be recast as a linear program.

4In order to relax Assumption 7.1, this can be replaced by 1Twk ≥ 1 since some components of
the nullspace might then be zero.
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Step 2. Refinement via Spherical Clustering

The solution of (7.21) does not completely solve our problem for two reasons: i) it
is not guaranteed to return precisely Y unique basis vectors, and ii) it does not
tell us to which subset the nullspace of each Ak should be assigned (i.e., we still
do not know which nullspaces to intersect).

In order to address these two points, we perform a local re�nement using
spherical k-means clustering [188] on the set of vectors {wk }Nk=1 resulting from
(7.21). This provides us with a set of Y centroid vectors, as well as a cluster
assignment of each vector wk . We employ the spherical version of k-means since
we seek nullspace basis vectors – the appropriate distance measure is angular
spread, and not the Euclidean norm employed in standard k-means clustering.

Now, the centroid vectors should provide good approximations of the vectors
we seek (since {wk }Nk=1 are expected to be spread around the intersections of
the nullspaces by the sparsity promoting objective in (7.21)). However, they do
not necessarily lie in any nullspace since their computation is unconstrained. To
obtain an exact solution to the problem, we go through the wk ’s assigned to each
cluster in order of distance to the cluster’s centroid and intersect the corresponding
Ak :s’ nullspaces until we obtain a one-dimensional intersection.

It should be underlined that when an intersection that is one-dimensional has
been obtained, the (direction of) the vector vy has been computed exactly. Recall
that in our instantiation of the problem, each vector vy = vec(diag(by )PT ), so that
once these have been reconstructed, they can be decomposed into the transition
matrix P and the observation matrix B according to Theorem 7.4.

Remark 7.4. Theorem 7.4 assumes that we are given the matrices Vy sorted ac-
cording to the actual labeling of the HMM’s observations. If we use the method
described above, the vectors are only obtained up to permutations of the observa-
tion labels (this corresponds to the label assigned to each cluster in the spherical
k-means algorithm). Hence, in practice, we will obtain B up to permutations of its
columns.

7.3.6 Summary of Proposed Algorithm

For convenience, the complete procedure for solving Problem 7.1 is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. It should be pointed out that the algorithm will fail to deter-
mine a solution to Problem 7.1 if it can not intersect down to a one-dimensional
subspace for some y. Then, the direction of the vector vec(diag(by )PT ) cannot be
determined uniquely, and the full set of these vectors is required in Theorem 7.4.
This is because this observation has not been measured enough times, or that the
convex relaxation has failed.
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Algorithm 1 Inverse Filtering (Solution to Problem 7.1)
Require: Sequence of posteriors {πk }Nk=0, dimension Y

1: Compute the coe�cient matrices Ak = (πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]) of (7.13) for k = 1, . . . ,N
2: Compute a solution {wk }Nk=1 to the convex problem (7.21)
3: Run spherical k-means clustering for Y clusters on the vectors {wk }Nk=1
4: for each of the Y clusters do
5: k-set = {}
6: for each wk in order of increasing distance to its cluster’s centroid do
7: Compute intersection of current, and past, corresponding Ak :s’ nullspaces:

i) Add k to k-set,
ii) Compute

⋂
k ∈k-set kerAk

8: if intersection is one-dimensional then
9: Save as vy and proceed to the next cluster

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: Factorize {vy }Yy=1 into P and B using equations (7.15) and (7.16), respectively
14: To obtain the corresponding sequence of observations, see Remark 7.5

Remark 7.5. Once P and B have been reconstructed via Algorithm 1, to obtain the
sequence of observations, simply check which observationy ∈ Y that maps πk−1 to
πk via the HMM �lter (7.6) for k = 1, . . . ,N . This can be done in linear time (in N ).

7.4 Applications of Inverse Filtering to
Counter-Adversarial Autonomous Systems

During the last decade, the importance of defense against adversarial autonomous
treats has been highlighted on numerous occasions – see, e.g., the discussion in
Section 1.1.3 or [76, 183, 219]. In this section, we illustrate how the results in the
previous section can be generalized when i) the posteriors from the Bayesian �lter
are observed in noise, and ii) the �ltering system is mismatched. The problem is
motived by remotely calibrating (i.e., estimating) the sensors of an autonomous
adversary by observing its actions.

7.4.1 Counter-Adversarial Autonomous Systems

Consider an adversary that employs an autonomous �ltering and control system
that estimates our state and takes actions based on a control policy (recall Exam-
ple 1.4 on page 15). The goal in the design of a counter-adversarial autonomous
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Schematic Overview of a Mismatched Counter-Adversarial Autonomous System

Figure 7.4: Schematic illustration of the setup in (7.22)-(7.25). An autonomous
adversary measures our state xk as yk via a sensor B. A mismatched (note that
estimates P̂ and B̂ are employed) �lter is used to compute its posterior πk of
our state. Based on this posterior and a policy G, a public action uk is taken. In
the remote sensor calibration problem (Problem 7.3), the aim is to estimate the
adversary’s sensor B (which, in general, is di�erent from B̂).

(CAA) system is to infer information private to the adversary, and to predict and
guard against its future actions [76–78].

Formally, it can be interpreted as a two-player game in the form of a partially
observed Markov decision process (POMDP; [3]), where information is partitioned
between two players: us and the adversary. The model (7.1)-(7.2) is then general-
ized to:

us: xk ∼ Pxk−1,x = p(x |xk−1), x0 ∼ π0, (7.22)
adversary: yk ∼ Bxk ,y = p(y |xk ), (7.23)
adversary: πk = T (πk−1,yk ; P̂ , B̂), (7.24)

adversary & us: uk ∼ Gπk ,u = p(u |πk ), (7.25)

which should be interpreted as follows. The state xk ∈ X , with initial condition
π0, is our state that we use to probe the adversary. The observation yk ∈ Y is
measured by the adversary, who subsequently computes its posterior (in this
setting, we refer to it also as a belief ) πk of our state using the �lter T from (7.5).5
Note that the adversary does not have perfect knowledge of our transition kernel
P nor of its sensor B; it uses estimates P̂ and B̂ in (7.24). Finally, the adversary
takes an action uk ∈ U , where U is an action set, according to a control policy G

based on its belief.
A schematic overview is drawn in Figure 7.4, where the dashed boxes demar-

cate information between the players (public means both us and the adversary
have access).

5Again, for notational simplicity, we assume that the initial prior for the �lter is the same as the
initial distribution of the state.
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7.4.2 Remote Calibration of an Adversary’s Sensors
Various questions can be asked that are of importance in the design of a CAA
system. The speci�c problem we consider in this section is that of remotely
calibrating the adversary’s sensor:

Problem 7.3 (Remote Sensor Calibration in CAA Systems). Consider the CAA
system (7.22)-(7.25). Given knowledge of our realized state sequence x0,x1,x2, . . . ,
our transition kernel P and the actions taken by the adversary u1,u2, . . . , estimate
the observation likelihoods B of the adversary’s sensor.

A few remarks can be made on the above problem. Our �nal targets are the
likelihoods B, not the adversary’s own estimate B̂. Previous work [77, 78, 86] that
considered the above problem, or variations thereof, assumed that the adversary’s
�lter was perfectly matched (i.e., P̂ = P and B̂ = B) and, hence, that P was known
to the adversary. We generalize to the more challenging setup of a mismatched
�ltering system and will, therefore, have to estimate the adversary’s estimate of
our transition kernel. Moreover, with a solution to Problem 7.3 in place, a natural
extension (not treated in this chapter, however) is the input design problem
adapted to CAA systems: how should we design our transition kernel P so as to i)
maximally confuse the adversary, or ii) optimally estimate its sensor?

In order to leverage the results obtained in the previous chapters and sections,
we consider only discrete CAA systems with continuous actions – that is, where
the state space X = {1, . . . ,X } and observation space Y = {1, . . . ,Y } are discrete,
and the action set U = RU for some integer U . To simplify, we assume that the
dimensions X , Y and U are known to both us and the adversary.

7.4.3 Reconstructing Beliefs from Actions
The feasibility of Problem 7.3 clearly depends on the adversary’s policy. For
example, if the policy is independent of its belief πk , we can hardly hope to
estimate anything regarding its sensors. A natural assumption is that the adversary
is rational and that its policy G is based on optimizing its expected cost [195–197]:

min
uk ∈U

Exk {c(xk ,uk ) |y1, . . . ,yk }

s.t. uk ∈ C, (7.26)

where c(x ,u) is a cost function that depends on our state and an action u ∈ C ⊂ U ,
with C a constraint set.

Recall that the results in Section 7.3 reconstruct �lter parameters from pos-
teriors. In order to employ these results for Problem 7.3, we �rst need to obtain
the adversary’s posterior distributions from its actions. This was discussed in
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Chapter 6 (as well as in [77, 78] in a Bayesian setting). We will use, and brie�y
recap, the main results of Chapter 6 below.

Note, however, that even with a structural form such as (7.26) in place, the
set of potential policies is still in�nite. Without any prior assumptions on the
adversary’s preferences and constraints, it is impossible to conclusively infer
speci�cs regarding its posteriors. We will make the same assumptions as in
Chapter 6, namely:

Assumption 7.3. We know the adversary’s cost function c(x ,u) and its constraint
set C. Moreover, c(x ,u) is convex and di�erentiable in u.

Under this assumption, the full set of posteriors that the adversary could
have had at any time-instant was characterized in Section 6.4. Some regularity
conditions are needed to guarantee that a unique posterior can be reconstructed –
in general, several posteriors can result in the same action (see Sections 6.4.3 and
6.6.1), which would complicate our upcoming treatment of Problem 7.3. One set
of such conditions is the following:

Assumption 7.4. The adversary’s decision is unconstrained in Euclidean space,
i.e., C = U = RU for some dimension U . The matrix

F (u) =
[∇uc(1,u) . . . ∇uc(X ,u)

1 . . . 1

]
(7.27)

has full column rank when evaluated at the observed actions u1, . . . ,uN .

This assumption says, roughly, that the cost functions de�ned in (7.26) are
“di�erent enough”, and that no information is truncated via active constraints. The
key result is then the following:

Theorem 7.5. Under Assumptions 7.3 and 7.4, the posteriors of an adversary select-
ing actions according to (7.26) can be uniquely reconstructed by us from its actions
as

πk = F (uk )†
[
0 . . . 0 1

]T
, (7.28)

for k = 1, . . . ,N , where the matrix F (u) is de�ned in (7.27) and the last vector consists
of X zeros and a single one.

The theorem follows from Theorem 6.1 and the linear independence of columns
of the matrix F (u) in (7.27).

7.4.4 Solution to the Remote Sensor Calibration Problem
In this section, we outline a solution to Problem 7.3 that leverages the above result
and the inverse �ltering algorithms discussed in Section 7.3.
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Step 1. Reconstruct Posteriors Using Theorem 7.5, reconstruct the adver-
sary’s sequence of posteriors π1, . . . ,πN from its observed actions and the struc-
tural form of its policy.

Step 2. Reconstruct P̂ and B̂ Apply Algorithm 1 from Section 7.3 on the
sequence of posteriors. Note that the posteriors were computed by the adversary
using a mismatched �lter (7.24) – i.e., as T (π ,y; P̂ , B̂) –, so that Algorithm 1
reconstructs the adversary’s estimates P̂ and B̂ of our transition matrix P and its
sensor B.

Step 3. Reconstruct the Observations As mentioned in Remark 7.5, once the
parameters of the �lter are known the corresponding sequence of observations
y1, . . . ,yN can be reconstructed.

Step 4. Calibrate the Adversary’s Sensor We now have access to the obser-
vations y1, . . . ,yN that were realized by the HMM (P ,B) and, by the setup of
the CAA system (7.22)-(7.25), the corresponding state sequence x1, . . . ,xN . With
this information, we can compute our maximum likelihood estimate B̌ of the
adversary’s sensor B via

[B̌]i j =
∑N

k=1 I{xk = i,yk = j}∑N
k=1 I{xk = i}

, (7.29)

which corresponds to the M-step in the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm
for HMMs – see, e.g., [21, Section 6.2.3]. This completes the solution to Problem 7.3.

Discussion It is worth making a few remarks at this point. First of all, it should
be underlined that B̂ , B̌ – that is, our estimate B̌ is not necessarily equal to that
of the adversary B̂. In fact, our estimate depends on the number N of observed
actions and is, as such, improving over time by the consistency of the maximum
likelihood estimate. If the adversary does not recalibrate its estimate B̂ online,
then for large enough N , our estimate will eventually be more accurate than the
adversary’s own estimate.

Moreover, the steps in Section 7.4.4 are independent of the accuracy of the
adversary’s estimates P̂ and B̂ (as long as they ful�ll Assumptions 7.1 and 7.2)
since we are exploiting the algebraic structure of its �lter. This means that, even
if the adversary employs a bad estimate of our transition matrix P , as long as it is
taking actions, we can improve our estimate of its sensor B.

Finally, if the setup is modi�ed so that we do not have access to the transition
matrix P or the realized state sequence in (7.22), then the step (7.29) would be
replaced by the full EM algorithm. This would compute our estimates P̌ and B̌
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of the system’s transition matrix P and the adversary’s sensor B based on the
reconstructed observations measured by the adversary. Again, by the asymptotic
properties of the maximum likelihood estimate, the accuracy of these estimates
(that depend on N ) will eventually surpass those of the adversary.

7.5 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we evaluate and illustrate the proposed inverse �ltering algorithms
in numerical examples. All simulations were run in MATLAB R2018a on a 1.9
GHz CPU.

7.5.1 Reconstructing P and B via Inverse Filtering
Recall that Problem 7.1 aims to reconstruct HMM parameters given a sequence
of posterior distributions. Algorithm 1 is deterministic, but there is randomness
in terms of the data (the realization of the HMM) which can cause the algorithm
to fail to reconstruct the HMM’s parameters. This can happen for three di�erent
reasons. First, if a certain observation has been measured too few times then
there are fundamentally too few equations available to reconstruct the parameters
– see Remark 7.2 (in Section 7.3.3). Second, if too few independent equations
have been generated, we do not have identi�ability and cannot intersect to a
one-dimensional subspace in (7.19) – see Theorem 7.2. Third, we rely on a convex
relaxation to solve the original combinatorial problem. This is a heuristic and it is
not guaranteed to converge to a solution of the original problem. Hence, in these
simulations, we estimate the probability of the algorithm succeeding (with respect
to the realization of the HMM data).

In order to demonstrate that the assumptions we have made in the chapter
are not strict, we �rst consider the following HMM:

P =


0 1/2 0 0 1/2

1/2 0 1/2 0 0
0 1/2 0 1/2 0
0 0 1/2 0 1/2

1/2 0 0 1/2 0


, B =


2/5 2/5 1/5
2/5 2/5 1/5
2/5 1/5 2/5
1/5 2/5 2/5
1/5 2/5 2/5


. (7.30)

Note that its transition matrix corresponds to a random walk, which violates
Assumption 7.1.

We consider a reconstruction successful if the error in norm is smaller than
10−3 for both P and B. We generated 100 independent realizations for a range
of values of N (the number of posteriors). The fractions of times that P and B

were successfully reconstructed are plotted in Figure 7.5, with red diamonds for
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Figure 7.5: In Problem 7.1, we obtain a sequence {πk }Nk=0 of posteriors from an
HMM �lter (7.6). Out of 100 realizations, for each value of N , we compute the
fraction of times that Algorithm 1 successfully reconstructs the transition matrix
P and the observation matrix B of the HMM (red diamonds). We also plot the
success rate of an oracle method (green circles) that has access to the observations.
With around N = 50 posteriors, the proposed algorithm succeeds in more than
90% of the cases.

Algorithm 1 and with green circles for an oracle method that has access to the
corresponding sequence of observations. The oracle method provides an upper
bound on the success rate (if it fails, it is not possible to uniquely reconstruct the
HMM parameters, as discussed above). The gap between the curves is due to the
convex relaxation.

A few things should be noted from Figure 7.5. First, with only around 50
posteriors from the HMM �lter, the fraction of times the algorithm succeeds in
solving Problem 7.1 is high (≈ 93%). Second, the gap between the two curves
is small – hence, the convex relaxation is successful in achieving a solution to
the original combinatorial problem. Finally, it should be mentioned that with 50
posteriors, the run-time is approximately thirty seconds.

7.5.2 Evolution of the Posterior Distribution

Next, to illustrate the conditions of Theorem 7.2, we plot the set {πk }50
k=0 on the sim-

plex. To be able to visualize the data, we consider an HMM with dimension X = 3:

P =


0.8 0.1 0.1
0.05 0.9 0.05
0.2 0.1 0.7

 , B =


0.7 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.8 0.1
0.05 0.05 0.9

 . (7.31)
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[π ]1[π ]2

[π ]3
Evolution of the Posterior Distribution

Figure 7.6: A realization of the set {πk }50
k=0, corresponding to the HMM (7.31),

illustrated on the simplex. The points are labeled according to what observation
was measured: y = 1 (red triangle), y = 2 (blue cross), y = 3 (green circle). To
ful�ll the conditions of Theorem 7.2, the points corresponding to each observation
cannot all lie on the lines connecting any two points – see Figure 7.2.

In Figure 7.6, each posterior has been marked according to which observation
was subsequently measured. We can clearly �nd four posteriors, for each observa-
tion, that are su�ciently disperse (see the illustration in Figure 7.2), and hence
ful�ll the conditions for Theorem 7.2 that guarantee a unique solution.

The results of simulations with the same setup as before are shown in Figure 7.7.
Similar conclusions can be drawn: with around 50 posteriors, the algorithm has a
high rate of success.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed and discussed general inverse �ltering problems.
For HMMs with �nite observation spaces, we proposed algorithms to reconstruct
the transition matrix, the observation likelihoods and the measured observations
from a sequence of posterior distributions computed by an HMM �lter. Our key
algorithm is a two-step procedure based on a convex relaxation and a subsequent
local re�nement. We discussed and derived conditions for identi�ability in inverse
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Figure 7.7: Same setup as in Figure 7.5, but with the HMM (7.31). With access to
around 50 posteriors, Algorithm 1 succeeds in reconstructing P and B in about
95% of the simulations.

�ltering. As an application of our results, we demonstrated how the proposed
algorithms can be employed in the design of counter-adversarial autonomous
systems: how can we remotely calibrate the sensors of an autonomous adver-
sary based on its actions? Lastly, the algorithms were evaluated and veri�ed in
numerical experiments.





Appendix

7.A Proof of Theorem 7.1
To prove Theorem 7.1, we will use the following auxiliary lemma:

Lemma 7.2. Let A ∈ RX×X andM ∈ RX×X be two non-singular matrices. If

Ax = κ(x)Mx , ∀x ∈ ∆, (7.32)

where κ(x) is a non-zero scalar, and ∆ = {x ∈ RX : x ≥ 0,1Tx = 1} is the unit
simplex, then

A = κM, (7.33)

where κ is a non-zero constant scalar.

Proof. Consider the ith Cartesian basis vector ei ∈ ∆:

Aei = κ(ei )Mei . (7.34)

Concatenate (7.34) for i = 1, . . . ,X , to get

A
[
e1 . . . eX

]
= M

[
κ(e1)e1 . . . κ(eX )eX

]
=⇒

A = M


κ(e1) 0

. . .

0 κ(eX )

 . (7.35)

Next, consider any vector on the simplex with non-zero components:

x = [x]1e1 + · · · + [x]X eX ∈ ∆, (7.36)

such that [x]i , 0 for i = 1, . . . ,X . Introducing (7.35) in (7.32) for this x yields

M


κ(e1) 0

. . .

0 κ(eX )

 ([x]1e1 + · · · + [x]X eX )

= κ(x)M ([x]1e1 + · · · + [x]X eX ) =⇒
κ(e1)[x]1e1 + · · · + κ(eX )[x]X eX

= κ(x)[x]1e1 + · · · + κ(x)[x]X eX , (7.37)
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where in the implication we have multiplied by M−1 from the left and simpli�ed
the expression. Since the ei ’s are linearly independent, consider any component
of (7.37):

κ(ei )[x]i = κ(x)[x]i =⇒
κ(ei ) = κ(x), (7.38)

for i = 1, . . . ,X , since [x]i , 0. In other words,

κ(e1) = · · · = κ(eX ) = κ(x) def.
= κ (7.39)

is constant. Introducing this in (7.35) yields

A = M


κ 0
. . .

0 κ


= κM . (7.40)

�

To employ Lemma 7.2, we reformulate (7.10) as follows:

T (π ,y; P ,B) = T (π ,y; P̃ , B̃) =⇒
diag(by )PT π

1T diag(by )PT π
=

diag(b̃y )P̃T π
1T diag(b̃y )P̃T π

=⇒

diag(by )PT π =
1T diag(by )PT π
1T diag(b̃y )P̃T π

diag(b̃y )P̃T π , (7.41)

which holds for all π ∈ ∆ and y = 1, . . . ,Y .
Next, we consider (7.41) for a �xed y, and note that the matrices diag(by )PT

and diag(b̃y )P̃T are non-singular (by Assumptions 7.1 and 7.2). Lemma 7.2 then
yields that

diag(by )PT = α(y) diag(b̃y )P̃T =⇒
P diag(by ) = P̃α(y) diag(b̃y ), (7.42)

where α(y) ∈ R is a scalar and which holds for y = 1, . . . ,Y .
If we sum equations (7.42) over y, and use the fact that B is a stochastic matrix,

Y∑
y=1

P diag(by ) =
Y∑
y=1

P̃α(y) diag(b̃y ), =⇒

P = P̃
Y∑
y=1

α(y) diag(b̃y ), (7.43)
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and then right-multiply by 1, and use that P is a stochastic matrix, we obtain

P1 = P̃
Y∑
y=1

α(y) diag(b̃y )1, =⇒

1 = P̃
Y∑
y=1

α(y)b̃y . (7.44)

Pre-multiplying by P̃−1 yields

P̃−11 = P̃−1P̃
Y∑
y=1

α(y)b̃y =⇒

1 =

Y∑
y=1

α(y)b̃y , (7.45)

where we have used the fact that the row-sums of the inverse of a (row) stochastic
matrix are all equal to one.6 By applying the diag()-operation to (7.45), we see that

I =
Y∑
y=1

α(y) diag(b̃y ), (7.46)

which when introduced in (7.43) yields that

P̃ = P . (7.47)

Next, note that (7.45) can be rewritten as 1 = B̃
[
α(1) . . . α(Y )]T . We know

that B̃1 = 1, since it is a stochastic matrix, and that B̃ has full column rank by
assumption. Hence, 1 =

[
α(1) . . . α(Y )]T . This yields

by = b̃y , (7.48)

for y = 1, . . . ,Y , from (7.42) by �rst pre-multiplying by P−1.
The other direction is trivial: if P = P̃ and B = B̃, then T (π ,y; P ,B) =

T (π ,y; P̃ , B̃) for all π ∈ ∆ and each y = 1, . . . ,Y by (7.6):

diag(by )PT π
1T diag(by )PT π

=
diag(b̃y )P̃T π

1T diag(b̃y )P̃T π
. (7.49)

6To see this, consider an invertible stochastic matrix A: A1 = 1 =⇒ A−1A1 = A−11 =⇒
A−11 = 1.
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7.B Proof of Theorem 7.2
We begin by giving a generalization of Lemma 7.2:

Lemma 7.3. Let A ∈ RX×X and M ∈ RX×X be two non-singular matrices and
Z = {z1, . . . , zX , zX+1} be a set of vectors where z1, . . . , zX ∈ RX are linearly
independent and the last vector when expressed in this basis has non-zero components
– that is, zX+1 ∈ RX can be written

zX+1 = [β]1z1 + · · · + [β]XzX , (7.50)

with β ∈ RX and [β]i , 0 for i = 1, . . . ,X . If

Ax = κ(x)Mx , ∀x ∈ Z, (7.51)

where κ(x) is a non-zero scalar, then
A = κM, (7.52)

where κ is a non-zero constant scalar.

Proof. For the ith vector in Z , we have by (7.51) that

Azi = κ(zi )Mzi , (7.53)

which can be concatenated to

A
[
z1 . . . zX

]
= M

[
κ(z1)z1 . . . κ(zX )zX

]
=⇒

AZ = M
[
z1 . . . zX

] 
κ(z1) 0

. . .

0 κ(zX )


= MZ


κ(z1) 0

. . .

0 κ(zX )

 , (7.54)

where we have denoted Z =
[
z1 . . . zX

]
.

We can rewrite (7.50) with this de�nition of Z as

zX+1 = Zβ , (7.55)

which together with (7.54) yields

AzX+1 = AZβ

= MZ


κ(z1) 0

. . .

0 κ(zX )

 β . (7.56)
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Next, by employing (7.51) for zX+1 and using (7.55), we obtain

AzX+1 = κ(zX+1)MzX+1

= κ(zX+1)MZβ . (7.57)

Equating (7.56) and (7.57) yields

MZ


κ(z1) 0

. . .

0 κ(zX )

 β = κ(zX+1)MZβ =⇒


κ(z1) 0

. . .

0 κ(zX )

 β = κ(zX+1)β , (7.58)

by multiplying by the inverse of MZ from the left. The ith component of (7.58) is

κ(zi )[β]i = κ(zX+1)[β]i =⇒
κ(zi ) = κ(zX+1), (7.59)

since [β]i , 0. Hence,

κ(z1) = · · · = κ(zX ) = κ(zX+1) def.
= κ, (7.60)

which when introduced in (7.54) yields

AZ = MZ


κ 0
. . .

0 κ


= κMZ , (7.61)

or, �nally, A = κM by multiplying with the inverse of Z from the right.
�

Remark 7.6. Note that Lemma 7.2 follows from Lemma 7.3 by considering the
vectors e1, . . . , eX ∈ ∆ and any vector in the interior of the simplex.

As in the proof of Theorem 7.1, to employ Lemma 7.3, we �rst reformulate
(7.10) as follows:

T (π ,y; P ,B) = T (π ,y; P̃ , B̃) =⇒
diag(by )PT π

1T diag(by )PT π
=

diag(b̃y )P̃T π
1T diag(b̃y )P̃T π

=⇒

diag(by )PT π =
1T diag(by )PT π
1T diag(b̃y )P̃T π

diag(b̃y )P̃T π , (7.62)
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which holds for y = 1, . . . ,Y and π ∈ ∆y .
For a �xed y, the conditions of Lemma 7.3 are ful�lled; identify ∆y with the set

Z and note that the matrices diag(b̃y )P̃T and diag(b̃y )P̃T are non-singular. Hence,

diag(by )PT = α(y) diag(b̃y )P̃T , (7.63)

or, by taking the transpose,

P diag(by ) = P̃α(y) diag(b̃y ), (7.64)

for y = 1, . . . ,Y . The setup is now exactly the same as after (7.42) in the proof of
Theorem 7.1 – the rest of the proof is identical.

7.C Proof of Theorem 7.3
Multiply expression (7.6) for the HMM �lter by its denominator to obtain (7.12),
and then reshu�e the terms:

1T diag(byk )PT πk−1πk = diag(byk )PT πk−1 ⇐⇒
πk1

T diag(byk )PT πk−1 = diag(byk )PT πk−1 ⇐⇒(
πk1

T − I
)

diag(byk )PT πk−1 = 0. (7.65)

By vectorizing and employing a well-known result relating the vectorization
operator to Kronecker and matrix products7 [165], with an appropriate grouping
of the terms, we obtain that

vec
{[
πk1

T − I ] (
diag(byk )PT

)
πk−1

}
= 0 ⇐⇒(

πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]
)

vec(diag(byk )PT ) = 0. (7.66)

7.D Proof of Theorem 7.4
By de�nition, we have that

L
def.
=

Y∑
y=1

VT
y

=

Y∑
y=1
(αy diag(by )PT )T

= P
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by ). (7.67)

7For matrices A, B and C of compatible dimensions: vec(ABC) = (CT ⊗ A) vec(B).
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First, note that L is invertible since P is invertible (by Assumption 7.2) and the
result of the summation is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive entries (by
Assumption 7.1). Next, we evaluate L diag(L−11) by introducing (7.67):

L diag(L−11) = P

(
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)

diag

(
P

Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)−1

1


= P

(
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)

diag

(
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)−1

P−11


= P

(
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)

diag

(
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)−1

1


= P

(
Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
) (

Y∑
y=1

αy diag(by )
)−1

= P , (7.68)

where in the third equality we used the fact that the inverse of a row-stochastic
matrix has elements on each row that sum to one,8 and in the fourth that the result
of the summation is a diagonal matrix and that it has a diagonal inverse that is
obtained by inverting each element.9 This allows us to reconstruct the transition
matrix P .

To reconstruct the observation matrix, we proceed as follows. First note that
by multiplying Vy by P−T1 from the right, we obtain

VyP
−T1 = αy diag(by )PT (P−T1)
= αyby , (7.69)

which is column y of the observation matrix scaled by a factor αy . By horizontally
stacking such vectors, we build the matrix

B̄
def.
=

[
V1P

−T1 . . . VYP
−T1

]
=

[
α1b1 · · · αYbY

]
=

[
b1 · · · bY

]
diag([α1 . . . αY ]T )

= B diag([α1 . . . αY ]T ), (7.70)

which is the observation matrix B with scaled columns.
8Assume A is invertible and row-stochastic: A1 = 1 =⇒ A−1A1 = A−11 =⇒ 1 = A−11.
9If D is a diagonal matrix, then diag(D1) = D .
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From (7.70), it is clear that each column of B̄ is colinear with each corresponding
column of B. Hence, we seek a diagonal matrix that properly normalizes B̄:

B = B̄ diag(d), (7.71)

where d ∈ RY is the vector of how much each column should be scaled. Note
that this is analogous to equations (5.9) and (5.14) in Chapter 5, and the following
amounts, essentially, to the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Appendix 5.D. By multiplying
(7.71) from the right by 1 and employing the sum-to-one property of B, we obtain
that the following should hold

B1 = B̄ diag(d)1 =⇒
1 = B̄d . (7.72)

A solution to this equation exists by (7.70) and that the αy ’s are non-zero – each
element of d is simply the inverse of each αy . Now, since B is full column rank
and the αy ’s are non-zero, relation (7.70) implies that B̄ is also full column rank.
Hence, the unique vector of normalization factors d is

d = B̄†1. (7.73)

7.E Proof of Lemma 7.1
We employ the following rank-result for Kronecker products [165]:

rank(A ⊗ B) = rank(A) rank(B), (7.74)

which implies that

rank(πTk−1 ⊗ [πk1T − I ]) = 1 × rank(πk1T − I ). (7.75)

The last factor rank(πk1T − I ) is equal to X − 1, since it is a rank-1 perturbation
to the identity matrix.

7.F Proof of Remark 7.5
To see that a unique observation can be reconstructed at each time instant k ,
suppose that πk = T (πk−1,yk ; P ,B) = T (πk−1, ỹk ; P ,B). We have, for a general
posterior vector π ∈ ∆ and two observations y, ỹ ∈ Y , that

T (π ,y; P ,B) = T (π , ỹ; P ,B) =⇒
diag(by )PT π

1T diag(by )PT π
=

diag(bỹ )PT π
1T diag(bỹ )PT π

=⇒

diag(by )PT π = α diag(bỹ )PT π , (7.76)
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where α ∈ R>0 a positive scalar. In continuation, equation (7.76) implies(
diag(by ) − α diag(bỹ )

)
PT π = 0 =⇒

diag(by − αbỹ )PT π = 0 =⇒[
by − αbỹ

]
i

[
PT π

]
i = 0, i = 1, . . . ,X . (7.77)

Under Assumption 7.1, we have that
[
PT π

]
i > 0, so that we must have[

by − αbỹ
]
i = 0, for i = 1, . . . ,X . Equivalently,

by = αbỹ . (7.78)

This yields, under Assumption 7.2, that α = 1 and y = ỹ.

7.G Proof of Theorem 7.5
Recall that, in essence, Theorem 6.1 amounts to writing down the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker conditions for (7.26) and considering the posterior as an unknown variable.
It follows directly from Theorem 6.1 that the adversary could have held a belief
πk when making the decision uk if and only if

πk ∈
{
π ∈ ∆ :

X∑
i=1
[π ]i∇uc(i,uk ) = 0

}
. (7.79)

The set in (7.79) can be rewritten on matrix-vector form as
π ∈ RX

≥0 :
[∇uc(1,uk ) . . . ∇uc(X ,uk )

1 . . . 1

]
π =


0
...
0
1



, (7.80)

which is non-empty by the fact that the adversary made a decision. Since, by
Assumption 7.4, the matrix

F (uk ) =
[∇uc(1,uk ) . . . ∇uc(X ,uk )

1 . . . 1

]
(7.81)

has full column rank, the set (7.79) – or, equivalently (7.80) – is singleton and the
sole posterior in it is

πk = F (uk )†

0
...
0
1


, (7.82)

where † denotes pseudo-inverse.





Chapter 8

A Bayesian Approach to
Estimating Private Beliefs

We now outline how the problem of estimating an agent’s private belief
(introduced in Chapter 6) can be treated in a Bayesian framework. This

allows us take more general policy structures into account (e.g., discrete action-
spaces and randomized policies). Moreover, since the agent’s generative model for
its beliefs is integrated in the framework, we obtain not only the set of beliefs that
are consistent with data (as in Theorem 6.1), but a full probabilistic rating over these
beliefs. We frame the problem as designing a counter-adversarial autonomous
system in this chapter (see Section 1.1.3 and, in particular Example 1.4), but the
setup can be adapted to other settings (e.g., social learning).

8.1 Introduction
Recall the formal model of a general counter-adversarial autonomous (CAA) system
from the previous chapter (Section 7.4): An adversary employs an autonomous
�ltering and control system that estimates our state and takes actions based on a
control policy. It can be seen as a game (or, a POMDP) between two players (us
and the adversary), with the following dynamics:

us: xk ∼ Pxk−1,x = p(x |xk−1), x0 ∼ π0, (8.1)
adversary: yk ∼ Bxk ,y = p(y |xk ), (8.2)
adversary: πk = T (πk−1,yk ), (8.3)

adversary & us: uk ∼ Gπk ,u = p(u |πk ), (8.4)

where k denotes discrete time. To be more speci�c, the model (8.1)-(8.4) should be
interpreted as follows:

• xk ∈ X is our Markovian state that evolves according to a transition kernel
P . Its initial distribution is π0.

• yk ∈ Y is the adversary’s observation of our current state. The observation
is measured according to the observation likelihoods B.
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Schematic Overview of a Counter-Adversarial Autonomous System

Figure 8.1: Schematic illustration of the setup in (8.1)-(8.4). An autonomous
adversary measures our state xk as yk via a sensor B. A Bayesian �lter T is used
to compute its posterior πk of our state. Based on this posterior and a policy G, a
public action uk is taken.

• The map T is the Bayesian �lter:

{T (π ,y)}(x) =
Bx,y

∫
X Pζ ,xπ (ζ )dζ∫

X Bx,y
∫
X Pζ ,xπ (ζ )dζdx

, x ∈ X , (8.5)

that computes the belief πk (x) = p(xk = x |y1, . . . ,yk ) recursively. This
update is performed by the adversary who is trying to estimate our state xk .
Remark 8.1. For simplicity, we do not consider mismatched �ltering here.

• The adversary selects an action based on its current belief πk , and uk ∈ U is
our measurement of it. Note that G allows for a randomized policy and/or a
noisy observation of the action.1

For convenience, the setup is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The central question that
we pose in this chapter is similar to that of Chapter 6:

Given what is observed by us (i.e., the state sequence x0, . . . ,xk and
the actions u1, . . . ,uk ), how can we estimate the adversary’s beliefs
π1, . . . ,πk ?

Reconstructing the adversary’s beliefs forms a foundation for analyzing the
behavior of the adversary; it establishes a basis for predicting and, hence also
taking appropriate counter-actions against, future actions. Moreover, it leads
to other important questions: How accurate are the adversary’s sensors (i.e.,
the remote sensor calibration problem, Problem 7.3)? How should our state
sequence (transition kernel) be designed so as to estimate the adversary’s sensors
as accurately as possible and/or to maximally confuse it? These questions have
practical implications in, not only algorithmic warfare and cyber-physical security,
but also in, e.g., interactive learning [77].

1See Appendix 8.A for the full formal model of a CAA system.
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In summary, the main results of this chapter are:

• We derive a recursion for the optimal smoother for estimating the adver-
sary’s beliefs given the state sequence and its observed actions;

• We illustrate and evaluate the performance of the optimal smoother in
numerical experiments.

The organization of the chapter is as follows. Preliminaries and formal problem
statements are given in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, we show how the smoother’s
forward variables can be computed. The chapter’s main contributions are in
Section 8.4 where the optimal smoother for estimating the adversary’s beliefs is
derived. There, we also specialize to discrete CAA systems. Finally, we evaluate
the proposed algorithms in numerical experiments in Section 8.5.

8.1.1 Related Work
As we have seen, the problems considered in the present chapter are a type of
inverse �ltering problem. Algebraic solutions to the problem of reconstructing
sensor parameters given posteriors from an HMM or a linear Gaussian state-space
model have been proposed in Chapter 5 and [87], respectively. In a CAA-system
scenario, these works assume direct access to the adversary’s beliefs and use them
to infer its sensor’s speci�cations – more realistically, the adversary would reveal
only actions based on its beliefs.

To deal with this assumption, in Chapter 6 we considered sequential stochastic
decision problems and determined the set of beliefs that a rational adversary could
have held given an observed action. We then connected this with inverse �ltering
for HMMs in Chapter 7 to estimate the adversary’s sensor parameters (Section 7.4).
The solution proposed in Chapter 6 to estimate the adversary’s beliefs is based
on inverse optimization techniques and, essentially, inverts relation (8.4) for a
speci�c policy structure – namely that of a deterministic myopic agent solving
(6.5). In the present chapter, we allow the adversary to have a general, potentially
randomized, policy. Furthermore, the solution in Chapter 6 is oblivious to the
process generating the adversary’s beliefs, which, in a CAA system, is the model
(8.1)-(8.3). In the present chapter, we take the full generative model into account
and compute the Bayesian posterior of the adversary’s beliefs. Due to being model-
based, we can rule out beliefs that are feasible with respect to the adversary’s
policy, but not with respect to the dynamics of the game. Moreover, we obtain a
full probabilistic characterization of how likely di�erent beliefs are.

We build on and extend the recent work [77] in which a Bayesian framework
for inverse �ltering in CAA systems was proposed. In particular, [77] derived the
optimal inverse �lter (which computes the posterior of the adversary’s current
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belief given a state sequence and actions). We employ this result to derive the
optimal smoother (which computes the posteriors of all the adversary’s past beliefs).
This yields more accurate estimates (in a mean-squared error sense), since more
information is included in the smoother than the �lter [106].

8.2 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

In this section, we recap how the model (8.1)-(8.4) instantiates itself for discrete
CAA systems. We also provide formal statements of the problems we treat in this
chapter.

8.2.1 Discrete CAA Systems

In discrete CAA systems, the model (8.1)-(8.4) takes the form:

• Our state xk ∈ X = {1, . . . ,X } is �nite. It evolves according to a transition
probability matrix P with elements [P]i j = Pr[xk+1 = j |xk = i], where
1 ≤ i, j ≤ X .

• The adversary’s observation yk ∈ Y = {1, . . . ,Y } is also �nite. It is sampled
according to an observation probability matrix B with elements [B]i j =
Pr[yk = j |xk = i], where 1 ≤ i ≤ X and 1 ≤ j ≤ Y .

• Note that xk and yk de�ne an HMM. Hence, the Bayesian �lter T employed
by the adversary is the HMM �lter (2.35):

πk = T (πk−1,yk ) =
BykP

T πk−1

1TBykP
T πk−1

, (8.6)

where the belief πk ∈ RX is a a non-negative vector [πk ]i = Pr[xk = i |y1:k ],
and By = diag(Bey ) ∈ RX×X is a diagonal matrix of the yth column of the
observation matrix B.

• Albeit not strictly necessary, to simplify some later expressions, we as-
sume that P > 0 and that no two columns of the B matrix are parallel
(Assumption 5.3).

• uk ∈ U = {1, . . . ,U } is our measurement of the adversary’s action based
on its current belief πk .
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8.2.2 Inverse Filtering Problems for CAA Systems
Formally, the problems we consider in this chapter are:

Problem 8.1. Consider the CAA system (8.1)-(8.4). Suppose probability distribu-
tions P , G and B are known, as well as the initial belief π0. Given a state sequence
x0, . . . ,xN and observed actions u1, . . . ,uN , estimate the adversary’s belief πk by
computing:

a) the �lter posterior p(πk |u1:k ,x0:k );

b) the smoother posterior p(πk |u1:N ,x0:N ),

where k ≤ N .

Recall that from a practical point of view, estimating the adversary’s belief
allows us to predict (in a Bayesian sense) future actions of the adversary. In the
design of CAA systems, this facilitates devising e�ective measures against such
actions.
Remark 8.2. In terms of our assumptions; since we control the state sequence
via P , we can argue for perfect knowledge of it. The adversary’s policy G can
be estimated by reasoning about what is rational of the adversary’s to do in
di�erent scenarios. Knowledge of the adversary’s sensor B can be obtained via i)
espionage/(military) intelligence, ii) using remote sensor calibration techniques
(e.g., Section 7.4.2), or iii) interpreting Problem 8.1 as a subproblem in an iterative
maximum-likelihood algorithm (see [77]).

8.3 Optimal Inverse Filter for Estimating the
Current Belief

In this section, we present the solution of the inverse �ltering problem for CAA
systems that was proposed in [77] – it estimates the adversary’s beliefs by a
�ltering recursion (Problem 8.1a). This is a crucial component of the optimal
smoother we derive in the next section.

8.3.1 General Inverse Filter
Under the model de�ned in (8.1)-(8.4), the aim of Problem 8.1a is to compute the
posterior of the adversary’s current belief given knowledge of our state sequence
and its recorded actions up to the present time:

αk (π ) def.
= p(πk = π |u1:k ,x0:k ). (8.7)
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Before providing the details, note that αk (·) is a density over Π, where Π is the set
of all beliefs from (8.5). In particular, if the state-space X is continuous, then Π

is a function space comprising the space of density functions; if X is �nite, then
Π is the unit (X − 1)-dimensional simplex ∆ (corresponding to X -dimensional
probability vectors).

A key result in [77] is a recursive algorithm for computing the posterior αk (π ):

Theorem 8.1 ( [77, Theorem 1] ). The posterior αk in (8.7) satis�es the following
�ltering recursion initialized by a prior random measure α0 = p(π0):

αk+1(π ) =
Gπ ,uk+1

∫
Π
Bxk+1,yπk ,π

αk (πk )dπk∫
Π
Gπ̄ ,uk+1

∫
Π
Bxk+1,yπk , π̄

αk (πk )dπkdπ̄
. (8.8)

Here, yπk ,π is the observation such that π = T (πk ,y) where T is the adversary’s
�lter (8.3). The conditional mean estimate of the belief is E

{
πk+1 |u1:k+1,x0:k+1

}
=∫

Π
παk+1(π )dπ .

We refer to the update (8.8) as the optimal inverse �lter. For simplicity, we
assume the initial prior to be a Dirac-delta function placed in π0, i.e., α0(π ) =
δ (π − π0).
Remark 8.3. It might be surprising to see that that the transition kernel P does
not appear in (8.8). In fact, it does appear, but it is concealed in the computation
of yπk ,π .

8.3.2 Inverse Filter for Discrete CAA Systems

Depending on the characteristics of the dynamic game (8.1)-(8.4) and the adver-
sary’s belief space Π, the integrals in (8.8) can be tractable or not to compute.
A few special cases are known to admit �nite-dimensional characterizations of
the optimal inverse �lter: discrete CAA systems and linear-Gaussian CAA sys-
tems [77]. To remain within the scope of the thesis, we will focus on the former,
where the integrals, essentially, are replaced by sums.

Consider the CAA system (8.1)-(8.4) with discrete variables as given in Sec-
tion 8.2.1. De�ne the following recursive sequence of belief sets:

Πk
def.
= {T (π ,y) : y ∈ Y,π ∈ Πk−1} , (8.9)

initiated with Π0 = {π0}. Then, from Theorem 8.1, it follows that the optimal
inverse �lter has the following �nite-dimensional form:
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Corollary 8.1. For a discrete CAA system (de�ned in Section 8.2.1), the optimal
inverse �lter (8.8) takes the form

αk+1(π ) =
Gπ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk [B]xk+1,yπ ′,π αk (π ′)∑

π̄ ∈Πk+1 Gπ̄ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk [B]xk+1,yπ ′, π̄ αk (π ′)

, (8.10)

for π ∈ Πk+1. The conditional mean estimate of the adversary’s belief is

E
{
πk+1 |u1:k+1,x0:k+1

}
=

∑
π ∈Πk+1

παk+1(π ). (8.11)

Remark 8.4. It should be noted that we de�ne [B]x,� = 0, which happens if there
is no observation yπ ′,π that maps π ′ to π via the �lter T .

8.4 Optimal Fixed-Interval Smoother for
Estimating Beliefs in CAA Systems

We are now in a position to derive the main theoretical result of this chapter: given
knowledge of our state sequence x0:N and recorded actions of the adversary u1:N ,
what can be said about the corresponding (for us, unobserved) sequence of beliefs
π1:N that were held by the adversary? More speci�cally, we aim to determine the
conditional distribution of the belief at time k given measurements up to time
N ≥ k (i.e., Problem 8.1b). This is a well-studied problem for partially observed
dynamical models and the task is generally referred to as smoothing [2, 3].

8.4.1 Optimal Smoother for CAA Systems

We focus on determining the �xed-interval smoother in which the number of mea-
surements N is kept �xed and the aim is to determine the conditional distribution
of πk for values of k between 1 and N – the underlying graphical model is illus-
trated in Figure 8.2. From this result, one can subsequently derive, e.g., the �xed-lag
smoother (where one tries to estimate the adversary’s belief some �xed number
of time-steps in the past for an ever-increasing number of measurements N ).

Our key result is the following theorem that provides a recursive algorithm
for computing the (�xed-interval) smoothing distribution

αk |N (π ) def.
= p(πk = π |u1:N ,x0:N ), (8.12)

where N is �xed and 1 ≤ k ≤ N .
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x0 x1 x2 xk xN. . . . . .

y1 y2 yk yN

π1π0 π2 πk πN. . . . . .

u1 u2 uk uN

Figure 8.2: The graphical model underlying the inverse �ltering problem for CAA
systems – i.e., (8.1)-(8.4). The shaded nodes are known to us, and the white nodes
are known only to the adversary. Our aim is to estimate the adversary’s beliefs
π1, . . . ,πN .

Theorem 8.2. The smoothing distribution αk |N (π ) satis�es

αk |N (π ) =
βk |N (π )αk (π )∫

Π
βk |N (π ′)αk (π ′)dπ ′

, (8.13)

where αk (π ) is the optimal inverse �lter (8.8) – or, the forward variable – and the
backward variable βk |N (π ) can be computed recursively via

βk |N (π ) =
∫
Π
Gz,uk+1Pxk ,xk+1Bxk ,yπ ,z βk+1 |N (z)dz, (8.14)

initialized by βN |N (π ) = 1, for all π ∈ Π.
Note that, as in Theorem 8.1, yπ ,z is the observation such that z = T (π ,y),

whereT is the adversary’s �lter (8.3), and the smoothed conditional mean estimate
is

E
{
πk |u1:N ,x0:N

}
=

∫
Π
παk |N (π )dπ . (8.15)

Remark 8.5. We do not refer to this as an “optimal inverse smoother”, but rather
as an “optimal smoother for the inverse �ltering problem for CAA systems”. It is
the adversary’s �lter we aim to invert (by using a smoother); the adversary is not
employing a smoother.

8.4.2 Optimal Smoother for Discrete CAA Systems
As in Section 8.3.2, the tractability of the integrals depend on the structure of the
CAA system. We now detail how Theorem 8.2 can be applied to discrete CAA
systems:
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Corollary 8.2. For a discrete CAA system (de�ned in Section 8.2.1), the smoother
αk |N (π ) can be evaluated via

αk |N (π ) =
βk |N (π )αk (π )∑

π ′∈Πk βk |N (π ′)αk (π ′)
, (8.16)

for π ∈ Πk . Here, αk (π ) is the optimal inverse �lter (8.10) and the backward variable
βk |N (π ) is computed recursively via

βk |N (π ) =
∑

z∈Πk+1

Gz,uk+1 [P]xk ,xk+1 [B]xk ,yπ ,z βk+1 |N (z), (8.17)

for π ∈ Πk , initialized by βN |N (π ) = 1 for all π ∈ ΠN .

In summary, to evaluate the smoothing distribution αk |N (π ) for a discrete
CAA system, one

i) computes the optimal inverse �lter αk (π ) via (8.10);

ii) computes the backward variables βk |N (π ) via the recursion in (8.17);

iii) combines the �lter αk (π ) and βk |N (π ) using (8.16).

8.5 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we illustrate and evaluate the theoretical results in numerical
experiments. We consider a three-state discrete CAA system, so that πk ∈ R3,
and the �lter αk (π ) and smoother αk |N (π ) yield probability mass functions (pmfs)
over (subsets of) the two-dimensional unit simplex. In particular, we consider the
following CAA system:

P =


0.7 0.2 0.1
0.1 0.4 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.8

 , B =


0.3 0.3 0.4
0.1 0.8 0.1
0.1 0.4 0.5

 , (8.18)

with U = {1, 2} and a policy G that yields the �rst action if [πk ]1 ≥ 0.5, and the
second action otherwise.

8.5.1 Illustration
In the left plot of Figure 8.3, we illustrate the pmf of the optimal inverse �lter
α2(π ) = Pr[π2 = π |u1:2,x0:2], for π ∈ Π2, computed via (8.10). We have marked
the conditional mean estimate (CME) with a red circle, and the adversary’s actual
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[π ]1

[π ]2

[π ]3

Optimal Inverse Filter
αk (π )

[π ]1

[π ]2

[π ]3

Optimal Smoother
αk |N (π )

Figure 8.3: The �gures show, left, the optimal inverse �lter αk (π ), and, right, the
smoother αk |N (π ) at time k = 2 and N = 6. The bars display the probability mass
function (some beliefs have zero probability). The actual belief of the adversary
(on the gray unit simplex) is marked with a green cross, and the conditional mean
estimate (CME) by a red circle. One should note that the smoother’s CME lies
closer to the actual belief – hence, providing a better estimate.

belief with a green cross. It should be noted that the optimal inverse �lter assigns
zero probability to several points in the set Π2.

In the right plot, we illustrate the smoother α2 |6(π ) = Pr[π2 = π |u1:6,x0:6], for
π ∈ Π2, computed via (8.16). Its CME and the adversary’s actual belief are marked
as before. The smoother, having access to additional data (i.e., the actions u3:6 and
states x3:6), rules out one of the potential beliefs of the adversary. Consequently,
its CME is closer to the actual belief of the adversary.

8.5.2 Improved Accuracy in Estimating the Adversary’s
Beliefs

Next, we compute the error between the actual belief of the adversary πk and
the CMEs of the optimal inverse �lter (8.11) and the smoother (8.15) for various
values of k between 1 and N = 6. We average the errors over 1000 realizations.
The results are in Figure 8.4.

The smoother yields, on average, a lower error than the �lter. Its estimate of
the adversary’s actual belief is better since it can incorporate more information
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Figure 8.4: Average error of the conditional mean estimate (CME) of the inverse
�lter and smoother, compared to the adversary’s actual belief πk . The smoother
yields, on average, more accurate estimates. Note that the smoother and the �lter
coincide at the last point in the interval – that is, αN (π ) = αN |N (π ).

– not only measurements up to time k when estimating πk , but also those from
times k + 1, . . . ,N . It should be noted that the �lter αk (π ) and smoother αk |N (π )
coincide for k = N , and hence, yield the same average error.

8.6 Conclusion
We have derived the optimal smoother for inverse �ltering in counter-adversarial
autonomous (CAA) systems – the goal being to estimate an adversary’s beliefs
given observed actions and knowledge of the state sequence. As expected, the
smoother is more accurate (in terms of mean-squared errors) than the optimal
inverse �lter because it has access to more information, which we veri�ed in
numerical experiments.

Future work includes studying the important problem of mismatched systems
(e.g., where the adversary does not have perfect knowledge of the transition kernel
P ) and dealing with the computational concerns resulting from the exponential
growth of the sets of potential beliefs (|Πk | = Y k ) in discrete CAA systems using,
for example, particle �lters and smoothers [220].
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8.A The Complete CAA System Model
In full generality, the CAA model (8.1)-(8.4) takes the form:

us: xk ∼ Pxk−1,x = p(x |xk−1), x0 ∼ π0 (8.19a)
adversary: yk ∼ Bxk ,y = p(y |xk ), (8.19b)
adversary: πk = T (πk−1,yk ; P̂ , B̂), (8.19c)
adversary: ak ∼ Cπk ,a = p(a |πk ), (8.19d)

us: uk ∼ Dak ,u = p(u |ak ), (8.19e)

where ak ∈ A is the action taken by the adversary (according to a control policy
C) and uk ∈ U is our observation (via conditional density D) of it. Here, A is an
“internal” action set and U is an “external” action set (which are not necessarily
equal).

In the chapter, to simplify, we assume that we have direct access to Gπ ,u =∫
ACπ ,aDa,u da, and that the �lter is matched: P̂ = P and B̂ = B.

8.B Proof of Corollary 8.1
First note that the only beliefs that the adversary could have had at time k are
those in the set Πk , de�ned in (8.9). Hence, αk (π ) de�nes a probability mass
function on Πk . We can explicitly derive the recursion (8.10) for αk (π ) as follows.
We have that

αk+1(π ) = Pr[πk+1 = π |u1:k+1,x0:k+1]

=
Pr[πk+1 = π ,u1:k+1,x0:k+1]

Pr[u1:k+1,x0:k+1]

=

∑
y∈Y Pr[πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k+1,x0:k+1]∑

π̄ ∈Πk+1

∑
y∈Y Pr[πk+1 = π̄ ,yk+1 = y,u1:k+1,x0:k+1]

, (8.20)

for π ∈ Πk+1. The term Pr[πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k+1,x0:k+1] can be rewritten

Pr[πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k+1,x0:k+1]
= Gπ ,uk+1 Pr[πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k ,x0:k+1] (8.21)

193
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since

Pr[uk+1 |πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k ,x0:k+1] = Pr[uk+1 |πk+1 = π ]
= Gπ ,uk+1 , (8.22)

by conditional independence. Marginalizing the last factor in (8.21) as

Pr[πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k ,x0:k+1]
=

∑
π ′∈Πk

Pr[πk = π ′,πk+1 = π ,yk+1 = y,u1:k ,x0:k+1], (8.23)

and then factorizing it into the products

• Pr[πk+1 = π |πk = π ′,yk+1 = y,u1:k ,x0:k+1]
= Pr[πk+1 = π |πk = π ′,yk+1 = y] = I{π = T (π ′,y)};

• Pr[yk+1 = y |πk = π ′,u1:k ,x0:k+1] = Pr[yk+1 = y |xk+1] = [B]xk+1,y ;

• Pr[xk+1 |πk = π ′,u1:k ,x0:k ] = Pr[xk+1 |xk ] = [P]xk ,xk+1 ;

• Pr[πk = π ′ |u1:k ,x0:k ] = αk (π ′);
• Pr[u1:k ,x0:k ];

yields, when introduced in (8.20) together with (8.21), that

αk+1(π ) =
Gπ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk

(∑
y∈Y I{π = T (π ′,y)}[B]xk+1,y

)
αk (π ′)∑

π̄ ∈Πk+1 Gπ̄ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk

(∑
y∈Y I{π̄ = T (π ′,y)}[B]xk+1,y

)
αk (π ′)

=
Gπ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk

∑
y∈Yπ ′,π [B]xk+1,yαk (π ′)∑

π̄ ∈Πk+1 Gπ̄ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk

∑
y∈Yπ ′, π̄ [B]xk+1,yαk (π ′)

, (8.24)

where, in the �rst equality, both the factors [P]xk ,xk+1 and Pr[u1:k ,x0:k ] have can-
celed, and in the second, we have introduced the notation Yπ ′,π = {y ∈ Y : π =
T (π ′,y)}.

Under the assumptions that P > 0 and that no two columns of the B matrix
are colinear (Assumption 5.3), the set Yπ ′,π contains, at most, a single observation
(see Remark 7.5, and the associated proof in Appendix 7.F), which we denote yπ ′,π .
This yields, �nally, that

αk+1(π ) =
Gπ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk [B]xk+1,yπ ′,π αk (π ′)∑

π̄ ∈Πk+1 Gπ̄ ,uk+1

∑
π ′∈Πk [B]xk+1,yπ ′, π̄ αk (π ′)

, (8.25)

initialized by α0(π0) = 1.
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8.C Proof of Theorem 8.2
Proof. Consider the smoothing distribution

αk |N (π ) = p(πk = π |u1:N ,x0:N )

=
p(πk = π ,u1:N ,x0:N )∫

Π
p(πk = π ′,u1:N ,x0:N )dπ ′

=
p(πk = π ,uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |u1:k ,x0:k )∫

Π
p(πk = π ′,uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |u1:k ,x0:k )dπ ′

=
p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |πk = π ,u1:k ,x0:k )αk (π )∫

Π
p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |πk = π ′,u1:k ,x0:k )αk (π ′)dπ ′

, (8.26)

where in the third equality the term p(u1:k ,x0:k ) cancels in numerator and denom-
inator, and in the last equality we have identi�ed p(πk = π |u1:k ,x0:k ) = αk (π ) as
the optimal inverse �lter (8.8).

Now, note that uk+1:N ,xk+1:N and u1:k ,x0:k−1 are conditionally independent
given πk ,xk , so that

αk |N (π ) =
p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |πk = π ,xk )αk (π )∫

Π
p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |πk = π ′,xk )αk (π ′)dπ ′

=
βk |N (π )αk (π )∫

Π
βk |N (π ′)αk (π ′)dπ ′

, (8.27)

where we have de�ned

βk |N (π ) def.
= p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |πk = π ,xk ). (8.28)

We refer to βk |N (π ) as the the backward variable since it can be computed via a
backward recursion. To show this, begin with

βk |N (π ) = p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N |πk = π ,xk )

=

∫
Π
p(uk+1:N ,xk+1:N ,πk+1 = z |πk = π ,xk )dz

=

∫
Π
p(uk+2:N ,xk+2:N |uk+1,xk+1,πk+1 = z,πk = π ,xk )

× p(uk+1,xk+1,πk+1 = z |πk = π ,xk )dz. (8.29)

The �rst factor inside the integral equals βk+1 |N (z) (due to conditional indepen-
dence), and the second factor

p(uk+1,xk+1,πk+1 = z |πk = π ,xk )

=

∫
Y
p(uk+1,xk+1,πk+1 = z,yk+1 = y |πk = π ,xk )dy (8.30)
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can be factorized as follows:

• p(uk+1 |xk+1,πk+1 = z,yk+1 = y,πk = π ,xk )
= p(uk+1 |πk+1 = z) = Gz,uk+1 ;

• p(πk+1 = z |xk+1,yk+1 = y,πk = π ,xk ) = p(πk+1 = z |yk+1 = y,πk = π )
= δ (z −T (π ,y)), since the map T is deterministic;

• p(yk+1 = y |xk+1,πk = π ,xk ) = p(yk+1 = y |xk+1) = Bxk+1,y ;

• p(xk+1 |πk = π ,xk ) = p(xk+1 |xk ) = Pxk ,xk+1 .

Taken together in (8.30), we obtain

p(uk+1,xk+1,πk+1 = z |πk = π ,xk )

=

∫
Y
Gz,uk+1δ (z −T (π ,y))Bxk+1,yPxk ,xk+1dy

= Gz,uk+1Bxk+1,yπ ,zPxk ,xk+1 , (8.31)

which, �nally, when introduced in (8.29) yields the recursion

βk |N (π ) =
∫
Π
βk+1 |N (z)Gz,uk+1Bxk+1,yπ ,zPxk ,xk+1dz. (8.32)

Here, we have de�ned yπ ,z as the y ∈ Y such that z = T (π ,y).
Since βN |N (π ) = p(uN+1:N ,xN+1:N |πN = π ,xN ) = p(�|πN = π ,xN ) = 1, the

recursion is initialized by
βN |N (π ) = 1, (8.33)

for all π ∈ Π. �

8.D Proof of Corollary 8.2
Follows analogously to the proofs of Corollary 8.1 and Theorem 8.2.

8.E Details on Numerical Experiments
In the numerical experiments, we consider the following CAA system:

P =


0.7 0.2 0.1
0.1 0.4 0.5
0.1 0.1 0.8

 , B =


0.3 0.3 0.4
0.1 0.8 0.1
0.1 0.4 0.5

 , (8.34)
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Figure 8.E.1: Policy used in the CAA system in the numerical experiments.

with U = {1, 2} and policy G given by

Gπ ,u=1 =

{
1 if [π ]1 ≥ 0.5,
0 otherwise,

(8.35)

and

Gπ ,u=2 =

{
1 if [π ]1 < 0.5,
0 otherwise,

(8.36)

which is illustrated in Figure 8.E.1.





Chapter 9

Conclusion

In this thesis, we studied the HMM and a number of its extensions. In particular,
we touched upon four central challenges that become increasingly relevant as

we transition into the modern and data-driven regime: i) convergence of local-
search procedures, ii) learning from other sources than raw data, iii) explainability
and adversarial autonomous systems, and iv) dissemination of methodologies.
These were introduced and discussed in Section 1.1. Below, we �rst summarize the
main conclusions in the thesis with respect to these challenges, and then provide
indications for potential future extensions.

9.1 Summary
We began with the fourth challenge in Chapter 3 by establishing collaborations
with experts in an applied �eld; that of vascular surgery and abdominal aortic
aneurysms (AAAs). In particular, we studied the problem of how to weigh the
risks involved in the surgery of a potentially life-threatening disease against the
risks of not intervening. Albeit there are guidelines for how to handle these risks,
these are sometimes bypassed [119] (emphasis added):

“Signi�cant variation in the management of a juxtarenal AAA be-
tween countries was observed. [. . . ] This variation re�ects the lack
of long-term evidence and international consensus on the optimal
management of complex AAA.”

By recognizing it as a problem of decision making under uncertainty, we formu-
lated the problem in the MDP framework, taking into account, for example, the
life-expectancy of the patient. Our main conclusion was that the optimal policy
has a di�erent structure than that recommended by current clinical guidelines
(see Figure 9.1) – in particular, that younger patients could bene�t from earlier
surgery. Moreover, since the parameters of the model are easy to vary, the model
can be used for a more patient-speci�c treatment (in particular, complex cases can
have adequate risk adjustments made in the model).

Employing a model – once one is available – is often rather mechanical. In
Chapter 3, we leveraged previous work by other researchers and avoided the
parameter estimation problem. The conclusions and interpretations that can be
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Figure 9.1: The current clinical policy for treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysms,
versus the optimal policy computed in Chapter 3. A black cell indicates that surgery
should be performed and a white cell indicates that no action should be taken (i.e.,
continue surveillance for one year).

justly drawn are, however, very dependent on the quality of the model and its
numerical parameters – see Section 3.5. In general, model building and parameter
estimation are highly cost and time consuming tasks. Motivated by this, we next
directed our attention to the parameter estimation problem for HMMs.

We began by considering the “direct” parameter estimation problem for HMMs
in Chapter 4: given observations from an HMM, �nd parameters that describe
the observed data well. The standard procedure used for this is to maximize the
likelihood of the observed data. However, schemes for computing the ML estimate
rely, in practice, on iterative local-search algorithms (such as the EM, or Baum-
Welch, algorithm) which are only guaranteed to converge to a local stationary
point in the likelihood surface. To reach a global optimum, either many restarts
or a good initialization point is required. Moreover, convergence can be slow with
an associated high computational time. An illustration was given in Example 1.3
on page 9. This is problematic, despite the attractive statistical properties of the
ML estimator.

On the other hand, recently proposed methods of moments formulated for
HMMs are, under suitable assumptions, computationally very e�cient, strongly
consistent and do not su�er from algorithmic problems related to local optima.
However, they are typically formulated using only low order correlations in the
data, which means that there is a loss of accuracy since some information is
neglected. In Chapter 4, we considered extending recent methods that employ
consecutive pair and tripletwise correlations between observations to also include
non-consecutive, or lagged, correlations. While deriving the extensions, care had
to be taken to respect the attractive properties of these methods. In numerical
evaluations, we noted an improved accuracy (since we extract more information
from the data) and a maintained low computational burden.
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Figure 9.2: The likelihood function of data generated from a simple HMM. The
iterates of the EM algorithm (started in the point marked with a circle) are plotted
in blue – they converge to a bad local optimum. The estimates from non-lagged and
lagged methods of moments are marked with cyan and green stars, respectively,
and the true parameters with a purple star.

Example 9.1 (Revisit of Example 1.3). Recall that in Example 1.3 (on page 9),
we considered an HMM with two hidden states and that, in order to be able
to visualize the data, we assumed that the observation likelihoods were known.
Hence, we aimed to estimate the probabilities of staying in each of the two states.

In Figure 9.2, we again plot the likelihood of the observed data for di�erent
values of these two probabilities. The true parameter values are marked in purple.
The estimates resulting from non-lagged and lagged methods of moments are
marked with cyan and green stars, respectively. The blue trajectory plots the
iterates of the EM algorithm when started in the point marked with a circle.

It should be noted that the EM algorithm, from this starting point, converges
to a local optimum (far from the true parameters of the HMM). The estimates
from the methods of moments (computed using convex optimization) both lie in a
neighborhood of the true parameters. In higher-dimensions, it is not possible to
visualize the data as in Figure 9.2, and these problems become obscured.

Another possibility to address expensive model �tting is to exploit an already
trained system – assuming it can be “reversed engineered”. This idea of using
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Figure 9.3: Outline of the setup of an HMM �ltering and control system, with the
di�erent subproblems considered in the thesis indicated.

alternative data sources for model estimation (the second challenge) is also closely
related to, and in part motivated by, the design of counter-adversarial systems (the
third challenge). In particular, the problem of remotely calibrating an autonomous
adversary’s sensors (see Example 1.4) provided strong motivation for the work in
Chapters 5-8:

“given measurements of actions by an adversary, estimate its sensors.”

The general problem, however, seemed insurmountable on the outset. In
order to address it, we divided it into manageable subproblems, as summarized
in Figure 9.3. While treating each subproblem, we noted that each one, on its
own, had potential and interesting applications. For example, we introduced and
provided solutions to a new class of inference problems: inverse �ltering problems
for HMMs, that have potential applications in fault detection and diagnosis, cyber-
physical security, etc.

More speci�cally, as outlined in Figure 9.3, we treated the following subprob-
lems:

• In Chapter 5, we estimated sensor parameters (the observation matrix B and
the observations) assuming known system dynamics and that posteriors
were given. The essence was to investigate the question:

“what information about an HMM �ltering system is exposed by
its output?”

This special case was considered as a stepping stone to more general formula-
tions in later chapters. As such, to simplify, we did not consider mismatched
�ltering setups (i.e., we assumed P̂ = P and B̂ = B in Figure 9.3).

• In Chapter 6, we reconstructed posteriors (or, private beliefs) from actions.
In particular, we characterized the set of consistent, or feasible, private
beliefs that the decision-making agent could have had given an observed
action and knowledge of the preferences of the agent.
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Albeit our motivation was to exploit the estimated private belief to subse-
quently estimate the agent’s sensors, it also forms a basis for predicting the
future behavior of the agent.

• In Chapter 7, we extended the problems and results of Chapter 5 in two
important ways: i) we estimated both system and sensor parameters given
posteriors, and ii) we considered mismatched �ltering systems. Due to the
increased amount of parameters to be estimated, the associated algorithms
became more complicated and we had to consider identi�ability issues.

The solutions to all the subproblems were assembled in the last part of Chapter 7
(in particular, in Section 7.4) to provide a solution to the remote sensor calibration
problem.

Lastly, in Chapter 8, we outlined an alternative solution to the problem treated
in Chapter 6 (estimating an agent’s private beliefs from its actions). There, we
treated the problem in a Bayesian framework, and computed the posterior dis-
tribution over the agent’s past and current private beliefs. By taking the full
generative model used by the agent into account, we obtained, not only the set
of private beliefs that are consistent with observed actions (as in Chapter 6), but
a full probabilistic rating over these beliefs. In the future, we hope this can be
extended to provide probabilistic treatments of other important problems in the
design of counter-adversarial systems – see below.

In summary, this thesis has provided important initial steps towards an under-
standing of inverse learning and (counter-)adversarial signal processing, as well
as a number of applications of the Markovian framework.

9.2 Future Work
In this section, we outline and discuss a number of possible paths for future work
related to the topics discussed in the thesis.

9.2.1 Direct Learning of HMM Parameters

There are, at least, four important extensions that can be made to the methods
discussed in Chapter 4. The �rst is extending the theoretical analysis. What is an
optimal weighting in the optimization problems (4.13), (4.15) and (4.17), and how
much is to be gained using one? This entails quantifying the sample-e�ciency
through concentration inequalities for dependent random variables (e.g., [161]),
or analyzing the asymptotic covariance (e.g., [162]). Results from the theory on
generalized methods of moments could potentially be leveraged for this purpose.
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The second stems naturally as a remark from observing Figure 9.2 (in Exam-
ple 9.1 above): the method of moments estimate should serve as a good starting
point for an iterative ML algorithm. The attractive computational cost, the strong
consistency and the algorithmic properties solicit such hybrid approaches. We
have explored this in our previous works [39] and [84] with promising results. In
these works, we combined method of moments estimates with likelihood max-
imization using EM and Newton-Raphson. However, even though the number
of iterations needed for convergence can be reduced using such hybrid methods
(due to a good initial point), they can still pose computational concerns in the
large-data domain (e.g., computing the Hessian in Newton-Raphson). Future work
could study combinations with more e�cient methods such as quasi-Newton [221]
and online-EM [222].

In theory, the last point is simple; call a methods of moments subroutine,
and use the resulting estimate as initial point for the ML subroutine. In practice,
it is not as simple; these methods are still mostly con�ned to research papers,
and it is hard to come by implementations. Albeit the methods are relatively
straightforward to implement from scratch, this hinders adoption. Practitioners
would greatly bene�t from toolboxes that ease their utilization – HMM estimation
subroutines (in, e.g., MATLAB, or the pomegranate-package [173]) could fall back
on a method of moments estimate if the user does not provide an initial point
for EM, or if the data/system size is large. The third extension is hence providing
public, well-documented and easy-to-use implementations of these methods.

Lastly, the methods and ideas discussed in Chapter 4 might apply for estima-
tion in more general model structures, such as Markov-switched auto-regressive
models and jump Markov linear systems (e.g., [2, 3, 160]).

9.2.2 Estimation of Private Beliefs

In Chapters 6 and 8, we showed how to estimate the private belief of a decision-
making agent from its actions. An interesting continuation entails how to predict
its future behavior and, in a counter-adversarial setting, devise policies and mea-
sures against it.

Another point worth investigating stems from that when we characterized
the set of consistent private beliefs of the agent (in Theorem 6.1 in Chapter 6), we
assumed that the agent was myopic – it optimized only for its immediate cost in
(6.5). To account for an agent that optimizes over a non-unitary time-horizon, we
would have to know (or estimate) also the model the agent uses for predicting
future states of nature. This is more akin to the setup in Chapter 8 (where the cost
function and, in some sense, the predictive model of the agent are integrated in
its policy G).
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Assuming that the state of nature is Markovian and that the agent’s obser-
vations are generated as in an HMM (see Section 6.2.3), the setup in Chapter 6
becomes a special case of a POMDP; in more generality, the agent optimizes its
costs accumulated over a time-horizon N ≥ 1 and, moreover, the chosen action
u ∈ U would also a�ect the transition probabilities P(u) of the system and the
observation likelihoods B(u) of the sensor.

Generalizing the results of Chapter 6 to such settings could prove to be very
di�cult, since merely computing the exact solution to a POMDP is challenging
(see [3, Section 7.5] and [56]). One potential approach could be to formulate
the POMDP as a (continuous) belief-state MDP [3], and then consider the linear
programming (LP) formulation based on occupancy measures [223]. Inverse
optimization techniques, similar to those in Chapter 6, could then be applied to
the resulting LP to reconstruct (or characterize) the parameters of the agent.

The problem in Chapter 6 is also more challenging if one considers a �nite
action-space U . In Chapter 6, the policy resulting from solving (6.5) maps from
a continuous space (the belief space) to another continuous space (U = RU ).
If U is �nite, then the policy map is, necessarily, many-to-one (since it maps
from a continuous space to a �nite space). Estimating the private belief (i.e., the
inverse problem) then becomes highly degenerate without introducing additional
information regarding the agent’s behavior – as in Chapter 8.

The practical applicability of the approach in Chapter 8 is, however, currently
limited by the fact that the size of the set Πk grows exponentially: |Πk | = Y k . It
would be interesting to investigate how these sets could be pruned, or be replaced
by approximate methods (e.g., particle �lters [220]).

Lastly, the results in Chapter 6 show that it is possible to characterize the pri-
vate belief of a myopic agent if its cost function is known. A standard assumption
in social learning is that all agents are myopic and that they share the same cost
function [3] – hence, presenting itself as a domain where the results could be
applicable. In particular, it would be interesting in the future to investigate what
implications reconstructing an agent’s private belief has in terms of detecting
misinformation propagation and devising new social learning protocols.

9.2.3 Inverse Filtering for HMMs

In Chapters 5, 7 and 8, we proposed and provided initial solutions to inverse
�ltering problems for HMMs, and established a framework for designing counter-
adversarial autonomous systems. There are a number of extensions that would be
interesting to consider in future work – these include:

• The complementary problem to that treated in Chapter 5. Assume that we
know the sensor (the observation matrix) used to measure the system, and
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have access to the outputs (posterior distributions) of an HMM �ltering
system. What can be determined regarding the system dynamics (the transi-
tion matrix)? A solution to this problem follows by the results in Chapter 7,
but more specialized algorithms could be derived.

• In Chapter 7, we saw that in a mismatched HMM �ltering system, the param-
eters of the system are not in exact correspondence with those in the HMM
�lter. For example, the transition matrix of the system is not exactly equal
to the transition matrix used in the HMM �lter’s update equations. This
was ignored in both Chapters 5 and 8, but is a crucial property in counter-
adversarial systems. How could these works be extended to incorporate
this?

• If one applies inverse HMM �ltering to posterior distributions from a more
complex model, then what type of model-order reduction does this corre-
spond to? – see Section 1.1.3 for motivation. For example, if the assumed
size of the observation alphabet is smaller than that of the true system.

• Is it possible to interpret the result of querying a large number of experts as
the posterior distribution of an HMM �lter, and via inverse �ltering reverse
engineer the, so to say, wisdom of the crowd? That is, to discover how the
crowd interprets and reacts to information.

• In [87], we extended the results of Chapter 5 to linear Gaussian state-space
models. How would the more general results of Chapter 7 materialize for
the Kalman �lter?

• In social learning [3, 12], an agent receives a private observation which
is used, together with past actions by other agents, to update its private
belief. A myopic action is then taken, which is announced to the other
agents. Can inverse �ltering be used to determine how each agent is inter-
preting its private observation (i.e., reconstruct its internal model of the
environment, parametrized by P and B, by �rst estimating its private belief
using Chapter 6)? What implications would this have for social learning
protocols?

• In Chapter 7, we provided a solution to the remote sensor calibration prob-
lem. There is a wide range of other important problems in the design of
counter-adversarial autonomous systems, some of which were mentioned
in Example 1.4 in Section 1.1.3: How can we design our probing sequence so
as to obtain maximally informative measurements, or maximally “confuse”
the adversary? How can we predict the future behavior of the adversary
and, in extension, devise appropriate counter-measure against it?
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• In relation to Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 in Chapter 7, it would be interesting to
investigate generalizations of the concepts of reachability and controllability
from control theory to POMDPs and the HMM �lter. For example, given an
initial prior π0, that is updated according to the HMM �lter (2.35), is there a
sequence of observations y1, . . . ,yN (with non-zero probability) that makes
πN = π

d for any desired posterior πd? If not, then what is the subset of the
belief space that can be reached from the given prior π0?

• We believe that there are important connections to be made with the �elds
of cyber-physical security and privacy. Consider, for example, a malicious
actor performing a stealth attack on a cyber-physical control system. The
attacker (for reasons of, e.g., sabotage, �nancial gain or terrorism) injects a
malicious signal, or modi�es/counterfeits system and sensor parameters,
while aiming to avoid detection. Revealing and alleviating the consequences
of such attacks have received increasing attention during the last decade
– see, e.g., [184–186]. The �eld is still young and most work is focused on
linear control systems. Could inverse �ltering algorithms be used to reveal
an attack (in HMM-based systems)?

In relation to the fourth challenge (dissemination of methodologies, discussed
further below), it would be interesting to �nd domains where the ideas and
methods for inverse �ltering derived in this thesis can be applied. Throughout the
chapters, we have provided a selection of early applications, and hinted at others,
in, e.g., fault detection, design of counter-adversarial systems, �nance and social
learning.

Investigating connections to less technical domains could prove fruitful. For
example, a doctor spends her whole career �ne-tuning her internal (mental) model
of how the human body behaves under the in�uence of various diseases, and what
indicators are visible from them. On an abstract level, what the doctor is doing is
HMM �ltering: she is trying to determine the, only partially observable, state of
the patient (its health status) via various observations. Is it possible, by utilizing
her past diagnoses, to discover how she interprets the various observations?
Extracting (estimating) her internal model could help provide decision-support
for other doctors via an automatic system, as well as reveal, potential, biases.

In connection to this, how would one go about learning from both experts
(e.g., a tuned �ltering system) and raw data? That is, if one has access to some
observations from the system, along with some outputs from an HMM �ltering
system; how should these be combined so as to construct a model of the system?
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9.2.4 Applications and Collaborations
In the previous subsections, we have already discussed a number of potential
applications and areas with which interesting synergies could be formed. The
importance of �eld-translational collaborations have recently been highlighted
in the ongoing coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in which doctors and epidemi-
ologists have joined forces with statisticians, data scientists and mathematical
modelers – see, e.g., [224]. By combining their expertise they derive insights from
data which can be used as guidance for governments and policy makers on how
to prevent and mitigate the impact of the disease.

In terms of the work in this thesis, recall that we were motivated by the
following points from a list of areas in need of further research (in relation to the
care of patients with AAAs) of a recent issue of the Journal of Vascular Surgery [80]:

• “Can a single risk-bene�t scoring scheme be developed that incorporates
risk of repair, risk of aneurysm rupture, and anticipated life expectancy?”

• “Would a risk-bene�t scoring scheme that incorporates risk of repair, risk of
aneurysm rupture, and anticipated life expectancy assist in mutual decision-
making between the surgeon, the patient, and the patient’s family?”

In Chapter 3, we took initial steps towards answering such questions by formal-
izing the problem as an MDP. However, in order to fully convince practitioners
and policy makers of the results that our work points to, a number of additional
steps need to be taken. First of all, the results we present are, for example, the
expected gain in number of QALYs in the model. Validating the performance on
real patient-cases is of high importance. At this early stage, it is infeasible to
perform a clinical evaluation, however, a retrospective study would be highly
interesting and indicative of the validity of our results.

Moreover, on a more practical side, developing user-friendly tools that the
average practitioner can employ is important. Allowing model parameters to easily
and intuitively be modi�ed in these tools will provide a basis for patient-speci�c
care. For example, in complex AAAs, or when other comorbitities are present,
risk parameters can be elevated; gender-speci�c di�erences can be incorporated;
and the patient can together with the family decide on a QALY rating. This would
assist the decision making between the surgeon, the patient and the patient’s
family.

In terms of model parameters, it is of course of interest to obtain better esti-
mates which would help in establishing the actual thresholds that should be used
in the policy – not just the structural properties of the optimal policy that our
results point to. Currently, as noted in Section 3.5.1, most high quality evidence
is available for smaller aneurysms (due to the current guidelines). One potential
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consequence of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is that more data relating to
medium-size aneurysms could become available (due to new policies and relocated
resources within health-care systems).

A number of extensions to our model were discussed in Section 3.5.2 – for
example, incorporating new markers for AAA rupture and growth (e.g., biome-
chanical rupture risk markers [128]) which could help establish new policies once
such markers become clinically available. Additionally, other diseases with simi-
lar characteristics, where treatment decision is primarily based on maximizing
remaining life-expectancy include:

• deciding whether to operate or perform continued surveillance for carotid
stenosis;

• treatment of atrial �brillation, weighing the risks of thromboembolic events
against catastrophic bleeds;

• decision of treatment and surveillance intervals for meningiomas and other
benign intracranial neoplasms (tumors);

• evaluating the choice of biological and non-biological valves for aortic valve
replacement.

These could potentially also bene�t from systematic modeling in the Markovian
framework.
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